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SHAGUFTA PARVEEN 
Aim and Scope of the Study 
In present global scenario, if opens TV, news paper or any other 
media, including news letters, periodicals, conference proceedings, we 
find title like patenting of Ayuivedic medicine, "weak nations can 
realize their strength under WTO", "seal your right" "Copyright and 
Internet" etc Intellectual property rights have gaining much attention 
of the people now a days It becomes the topic of Interest among 
piofessionals and Non-Professionals like teachers, students, lawyer, 
authois etc 
All this inspired me to select the topic "Intellectual Property 
Riglits" This is an attempt to take up all the aspects relating to IPR like 
copyright, patents, trademarks, WTO, GATT etc 
This dissertation provides An Annotated Bibliography of all the 
relevant material related to significant topics attempting to be 
exhaustive m its coverage 
In the process, it has included 205 articles dealing with 
"Intellectual Pioperty Rights" which may prove useful for all those 
who have slight interest in this field 
The Bibliography is divided into fou^ parts 
Part I, deals with introduction of the topic covered 
Part II, which is the main part of the present study consist of an 
annotation list of 205 articles on the subject, these entiies aie not 
compiehensive but aie fairly infoimative on the subject 
Part III. deals with findings of the study 
Part IV, deals with the indices 
(J) 
METHODOLOGY 
The primary sources were consulted in the following libraries 
(i) Maulana Azad library, Aligarh Muslim University 
Aligarh 
(ii) Central Reference Library, University of Delhi, Delhi 
(ill) Seminar Library, Department of Library Science, 
A M U , Aligarh 
(iv) Seminar Library, Department of Law, A M U , Aligarh 
(v) Seminar Library, Department of Chemistry, A M U , 
Aligarh 
(vii) Seminar Library, Department of Physics, A M U , 
Aligarh 
(vui) Seminar Library, Department of Agriculture A M U , 
Aligarh 
Standard Followed: 
The Indian standards recommended for bibliographical 
leference (IS 2381 - 1063) and classified catalogue code (CCC) of 
Di S R Ranganathan have been followed In some cases where IS 
ddsnot give any guidance, I have taken appropiiate decision 
Arrangement: 
The entries are arranged under subject heading which are 
an'anged alphabetically, following letter by letter method The entry 
element of the author is in capitals followed by the secondary element 
in paienthesis using capital and small letters and then the title of the 
articles, sub-title (if any) then name of the periodical being underlined 
followed by the volume number, issue number, the year, month and 
(2) 
date given by using inclusive notation of tlie pages of the articles, 'fhe 
each entry is then followed by an informative and indicative abstracts of 
the articles. 
Entries of periodical articles are arranged as follows: 
a) Serial number 
b) Name of the author/authors 
c) A full stop (.) 
d) Title of the contribution including sub-title and alternative title (if 
any). 
e) A full stop (.) 
f) Title of the periodical being underlined. 
g) A full stop (.) 
h) Volume number 
i) Comma (,) 
j) Issue Number 
k) Semi Colon (;) 
1) Year 
m) Comma (,) 
n) Month 
o) Comma (,) 
p) Date 
q) Semi Colon (;) 
r) Inclusive pages of the articles 
s) A full stop (.) 
(3) 
Specimen Entry: 
, INDIA 
149 PRASAD (KN) Intellectual Property Rights Information 
Studies 4.2. 1998,67-104 
Presents an overview of intellectual property rights, with 
special reference to India Defines intellectual property. 
Copyright, patent, tiademark and related terms Highlights 
prevalent conflicts and confusion relating to intellectual 
property rights in the area of computer programmes, databases, 
Internet usage, electronic publishing etc which have 
necessitated changes to existing laws Discuss the effects of the 
various international conventions and the laws and regulations 
related to intellectual property rights m India 
EXPALANATION: 
This article is written by KN Prasad having the title 
Intellectual Property Rights" published in the periodical Information 
studies, volume 4 issue number 2 dated 1998 from pages 67 to 104 
entiy number of this abstract is 149 
ABSTRACT; 
The entries in the bibliography contains abstract giving the 
essential information about the Articles Attempts have been made to 
prepare informative abstract, so that in most of the users needs are 
fulfilled with the abstract itself 
(4) 
SUBJECT HEADING: 
Attempt has been made to give co-extensive subject headmgs as 
much as possible, it will facilitate the readers to find out the desired 
article (s) fiom this bibliography 
INDICES: 
The index part contains the author index, subject index and title 
index, arranged alphabetically The index guides to the specific entry 
01 entries in the bibliography It is hoped that it will be found useful in 
the consultation of the bibliography 
(5) 
List of Abbreviations/Acronyms Used 
GATT 
ICAAN 
I PR 
T & I 
TRIPS 
UNCITRAL 
UN 
WCT 
WIPO 
WIT 
WWW 
WPPT 
General Agreement on Trade and Tariff 
Internet Corporation of Assigned Names and 
Numbers 
iNtellechAol! P'yope^ i^  <ijK+* 
Teaching & Instructional 
Trade related aspects of Intellectual Property 
Rights 
United Commission on International Trade Law 
United Nations 
WIPO Copyright Treaty 
World Intellectual Property Organisation 
WIPO Internet Treaties 
World Wide Web 
WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty 
(6) 
^ 
PART-I 
INTRODUCTION 
\ 
INTRODUCTION 
In ancient days creative persons like artists, musicians and 
vviiteis, composers etc composed or wrote their works for fame and 
recognition than to earn a hving They never thought of to sell their 
products of their mind They were not aware of that their work, which 
IS the result of their intellectual efforts, can be protected to use by 
otheis Thus, the question of property right never arose But after the 
invention of some new technologies like printing press, etc which 
enabled the reproduction of original work, creators were able to think 
over the concept of their property right Thus, with the passage of 
time, cieator became aware that protection of their property can give 
some benefit to them if it is protected This awareness on the part of 
the cieators have given rise to what is known as "Intellectual Property 
Right" 
MEANING: 
Literally speaking, "intellecf means the product of human 
biain Property is that concept which is claimed by a person and he is 
the sole owner of that property Thus, IP is a product/Property of one's 
intellect it is similar to the property consisting of movable or 
immovable things like a house or a car, where in the proprieter or 
ownei may use his property as he wishes and no body else can 
lawfully use his/her property without then permission 
Right refers to the holding over that property So, IPR refers to 
the creation of human intellect and the right foi protections or contiol 
over this property / product It is a well settled prmciple of law that no 
(7) 
one can gam benefit of a thing which has been produced by the labour, 
skill and efforts of others So everyone has an inherited right to protect 
his/hei intellectual property It is the legal expression of privileges 
gi anted by the state for use of creation IP is inherently intangible, it 
I elates to items of knowledge and to the information which can 
eventually be incorporated or embodied m limitless number of 
tangible things or goods all over the world 
We can say that any property movable or immovable has to be 
protected in order to prevent it from piracy Similarly the rights in the 
property, resulting from the intellectual efforts of an individual need 
also to be protected to prevent it from infringement The result of such 
effort is to be known as IPR The right m the, IP is protected by the 
appropriate legislation of the country 
IP as a Concept: 
Concept is different from things Concept gives a new meaning 
to a particular thing Legal concept of possession changes the meaning 
of thing like a building a car a book etc This possession is much 
1 elated to property In the absence of legal rights, the concept of 
piopeity and possession has no value The term property refers to 
something capable of ownership Ownership is basically means right 
to posses, use and dispose of pioperty to the exclusion of other If 
someone owns a car, he has the right to stop anyone to use exclusive it 
without the owner's permission Similarly if someone owns IPR on his 
intellect's product/property he posseses several legal rights including 
the exclusive right to protect it from use by others without his/her 
permission 
(8) 
Not all piopeity is as physically tangible as homes, cars and 
books IP refers to intangible things such as stories mathematical 
equations etc that can be owned as well The concept of IP is 
especially dependent on the cultuial conviction 
DEFINITIONS: 
1. The convention which established WIPO had defined "IP" 
As "the property which include rights relating to -
(a) Liteiaiy, artistic and scientific woiks 
(b) Perfomiance of performing artists, phonograms, and broadcasts 
(c) Inventions in all field of human endeavoi 
(d) Scientific Discoveiies 
(e) Industrial Designs 
(f) Tiademarks, service marks and commercial names and 
designation 
(g) Piotection against unfaii competition and all other nghts 
lesultmg fiom Intellectual activity m the industnal, scientific 
literaiy oi artistic fields" 
2. Harrod's Glossory of Library terms defines: 
Intellectual Pioperty as " A cieation resulting fiom Intellectual 
activit} coveimg all fonns expiessions and possessing the 
chaiacteiistics of Novelt>' oi Originality" 
3. NR Subbarani defines: 
Intellectual Piopeity "As the Piopeity created by the human 
intellect In other woids, Intellectual Propeity relates to mfonnation 
which can be incorporated in tangible objects and reproduced in 
diffeient locations like the movable oi immovable piopeity .,2 
(lUM \ \ k Bisit ( (iiittpls ol IPKs ind Ihoii Mini.tiiKiil in R &. I) I i.ttiii„ Kott-s on Piti-nls Now Dtllii 
111 \( 20(11 
Suhliiiim \ K (iLiim^ up liii IhL nun iti-mtnt ril IPR m 21 ct.nlun lonni il ot IPR (1999) luh 194p 
(9) 
Thus, the term intellectual property is resulting from the 
exercise of the human intellect IP refers to a bundle of properties 
This property is invariably same in all countries However a little 
diffeience may be found in the national laws of the various countries 
The concept of protection of IP stems from the desire of the human 
mind to recognize and encourage creativity In working out IP, the 
cieator or owner of the property employs skill, labour and capital to 
produce it So there is a need of some rewards and social recognition 
of creators over others So the exclusive rights is granted over to him 
for the properties Thus, IPR simply means the right to control over 
the intellectual property 
TYPES OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
IP is usually divided into two broad areas namely -
I Copyright 
II Industrial Property it consist of 
a Patents 
b Trademarks 
c Industrial designs 
The coverage of IP is different from country to country 
Eg In England following properties come under IP 
• Copyright 
• Patents 
• Design 
• Registered and uniegistered trade marks and service 
marks 
(10) 
• Confidential Infoimation and othei matter such as semi-
conductoi chip design 
In othei countries not all these IPR are recognized and in some 
other there are additional IPR 
In Indian context following aie considered as IP 
^ Patents 
"^ Industrial design 
•^ Trade marks 
^ Copyright 
Thus, the main forms or types of IP as recognized by almost all 
countries are -
^ Copyright 
^ Patent 
v^  Trademarks 
'^ Designs 
A. COPYRIGHT: 
The notion that an author should have an exclusive "Copyright" 
in his creation took firm shape at the beginning of the 18* Century due 
to invention of nev/ technology, which enabled the lepioduction of 
books in large quantity practicable 
The v/ord copyright is derived from the expression "Copiei of 
v/ords" The word "Copy" is srniply means transcript, imitation, 
leproduction of an original writing, painting or the like Thus the 
copyiight is the light in literary pioperty as recognized and sanctioned 
by positive law It is an intangible incorporeal right granted to the 
authoi or oiiginator of certain literaiy oi artistic production whereby 
( 1 1 ) 
he IS invested for a specified period with the sole and exclusive 
privilege of multiplying copies of the same and publishing and sellmg 
them 
According to Oxford English Dictionary "Copyright is an 
exclusive right given by law for a certain tenn of years to an author, 
composer etc to print, publish and sell copies of his original work" 
The copyright has comprehensively been defined under section 
14 of the Act of 1957 as "Exclusive right to do or authorize others to 
do certain acts in relation to -
Literary, dramatic or musical works 
Artistic works 
Cinematograph film, and 
Sound recording" 
Copyright is only in expression of an idea There is no 
copynght in an idea, concept, theme or plot What is protected is not 
the oiiginal thought or information, but the original expression of 
thought 01 infonnation in some concrete forni The copyright protects 
only the fonn of expression of ideas not the ideas themselves The 
cieativity protected by copyright law is creativity in the choice and 
ariangement of words, musical notes, colors, shapes and so on 
Copyright law protects the owner of rights in artistic works against 
those who "Copy", those who take and use form in which the ongmal 
woik was expressed by the author Violation of copynght is confined 
to the foim, manner, anangement and expiession of the idea by the 
author Copyright is a beneficial interest in movable property It can 
be transferred as per any beneficial interest in movable property 
1 S ilim \khtii Ri-iiKdits diid Intniigi-nxnl ot Copyi iglit in liidui A |udn- il .ippro.iLli N.ilion.il S^min.ir on 
(opN right .uid IT, Frohkms and piospwU-. ( \ligirh)(2()01) 
(12) 
Copyright is a bundle of exclusive right of the owner of the 
copyright to authorize other to use the protected works Copyright law, 
however, normally state the action in ielation to the work which the 
copyiight owner can exclusively do In effect, it means that other 
peisons can not do the same thing otherwise they infringe the 
copyught The basic rights of the owner of copyright are the 
leproduction right, adaptation right and publication right 
Copyright is basically, the right to copy and make use of 
literary, dramatic musical, artistic works, cinematographic films, 
lecords and broadcast The copyright is a proprietary right and comes 
into existence as soon as the work is created Copyright m a work 
means the exclusive right to make certain uses of the work and 
depends upon the type of work Copyright protection ensures for the 
lifetime of the author plus 60 years, if it is published withm the life of 
author 
To be protected by copyright law the author's work must be 
oiiginal However to qualify for protection, the work is not required to 
pass a test of imagitiveness The protection is independent of the 
quality or the value attached to the work 
WORKS IN WHICH COPYRIGHT SUBSISTS 
Section 13 of the Act lists out the works, in which copyright subsists -
1) Literary works 
Novels, short stones, Poems, dramatic works and any other 
wilting iiiespective of their content, length, purpose, form and 
whethei published and not published 
(H) 
2) Musical works 
Whethei serious or light, songs, choruses, operas, musicals and 
operettas 
3). Artistic works 
Whether two dimensional like drawings, paintings, etchings, 
lithographs etc or three dimensional (sculptures and architectural 
works) 
4), Maps and technical drawings 
5). Photographic works 
Whatever may the subject matter and the purpose for which it is 
made 
6). Motion Pictures or Cinematographic works 
Whether silent or with a sound track and irrespective of their 
purpose, length, method employed or technical process used 
7). Computer Programmes 
Means a set of instructions expressed in words, codes, schemes 
or m any other form mcludmg a machine-readable medium capable of 
causing a computer to perform a particular task A computer program 
is produced by one or more human authors thus requires protection 
fiom reproduction, recording etc 
B. PATENT: 
The term patent has its origin in the term "Letters Patent" The 
expiession "'Letters Patent" means open letters as distinguished from 
closed letters 
In the later part of the 19 ^ Century new inventions m the field 
of Art, process, method or manner of manufacture, machinery etc 
(14) 
produced by manufacturers were on the mcrease and the mventors 
became very much mterested that the mventions done by them should 
not be mfrmged by anyone else by adoptmg the methods used by 
them To save the mterests of the mventors the then British rulers 
enacted the patents and Design Act 
The term "Patent" srniply means a grant of some privilege, 
pioperty 01 authority made by the Government or the sovereign of the 
count!y to one or more individuals The instrument by which such 
grant is made is known as "Patent" 
In other words a Patent is a government granted and secured 
legal right to prevent others from practicing i e making, using or 
selling the inventions covered by the patent A patent is a personal 
property which can be licensed or sold like any other property 
Example: 
To illustrate the concept of patent consider the example of Alexander 
Giaham Bell receiving patent for his telephone This gave him the 
power to prevent anyone else from making, using or selling a 
telephone Assuming that someone else later invented a dial telephone 
foi which a patent was granted to him as an improvement on Bell's 
Telephone The second person would then be able to prevent anyone 
else, including Bell, for making, using or selling dial phone In these 
ciicumstances, it is essential that Bell would need a license from the 
ownei of the dial telephone patent in ordei to make it The owner of 
the dial telephone would also need a license from Bell to make, use or 
sell the dial telephone 
(15) 
PATENT - A FORM OF PROPERTY 
An invention is the creation of intellect applied to capital and 
labour, to produce something new and useful Such creation becomes 
the exclusive property of the inventor on grant of patent The 
Patentee's exclusive proprietary right over the invention is an IPR 
The owner of the "Patent" i e patentee is entitled to deal with his such 
pioperty in the same manner as owner of any other movable property 
deals with such property 
This means that the Patentee can sell the whole or part of this 
pioperty He can also grant license to others to use the patented 
pioperty He can also assign his such property to any other Such sale, 
license or assignment of such patented property naturally has to be for 
valuable consideration acceptable mutually 
CONDITIONS FOR PATENTABILITY 
An invention is patentable if-
1 It is new or novel 
2 Involves an inventive step 
3 It comes under the law of a particular country 
4 It IS useful for mankind 
PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE PATENT LAW IN INDIA 
Principles upon which Indian Patent Law is based are 
enumerated below 
Invention must be new 
The element of novelty (newness) in an invention is dependent 
upon the state of prior art i e the existing knowledge and similar 
(16) 
inventions already known m the particular field There would be no 
novelty if there has been prior publication and prior use of an identical 
invention 
Newness 
The element of novelty (newness) in an invention is dependent 
upon the state of prior art, i e, the existing knowledge and similar 
invention invention already known in the particular field There would 
be no novelty if there has been prior publication and prior use of an 
identical invention For instance, the recent grant of patent m the 
U S A to turmeric product was attacked on this ground The Indian 
council of scientific and industrial Research (CSIR) challenged the 
giant of patent on turmeric by U S patent office on the plea that the 
patent could not be granted since there was no novelty in the 
invention Also that what was patented was already published in 
Indian texts and use of turmeric preparation has been made in our 
countiy since times immemorial The CSIR was successful in 
getting the grant of patent to an American company Revoked This 
instant highlights the important of the eleirients of novelty for an 
invention to qualify for grant of patent 
Usefulness 
The invention besides being new and non- obvious must also be 
useful An invention which is new and also non-obvious but cannot be 
put to any beneficial use of the mankind cannot be patented 
However, not so useful, inventions are protected m some 
countries as' 'utility models' But that concept is not statutorily 
lecognized m India 
(17) 
Non -obviousness 
The invention must be non-obvious to a person skilled in the art 
to which the invention relates 
Exception 
Some invention in spite of being new, non-obvious and useful 
cannot be patented under the Act Such non-patentable inventions 
would be 
(a) Those inventions which are injurious to public health or 
violate public morality or public interest 
(b) New method of agriculture or horticulture is non-patentable 
invention rather than concentrating the commercial gam of 
such invention m the hands of the inventor alone 
(c) A process of treatment of human beings, animals or plants 
cannot be patented 
HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT 
If the inventor does not get the patent rights over his invention 
and mtiodiices his product or process based on his invention m the 
market anybody can copy his invention and exploit it commercially 
By going for a patent one can enjoy the exclusive rights over his or her 
invention Thus, for this purpose inventor must obtain a patent A 
patent is obtained by the inventor or his assignee by filing an 
application with the patent office m the stipulated forms, as required 
by the patent act of that country A patent granted by a patent office is 
applicable within the geographical boundaries of that country only A 
US patent is applicable within the US only It has no effect in India, if 
(18) 
the same inventor of the US patent has not filed his apphcation m 
India for the patent grant 
Steps to obtain a patent 
A Estabhsh essentiahty of protection through patents 
B Decision to file a patent 
C Drafting of original patent application 
D Basic elements of patent application 
(i) Title of the invention 
(ii) Abstract containing disclosure in the description 
(ill) Description 
(iv) Claims 
(v) Any Drawings etc 
(vi) Technical field to which the invention belongs 
E Seeking assistance of the legal experts 
F Filing the patent application with the patent office 
G Examination of the patent application in patent office 
H Grant of patent/publication of patent document 
Drafting of the patent application is an important art writing of 
the claim is the most important component of the patent application 
This is neither to be too general nor to be too narrowly defined 
C. TRADE MARK 
Trademarks are visible signs which distinguish the goods and 
services of an enterprise from those of their competitors The term 
''visible signs" covers a whole lot of things It includes any of the 
following or combinations there of 
• Arbitary or fanciful designations 
(19) 
Names 
Existing and invented words 
Slogan 
Devices 
No and their combinations 
Letters 
Pictures or symbols 
Labels 
Combinations or arrangement of colours 
Shapes of the containers or of the goods themselves 
A consumer is duped if he buys a commodity presuming it to 
have originated from a certain identified source v/here actually it is not 
and later he finds the commodity substandard In the process the 
leputation of traders suffers if spurious goods are sold as those 
originating from him The interests of both the consumer and the 
trader can be saved if some definite symbol which marks out the 
origin of goods emanating from such source Such symbol is called a 
' Tiademaik" 
Section 2(1^ (Zb^ of the Trade marks Act 1999 defines Trade 
Marks as 
' A mark capable of being represented graphically and which is 
capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one person fiom 
those of others and may include shape of goods their packaging and 
combination of colours" 
Thus a trademark is an identification symbol which is used in 
the course of trade to enable the purchasing public to distinguish one 
1 W idliLi 1 Bl IP H ind Book L iws idatinglo Pilenls Iridemuks Co|nnt,ht D^siyi i. CiLOgraphiLil 
(ndicuions 2 ' rd Delhi ( nnasil I \w Pulilishas Co 1999 
(20) 
tiader's goods from the similar goods of other traders The pubhc 
makes use of these trademark in order to choose that whose goods 
they will purchase If they are satisfied with the purchase, they can 
simply repeat their order by using the trademark 
For example 
The trade name 'Lakme' distinguishes the goods of Lakme 
lever Co' from those of say the "Revlon" The word "Revlon" is a 
sepaiate trademark which distinguishes goods of Revlon 
ESSENTIALS OF A TRADE MARK 
A trade mark should have the following essential elements 
1 A trademark would be considered a good trade mark when it 
IS distinctive 
2 A trademark should preferably be an invented word Infact, 
the best trademarks are invented words 
3 The trademark, if a word or name, should be easy to 
pronounce and remember For instance, "Bata" for shoes, 
'Zen' for car etc 
4 In case of a device mark, it should be capable of being 
described by a single word 
5 It must be easy to spell coriectly and write legibly 
6 It should not be descriptive but may be suggestive of the 
quality of goods For eg A mark A-1 would generally 
suggest superior quality 
7 It should be short For instance 'Tick' 'Flex', Rin 
8 It should appeal to the eye as well as eai 
9 It should satisfy the requirements of registration 
(21) 
10 It should not belong to the class of marks prohibited for 
registration For example, A mark contrary to law or a mark 
prohibited under the Eblems and Names Act, 1950 
FUNCTIONS OF A TRADE MARK 
A trade mark serves the purpose of identifying the source of 
origin of goods Trade mark performs the following four functions -
1 It identifies the product and its origin For example, the 
trademark 'Brooke Bond' identifies tea originating from the 
company manufacturing tea and marketing it under that 
mark 
2 It guarantees its quality The quality of tea sold in the packs 
marked Brooke Bond Tea would be similar but different 
from tea labeled with mark Taj Mahal 
3 It advertises the product The trademark represents the 
product 
4 It creates an image of the product in the minds of the public 
particularly consumers 
The mark 'M' which stands for the food items originating from 
the American fast food chain MACDONALD creates an image and 
reputation for food items offered by it for sale m the market 
Besides, dealing with goods, enterprises also render services 
like travel, advertising, transport, insurance, treatment of materials etc 
To identify such services "Service Marks" are used There is hardly 
any diffeience between a trademark and a service mark except the fact 
that a trade mark is associated with goods and a service mark with 
sei-vices Normally, the word 'trademark" is used m a broad sense 
(22) 
which includes trademarks distinguish goods, service mark, collective 
maiks and certification marks 
Thus, when trademark is used in connection with services, it 
may be called 'service mark' Foi eg services marks are used by 
hotels, restaurants, airlines and tourist agencies etc 
D. INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS 
An article is distinguished not only by its utility but also by its 
visual appeal which too usually plays an important role m shaping the 
buyer's preference for the article Therefore, the design of an article 
and its packing is important from the commercial view point 
Industrial design refers to the creative activity of achieving a formal or 
ornamental appearance for items produced industrially The 
expression "Design" means only the feature of shape, configuration, 
pattern or ornament applied to any article by any industrial process or 
means whether manual, mechanical or chemical, separate or 
combined, which in the finished article appeal to end are judged solely 
by the eye It is clear that design means the features of shape etc 
applied to an article and not the article itself The features are 
conceived in the intellect He gives those ideas conceived by him a 
mateiial (visual) foim as a pictorial illustration or as a specimen, 
piotype or model 
The conception or idea that constitutes the design may be 
something which can be expiessed eithei two dimensionally or three 
dimensionally The teim Industrial Design also refeis to the fact that 
items must be reproducible by industrial means or the design is 
capable of being used in industry to produce the articles 
(23) 
To qualify for registration the design 
a Must be new or original design 
b Must not have been previously published 
c Must be applied to an article 
d Design must have visual appeal 
Eg Shape of a cold drink bottle (3 dimensional) 
Design on a bed sheet, wall paper (2 dimensional) 
However, the design should be such that it satisfies both the 
need for the item to appeal visually to potential consumers and the 
need for the item to perform efficiently its intended function An 
Industrial Design protection is concerned solely with appearance 
aspect of articles and not with their functions The usual criteria that is 
considered in deciding whether is design is registerable or not are -
Shape 
Configuration 
Pattern or Ornament 
The iiieaning of the term shape is obvious The term 
'Configuration' lefeis to the arrangement of the component parts of an 
article The terms "Pattern and Ornament" are not clearly 
distinguishable from each other The pattern of an article may refer to 
surface treatment where as ornamentation of an article may refer to the 
fact that there are bits added on to its basic shape 
INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL AGREEMENTS ON IPR 
IP is now an integral part of economic life all over the world It 
covers patent, copyrights, trademarks, designs and so-on These 
intangible pretty rights are becoming increasingly valuable in the 
(24) 
market place Its utility has been recognized not only in the 
economically developed countries but also in the developing countries 
like India Therefore almost all the countries of the world have framed 
statutes for safeguard of the IP So the emergence of international and 
regional organization, conventions and treaties are recognized 
Following are some of the most important agreements on IPR -
1 GATT: 
GATT originated after World War 11 (1939-45) The agreement 
was originally a part of a draft charter foi an international trade 
organization (ITO) and the World Bank GATT was signed by 23 
nations at a trade conference in 1947 and becaime effective m January 
1948 GATT has eight rounds of negotiation which reduced tariffs and 
stiuggled to produce rules to govern international trade The last round 
of negotiations called the Uruguay Round began in 1986 and ended in 
1994 The Uruguay rounds of negotiations took steps towards opening 
iiade in investments and services among contracting states and 
stiengthening protection foi IP - the legally protectable creative 
woiks The Uruguay round also piovided for establishment of the 
WTO which replaced the GATT The 1994 GATT treaty was one of 
Ihe most ambitious agreements to be signed by such a large number of 
states All of the 128 contracting states to 1994 GATT agreement 
eventually transfened membership to the WTO 
1 WTO: 
WTO came into existence m 1995 by an international treaty 
signed by the member states of the GATT The stated objectives of 
the WTO is to ensure that trade flows smoothly, productively, and 
(25) 
fieely as possible The multilateral trading system, which is at the 
heart of WTO system constitute the WTO's agreement negotiated and 
signed by a large majority of the world's trading nations and satisfied 
in their parliaments The headquarters of WTO are at Geneva, 
Switzerland Its main functions are -
a Administering WTO trade agreements 
b Acting as forum for trade negotiations 
c Handling trade disputes 
d Monitoring national trade policies 
e Technical assistance and training for developing countries 
f Co-operation with other international organizations 
On 30^ '^  November 2000 the number of countries that were 
members of the WTO stood at 140 
J WIPO: 
The conventions establishing the V/IPO was signed at 
Stockholm in 1967 and enteied in to force in 1970 It is one of the 
specialized agencies of the UN This oiganization is meant for 
promoting and protecting the IPRs and ensuring its efficient 
admmistiation by creating co-operation among the member states It 
also encourage the member states to enter into new treaties, for 
suggesting changes m their municipal laws for raising the adaptability 
v*ith IPRs The WIPO is also responsible for creative intellectual 
pioperty for giving thrust to economic, social and cultural 
development of the member states Theie are thiee major function of 
V/IPO -
1 Registration activities 
(26) 
India's current position with regard to status of legal framework 
on IP protection devices has been discussed under -
PATENTS: 
A patent is a legal monopoly granted for a limited time to the 
owner of an invention Patent rights are granted by the state Such 
rights can be withdrawn by the states under certain conditions ever 
after grant 
Patent r'ghts in India are granted and protected by the patents 
Act 1970 which contains the necessaiy provisions for the protection of 
invention as well as prevention of invention as well as prevention of 
abuse or misuse by potent rights The principal objective of the Indian 
Patents Act, 1970 is stated in section 83 of the Act namely -
a) Patents are granted to encourage inventions and secure the 
woiking of inventions in India on a commercial scale 
b) Patents are not granted meiely to enable patentee to enjoy a 
monopoly for the importation of patented article 
The Act offeis protection for product patents ior a period of 14 years 
However, in the areas of food, chemicals and pharmaceuticals, these 
aie piovision for process patents only and that too for a period of 7 
years There is international pressure on us to amend our patents act to 
bung it to the International standard India has been allowed a period 
of 10 yeais l e , upto January 1, 2005 to adjust to the new patent 
legime Till then, we have been allowed to provide 'Mail Box' facility 
to all applicants for product patents and grant them exclusive 
marketing lights (EMR) for a period of 5 years The necessary 
amendment in the patent act to provide these facilities has been carried 
(30) 
through this year Surprisingly, it took more than 4 years to pass this 
amendment m the parhament To protect the rich and diverse natural 
resources of the country, India needs to act fast and create adequate 
legal framework for the problems like patenting the "Neem Oil", 
Haldi and Basmati Rice by USA Patent office, the items which are of 
Indian oiigin, would continue to bothei us This is the minimum, the 
countiy should do at the earliest 
COPYRIGHTS: 
Aie granted for hteraw/, dramatic, musical, artistic, 
cinematographic film and sound recording works Computer 
programming and software works are covered m the category of 
literary works only Copyrights in hidia are granted under the 
copyright Act, 1957 as amended in 1983, 1984, 1992, 1994 and the 
copyrights rules 1958 
In India the first legislation for copyright was passed m 1914 
which virtually incorporated the UK copyright Act 1911 These Acts 
aie discussed in brief below -
a) Indian Copyright Act. 1914: 
This Act was enacted with only 15 section which heavily relied 
on UK copyright Act of 1911 Under this Act some importance 
changes were introduced like criminal action for copyright 
infringement contained under section 7 to 12 and modified the scope 
of the term of copyright 
b) The copyright Act. 1957: 
The copyright Act 1914 has been in operation till 1957 and was 
replaced by the copyright Act of 1957 with minor modification It was 
(31) 
a remarkable accomplishment of Independent India's legislature that it 
accorded so much of importance to the IPR In fact, there was number 
of reasons which paved the way for the early tevision of the copyright 
law such as changed constitutional status of India and non -
compliance of the Biussels Act 1948, Bern convention and the 
univeisal copyiight of 1952 by the copyiight Act of 1914 Moreover, 
advanced methods of communication and technology rendered 
modernization for the existing law inevitable 
The Act IS divided in to 15 chapters and contains 79 section A 
part fiom this, the government has been empoweied to frame 
copyright rules which deal with matters of procedure for application of 
licenses for translations, performing rights societies, relinquishment 
and registration of copyright and ancillary matlers 
The chapter I, III, IV and V contains law of copyright and its 
ownership. Chapter XI deals with mfnngemenl. Chapter IX devoted to 
International copyright law, Chapter X stipulates legistration of 
copyright and prescribes remedies Chapter II, V, VII and X deal with 
poweis and functions of the Registrar of Copyrights and Copyrights 
Board Chapter VIII deals with the rights of Broadcasting authorities 
Despite all this, the Act was not sufficiently farsighted For 
instance, it does not protect the right of the performers adequately But 
the fact remains that the country had its own law of copyright for the 
first time in contemporary history, and for weal or woe, it represented 
the law-policy choices made by its independent legislature 
(32) 
The 1983 & 1984 Amendments: ' 
The new section 32 A and 32 B were inserted by these 
amendments which envisaged "compulsory hcences" for publication 
of copyright foreign works in any Indian language for the purposes of 
systematic and organized instructural activities at a low price with the 
permission of the Copyright Board on certain conditions Another 
significant change was the insertion of section l^A which empowered 
the Copyright Board to order revocation of the assigned copyright 
upon a complaint where either the terms are "harsh" or where the 
publication of is unduly delayed The 1984 amendment also prescribed 
stiingent punishments for piracy and effective procedures to inhibit it 
The 1994 & 1999 Amendments 
The 1994 Amendment brings Indian Law m conformity with the 
Uiuguay Round Agreement on Trade-related Intellectual Property 
Rights (TRIPS) These amendments have also enlarged the scope of 
the piotection of computer programs and restricted the rights of 
foreign broadcasting organizations and performers and confers power 
on central government to apply Chapter VIII to broadcasting 
oiganization and performers m certain other countries under new 
section 40A and 42A respectively 
TRADEMARKS: 
Is a visual symbol may be m the form of word, name, brand, 
numeral signature of any combination of these, used in relation to 
goods to indicate a connection b/w the goods and the proprietor or 
legistered user of that trademark The benefit of trademark is that it 
(33) 
helps to distinguish the goods as regards their manufacture or quahty 
from similar goods deaU by other firms 
Tiademaiks in India are granted under the Trade and 
Merchandise Marks Act 1958 for a period of seven years at one time 
The current statutory provisions for the protection of trade marks in 
India aie considered highly inadequate by the developed countries To 
bring India into alignment with the requirements of TRIPs, the 
existing Act needs to be amended Another problem in existing Act is 
that it does not protect the service marks, wheieas court ruling speak 
m favour of this protection The new/amended Act should also take 
care of this problem 
DESIGNS: 
A design refers to the features of shape, configuration, pattern 
or ornament applied to any article by any industrial process, which 
appeals to the eye A design is registered only if it is new or oiiginal 
The Design Act 1911, governs the registration of design in India 
Section 48 (1) lays down that nay person who claims to be the 
pioprietor of any new or original design which is not previously 
published in India can apply for the registration of the design The 
articles with registered designs aie marked "Registered" alongwith 
registration number This Act being very old is outdated and needs 
replacement 
OTHER DEVICES: 
For other IP devices like layout design of integrated circuits, 
geogiaphical mdicatois and contractual license, there is no legislations 
foi piotection of innovator's right These areas remain uncovered 
(34) 
without any framework An nnmediate action on the part of the 
^^overnment is desirable to provide legal cover in these areas 
Thus, it may be said that India is carrying on with the 
inadequate legal fiamework of protection of IPR as compared to the 
developed nations and requirements under TRIPs No provisions exist 
for granting product patents for major industries like foods, chemical 
and pharmaceuticals Numbei of new legislations need to be enacted 
and the existing once suitably amended To encourage foreign 
collaboiations, inflow of foreign capital and technology, an to build an 
environment of trust and confidence among market players, prompt 
actions m this direction aie called for To make optimum utilization of 
the human capital, which India possess m abundance, an immediate 
action in the form of updating the required supportive legislative 
framework for protection of IPR is required 
IPR IN THE AGE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Right from the very beginning of 21'^ Century, major changes 
are taking place on account of the forces generated by the 
globalization of economy and the introduction of cyber technology in 
day to day life of human beings and the whole world is now a days, no 
more than a tennis ball which is covered by the WWW The Web has 
covered the entire world by the invention of Internet This new 
Internet technology is not only a boon for the rapid development of 
human civilization in the world but has also brought certain evils 
which leads to certain persons to commit new types of crimes which 
oui conventional laws aie not able to cope with 
(35) 
The challenges of cybernetics revolution, rapid spinning of the 
WWW and burgeoning of internet have raised serious juridical 
concerns of techno - legal dimensions more specifically in the arena 
of IPR regime Digital technology and new communication systems 
have made dramatic changes in our lives Business transactions are 
being made with the help of computers Business community as well 
as individuals is increasingly using computers to create, transmit and 
store, infoimation in the electronic form instead of traditional paper 
documents Information stored in electronic form is cheaper and it is 
easier to store, retrieve and speedier to communicate People are aware 
of these advantages but they are reluctant to conduct business or 
conclude transactions in the electronic form due to legal framework 
Due to IT revolution, the concept of piracy has changed because now 
piracy is much easier from the new sources like Internet etc than the 
tiaditional Piracy, Internet has provided easier piracy of copyright 
works available on Internet Also it creates problems regarding the 
protection of-
• Databases 
• Computer programmes / Software 
• Musical works 
• Computer generated works etc 
Protection of Database: 
The term 'database' generally refers to an aggregate of 
information systematically arranged and stored m a computer system 
Databases -whether in online form, CD-ROM form or any other form 
(36) 
aie thus treated as a standaid copyright work Such compilation should 
not be downloaded or copied in any other way without prior 
peimission They should not be disturbed around local or wide are 
netwoiks to multiple key stations without prior permission 
Protection of Computer Programmes / Softvt^ are: 
Cieators of software or computer programmes emphasized that 
these should be protected as literaJty works Computer software 
pi ogi amine means set of instructions expressed in words, codes 
schemes or m any other form, capable of causing a computer to 
perform a particular task or to achieve results Computer software is 
valuable, but easy to copy, pirate and crack Hence, there is a need for 
their piotection 
Piracy of Musical Works: 
Means theft or violation of IP over the Internet When music is 
distributed over the Internet without obtaining the necessary licenses, 
it leads to online piracy of music It is the unauthorized uploading of a 
copyrighted sound record and making it available to the public or 
downloading a sound recording from an Internet site This is another 
pioblem in the protection of IP in this technological age 
Computer generated works: 
Ownership of the works that are generated by computers is an 
important issue Are these works proper subject matter for copyright*^ 
If so who owns the copyrighf^ The person who runs the computer 
pro^ P"am or the person who developed the software*^ All these 
questions arises just because of the Intioduction of IT in handling and 
making use of literary works 
(37) 
CHALLENGES TO IP Protection Posed b\ INTERNET 
The Internet has been described as the world's biggest copy 
machine Internet based theft of copyrighted materials is real and 
giowing Today, it directly hurts the creators of books, computer 
software, journals and music as well as ihe videogames, sound 
lecording and database industries Because of the nature of the theft, 
the damage is difficult to calculate but not hard to envision Piracy 
earned out over digital networks is already a multi-billion dollar 
pioblem and it is estimated that more than $20-22 billion are lost by 
the global creative Industries to piracy each year If piracy is allowed 
10 flourish unchecked, the full promise of global electronic commerce 
can not possibly by fulfilled 
The older technologies of photocopying and taping allow 
mechanical copying by individual consumers but in limited quantities, 
lequiring considerable time and producing lower quality than the 
original On the Internet, one can make an unlimited number of copies 
without perceptible degradation in quality, and these copies can be 
tiansmitted to locations around the world in a matter of seconds The 
lesult could be the disruption of tradition markets for the sale of copies 
of programs, music, art, books and movies Fundamentally, the 
Internet transforms copyright violation from a mostly local 
phenomenon to a global plague It makes it cheaper and easier than 
even for thieves to distribute unauthorized copies of copyrighted 
materials around the globe The Internet does not respect traditional 
boundaries of law or territory, nor it is centrally regulated 
(38) 
SOLUTION 
TACKLING PROBLEMS THROUGH LAW 
International Endeavours: 
The international legal regnne for the copyright and IT dates 
back to 1977 when WIPO drafted model provision for the protection 
of computer software by encompassing three major components of IT 
such as "Computer Programmes", programme description and 
supporting materials Earlier TRIPS also does not have any law 
relating to copyright in the digital environment Therefore, it is 
suggested that the TRIPS should be amended to include all computer 
piogrammes whether in source or object code Some other treaties like 
Vy/CT, WPPT, WIT etc although not yet in force, address the issue of 
challenges of online enforcement and licensing The drafters of the 
WCT were able to comprehend a situation whereby the question of the 
relationship between copyright question of the relationship between 
copyright laws and the Internet was brought to the forefront The 
treaty contains a provision which provided that compilations of data or 
other material, in any form, which by reason of the selection or 
aiTangement of their contents constitute intellectual creations, are 
piotected as such 
PROVISIONS UNDER THE WTO AGREEMENT: 
Two basic principles put forth in the agreement for the 
piotection of copyrighted materials -
a) The copyright protection of compilation of data or other 
material in machine readable or other form is given to the 
(39) 
intellectual creations of the selection or arrangement of the 
contents as such 
b) The protection is not extended to the data or material itself 
and IS without prejudice to any copyright subsisting in the 
data or material itself 
INDIAN CONTEXT: 
PROVISION UNDER INDIAN COPYRIGHT ACT: 
The Indian copyright Act, 1957 was amended in 1994 to extend 
more effective protection to owners of copyright by making provisions 
for the special nature of computer programmes as literacy works and 
for the protection of computer generated work The Act provides 
protection to authors and creators m relation to any literacy, dramatic, 
musical or artistic work which is computer generated 
OTHER PROVISION: 
Besides this, Central Government of India, on the pattern of 
model law adopted by UNCITRAL in 1996 introduced the IT bill in 
parliament on 16 December 1999 to deal with Cyber crimes It forms 
the basis for cyber law legislation to provide the legal framework for 
electronic Commerce and to enable electronic governance in the 
countiy The bill also sought to make consequential amendments m 
the Indian Panel code 1860, the Bankers Book Evidence Act 1891 and 
the Reserve Bank of India Act 1934 for matters connected therewith 
The bill was passed by Lok Sabha on 16"^  May 2000 after making 
some changes, got approval from Rajya Sabha on 1?"^  May 2000 and 
received the Presidents assent on 9"^  June 2000 This Act came mto 
foice with effect from 17^ '' October 2000 IT Act has a global 
(40) 
application lurisdiction instead of Extia - tenitonal jurisdiction as for 
offences committed under Indian panel code The Indian courts under 
tins Act, can take cognizance of an offence which is committed on net 
by any peison anywhere in the world There are other specialized 
global agencies like WIPO and ICAAN to deal with such Cyber 
crimes The ICAALN has earned the reputation for quick resolution of 
cases at relatively low cost 
IT IS pertinent to point out here that the crime of invasion 
thiough internet is a very serious matter and here the law, which even 
piovides certain safeguards, will be dependent upon the opimon of 
expert scientists more than the mvestigating agency who may not have 
expertise knowledge on the subject So it is needed that the scientists 
who aie dealing with electronic system, should join hands with the 
persons engaged in the legal field to protect the crime by this new 
technology In spite of some short conning in the Act, the enactment 
of ITA on Cybei crimes is a good beginning which is in the 
expeiiinental stage It is hoped that the Act would be able to Cuib the 
Climes committed through electionic technology but the need is to 
constantly innovate to keep pace with the technology 
TACKLING PROBLEM THROUGH EDUCATION 
Education and awareness could play an important lole in the 
fight against piracy These education and awareness programmes can 
explain the basics of IPR and their related laws to college and 
univeisity students 
RIAA's soundbyting campaign, an education program currently 
involving more than 300 universities nation wide, has resulted in a 
(41) 
40% drop in the number of music sites or university serves offering 
illegal downloads since the inception of the campaign. Therefore, 
government should also take in to consideration such measures. 
CONCLUSION 
IP is integral to the progress of human kind and an 
indispensable element in economic development in a global 
environment and so it is essential that its utilization also assures 
protection of basic human values. Benefits of IP should transcend 
evenly to creators and users without distinction or discrimination of 
any kind and the deployment of resources should be directed in such a 
manner as to ensure equal opportunity among nations to enjoy the 
fruits of knowledge based progress. To prevent piracy and to protect 
our knowledge system there is an urgent need of its documentation. 
There is also a need to institute mechanism for sharing of benefits 
arising out of commercial exploitation of biological resources using 
such traditional knowledge. 
With globalisation and the world becoming a single market 
place, the intangible property rights like trademarks, patents, 
copyrights etc. are becommg increasingly valuable. Any attempts to 
infringe or pass-off such rights must be given full legal protection. 
There should be general awareness about IP among general public. 
With the development of software in almost every walk of life, the 
demand for protection of IP has increased. In recent years, Industrial 
designs, trademarks and franchising have come up very strongly as 
segments of interest in the IP area, which require protection. It is 
therefore necessary that the legal regime has to j^ow in pace with the 
(42) 
advanced technology Now there is need to strike a balance whereby 
onhne copyright infringement is prevented without interfering with 
legitimate uses of copyrighted works offered by digital technology and 
the Internet 
Trade in copyrighted works will become a major element of 
global electronic commerce, which will grow and thrive along with 
the value of the material that is traded If rights holders are secure m 
their ability to sell and license their property over the Internet, they 
will exploit this market fully and make more and more valuable works 
thiough this medium The result will be a benefit to consumers, 
nghtsholders, service providers and benefit to national economies a 
tiue ''Win - Win" situation 
(43) 
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This paper examines innovation and knowledge 
generation process and the role of intellectual property rights 
(IPR) both for systematized investigative science and traditional 
community led activities Options for protection of traditional 
knowledge and life materials and processes are suggested It is 
suggested mat the systematic and logical meiging of ideas from 
conventions like TRIPS, convention of biodiversity (CBD) and 
union pour la protection des obtentitous vegetales (UPOV) can 
lead to the creation of hannonized provisions that could satisfy 
basic and minimum standards of IPR and societal ethics The 
imperative task of ci eating a structured knowledge database of 
tiaditional practices and linking them through global networks 
is highlighted The author also points to the fact that rigorous 
examination and seaich of patents m biotechnology is 
demanding ever greater levels of technical expertise and 
ultiahigh speed computing 
CHAUHAN (DC) Intellectual Property Rights have assumed a 
significant importance Indian Bar Review 28, 2/3, 2001, 61-
72 
Author argues that now territorial boundaries are no more 
the bariiers for the expansion and dissemination of any concept 
so as Intellectual property rights It discuss about the emergence 
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of IPRs and Relevant International .organizations in the field of 
IPR like - WIPO, WTO, TRIPS. Within TRIPS, it discusses 
about Dispute Settlement Undertaking (DSU) which constitutes 
the legal framework for settlement of the disputes between the 
member states under the TRIPS agreement. Author concludes 
that TRIPS is a global agreement to which almost all the 
countries are the party but countries like India are not in a better 
position, because they are unable to assert their tenns and 
conditions as they have limited resources to protect their 
economic interest, 
BRAUNSTEIN (Yale M). Economics of IPR m the 
International Arena. Journal of the American society for 
Information Science. 40, 1; 1989; 12-16. 
Many Issues relating to the protection of IP are economic 
\n nature. This paper casts several of the question concerning 
.the appropriate forms of protection for IP in terms of an 
international trade problem. It discusses briefly the current state 
of the application of property right both nationally and 
internationally in high technology areas such as computer 
software and microchips. Next, it discusses the relevance of 
several areas of economics theory. It shows a theoretical models 
to analyse four aspect of the property right issue and discuss the 
implications of those models. Than the economics of unilateral, 
bilateral and multilateral action are compared. The final analysis 
cover the optimal number of members in a multilateral 
agi'eement and the choice between mutually exclusive 
(47) 
international agreements This article applied economic analysis 
to several of those issues that arises in an international context 
—--, AGREEMENTS 
MAHANTI (Subodh) International and regional agreements 
Intellectual property rights Employment News 26,30,2001,1-3 
In this article author briefly discuss about GATT, WTO, 
WIPO, TRIPS and other international agreements related to 
intellectual pioperty Under each organization it discusses from 
Its existence, objectives, member countries and function of 
headquarter etc It gives current data about the membership of 
the organizations Besides these major agreements (WTO, 
WIPO, TRIPS), it briefly discuss about Budapest Treaty, 
Eurasian Patent Convention, Lisbon agreement, Madrid 
Agieement, Nairobi Treaty, Nice Agreement, Pans Convention, 
North American Free trade agreement (NAFTA), Rome 
Convention, Strasbourg Agreement, Vienna Agreement, Union 
of protection of Plant Variation (UPOP) convention, The 
Trademaik Law Treaty, Patent Coopeiatioii Tieaty (PCT), The 
African intellectual property organization (ARIPO) and The 
Euiopean Patent Protection (EPC) 
—--, AGRICULTURE TECLTNOLOGY 
VAIDYANATHAN (A) Research for Agriculture Some 
cunent Issues Economic & Political Weekly 35, 33, 2000, 
2919-2921 
Article describes that intellectual property rights in 
agricultural technology raise issues concerning the strategies 
(48) 
and policies for a more dynamic national agiicultural research 
system, the relative roles of public and private sectors and the 
lole of MNC agri-business Argues that IPRS demands for a 
more strong agriculture research system so that efficiency of 
reseaich in the field of agriculture can be increased 
-—-, -—-, BIO - PIRACY 
NOMANI (Zafai Mahfooz) Environment, agriculture and 
challenges of bio piracy A blue print of Indian suigenuis legal 
oidei. Journal of Environmental Law 1,2,2001,20-26 
The proposed paper takes a legal stance of the imperative 
and implication of post GATT - ised and globalised world legal 
oideis to airive at a resident suigeneris system of bio-diversity, 
natural and agricultural resources Author argues that presently 
the ecological degradation, unsustainable manaivouring of 
biological productivity and an m equitable regime of intellectual 
pioperty right are shaking the foundations of agriculture and 
bio-safety The monopolization of agriculture under WTO'S 
fiamework of TRIPS and exclusive markeling light resulted in 
an unequal treatment to Indian soveieigntly over biological and 
agiicultural resources Finally, author argues that these 
challenges summoned for radical restructining of national 
enviionment, agriculture and IP legislations 
(49) 
7 —-, —-, MDIA 
RAVISHANKRA ARCHAK SUNIL Intellectual property 
rights and agricultural technology hiterpilay and implications 
for Indm Economic & Political Weekly 35, 27, 2000, 2446-
2452 
This papei attempts to sketch, heunstically. the research domain 
and Its portfolio in the agricultural sector, it is argued that inter 
aha, the legal and policy, framework will detennine the shape 
of things to come This article describes that with the plant 
vaiieties protection and Fanners Rights Bill being referred to a 
select parliamentary committee, the advent of an IPR regime in 
the agricultural sector is imminent Based on the nature of 
protection for different technologies, the role of probable 
stakeholders and their plausible impacts aie examined 
8 —--, BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 
CULLET (?) Property rights regimes over biological resources 
Enviionment & planning Journal 19,5,2001,651-664 
Author describes that the increasing economic 
importance of biological resources and, m particular, knowledge 
1 elated to these resources, had made the allocation of property 
lights one of the most contentions issues in the debate 
concermng biodiversity management at the international level 
The author surveys the different property rights regimes 
developed to regulate access to and control over biological 
resources and the relevant international instruments and 
institutions He aigues that the over emphasis on private 
(50) 
property rights regimes, in particular monopoly intellectual 
property rights such as patents, has been inimical to the 
sustainable management of biological resources at local and 
international levels. He suggests ways to allocate property rights 
so as to promote forms of biodiversity management that are 
both socially equitable and environmentally sustainable, and 
analyses some of the recent developments concerning 
alternative forms of intellectual property protection. 
, BIOTECHNOLOGY, DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
GHOSH (Prasanta K) and RAMANAIAH (Terala V). IPR 
issues in biotechnology in the context of developing countries 
and Indian. Journal of IPR. 6, 1; 2001; 1-17. 
IPR on inventions in biotechnology may become a 
controversial topic of discussion in the coming years, as such 
inventions cut across issues related to science and technology 
policies, ethics and economics. India would have to be 
inconfinnity with the provision of WTO on IPR in 
biotechnology inventions. This would require amending the 
present Indian potent act as also enacting provision for the 
protection of plant varieties, besides ensuring the protection of 
biological goods linked with geographical indications. The 
position of many developing countries would be similar to 
India. The fiiture year would witness how the developing 
countries would deal with the development of potentable micro-
organism protection of other living substances, distinction 
(51) 
between discoveries and inventions, ethical issue in biological 
inventions 
—--, BUSINESS, E-COMMERCE 
BOCK (Cliristian) The need for trust in electronic Commerce 
in intellectual property World Patent Infonnation 22. 4, 1999, 
2S7-219 
The article describes why trust is the core element for the 
success of electronic commerce or electronic government m the 
field of intellectual property The introduction of electronic 
commeice in intellectual property marks a radical break with 
tiaditional method of communication Such a radical change can 
only by successfiil if all the users have confidence in the new 
system Author has suggested various ways of inspiring 
confidence by consultation over the design of the new system, 
by creation of a secure legal framework, by mechanism to 
eliminate any errors, by an undeistandmg of the new processes, 
by freedom to choose by a suitable choice of system carriers 
and so on This article shows that e-commerce also enables the 
public service to regain lost public confidence 
-—, , PATENTS 
SHI-TING-CHU How will patents on Business methods affect 
E-commerce Journal of IPR 7,2,2002, 166-179 
The paper discusses the important role played by patents 
on business method in the developmeat of e-commerce 
Monopolization of a company over the hitemet with business 
method patents and its affect on other companies doing business 
(52) 
on Internet is also discussed Famous Internet business method 
patents and litigations from them, alternative forms of 
protection for Internet business methods, advantages and 
disadvantages of patent protection for Internet business 
methods, new legislations for business method patents, business 
method patents in Taiwan, and Internet business method patent 
stiategies for e-commerce companies, are also discussed 
extensively Now in recent years, many countries in the world 
have started to protect computer software and Internet business 
method by patent Author also puts certain question to think in 
ordei to find a balance point, and create a better patent system 
for the new technological etc 
KAY (Henderson) AND HILARY (Kane) Internet patents 
Will they hinder the development of e-commerce Journal of 
Infonnation technology 1,1, 2001, 25-30 
This paper reviews patent law with regard to Internet 
fiom US perspectives The purpose of the paper is to raise 
awareness of the need for patent law to iddiess the growing 
number of Internet patents by discussing existing legal 
provisions m this area Recent decision taken out by the US 
courts, which have granted patents to inventions, which enable 
on-line business, are outlined The paper concludes with a 
discussion of the issues, such as monopoly, litigation, 
jurisdiction and infringement in relation to the increasing 
number of Internet patents applications being filed 
(53; 
13 —-, CANADA 
CREW (R) Intellectual Property rights Implications for the 
Canola sector and publicly funded research Canadian Journal 
of Agricultural Economics 48, 2, 2000, 175-194 
This paper reviews various vehicle to protect intellectual 
pioperty m Canada including Mant Breeder's Rights The paper 
highlights how publicly funded research had responded to 
greater investments m private plant breeding and suggests what 
policies may be necessai7 to ensure that maximum public 
benefits aie achieved as a result of strengthened intellectual 
property right protection Various examples of different 
companies are cited Tables are given to compare the patents 
granted to different plants and a comparative study is done 
4 , CAPILISATION, INVESTMENT 
SOMGH (JP) Intellectual Property Capitalisation and 
Investment Journal of library & Infomiation Science 23, 1, 
1998,47-57 
Article discuss the importance of intellectual property 
cieated by an Institution/industiy or individual and its proper 
protection It emphasis capitalization of intellectual property 
(IP) and Its investments It draws the attention of those involved 
m creation of intellectual property for quick investment and 
return It advocates that owner of IP must be rewarded and 
compensated It narrates the historical development of IPR laws 
and emphasizes that the periodic revision of IPR laws is the 
necessity of present time for any country It reflects opinion of 
(54) 
one bundled major US companies for their willingness to 
tiansfer new and most effective technologies to those countries 
having weak IPR laws It explains that how digital technology 
can be used to accelerated flow of infonnation on IP for 
dissemination to a large number of people 
15 -—-, CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INDIA 
SEKHAR RAHA The Indian Chemical Industry and 
Intellectual Property lights Joumal of scientific & Industrial 
lesearch 52,4, 1993,254-256 
The Indian Chemical Industry has now developed 
sufficiently m strength and breadth to withstand international 
competition whereas, the Indian Patent Act 1970 may have been 
of virtue m nurturing the local phamiaceuticals and 
agrochemicals industries It has done little to stimulate the vast 
remainder of the chemical Industry In the mature technologies 
of industrial chemicals which tend to be capita! intensive and 
size-diiven the lack of patent protection has not been a serious 
hindiance In other areas when the added value component is 
higher, a combination of protectionist industrial policies and 
weak patent protection has prevented patenting and its 
exploitation to be part of India's industrial culture The move 
towards stronger protection of intellectual property is as critical 
to the sustained growth of the Indian chemical industry in the 
next phase of development as the Indian Patent Act 1970 has 
been in the past 
(5^) 
6 —-, CONVENTIONS, PARIS, DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES 
SHAHID ALI KHAN Intellectual Property rights The Pans 
convention and Developing Countries Jl oF scientific and 
Industrial reseatch 52,4,1993,219 
The importance of the Pans convention on IPR to a 
developing country like India poised for rapid industnal and 
technological growth is emphasized In particulai, the country 
will have access to state of the art advanced technologies and 
commercial infonnation from foreign countnes In today's 
world of globalized markets and severe competition in 
pioviding goods and services, signing of IPR convention has 
become paramount importance of a country like India The 
catalyzing role of WIPO towards fonnulation of Policies and 
guidelines in respect of effective IPR is stressed Besides 
pointing out the significance of the Pans convention, a detailed 
discussion of the piovisions is also included The Pans 
convention clearly spells out the ternis and conditions under 
which the patent specifications can be imported by a member 
state The authors cites the example of the Indian Patent Act 
1970 The issue of IPR for trademarks and industnal designs 
protected by the Pans convention and the advantages that India 
may get after signing the convention are bnefiy discussed 
(56) 
-—-, COPYRIGHT 
CIOLINO (DS) Why Copyrights aie not commLinity property 
Louisiana Law Review 60, 1, 1999, 127-171 
This article argues that copyrights created during the 
legal regime of comniunity property are the separate property of 
the authorspouse Although community property law purports to 
vest owneiship of all piopeity including copyrights in both 
spouses in the community, fedral copyright law vests ownership 
of copyrights solely in the author Arguing that fedral 
classification of copyrights as separate pioperty of the author 
spouse is fair, this article concludes that such classification is 
essential not only to further important interests advanced by 
community property law, but also to comply with the copyright 
clause of the constitution 
MAHANTI (Subodh) Know More about Copyright 
Emplovment News 27, 7, 2002, 1-4 
Article begins with a detail discussion on copyright and 
Its objective Author argues that copyright plays on important 
lole, m the complex world of communication mcludmg science 
communication The mam features of Indian copyright Act are 
mentioned Some points related to the nature of protection given 
m section 14 of the copyright Act are also given Next, it 
discusses the amendments to the copyright Act which are 
intioduced m 1994 and is a landmark m the evolution of Indian 
copyright law Next, it discuss the piocess of registering a 
copyright registration Finally, it provides a detail account of the 
(S7) 
woiks which can or can not be protected under the copyright 
law 
10 GASAWAY (L) Intellectual Property or Copyrighf^-
Information Outlook. 5, 6, 2001, 65-66 
This article describes the types of intellectual property 
(IP) which aie relevant to a special librarian It defines 
intellectual property as legal protection for commercially 
valuable products of human intellect Under the Intellectual 
property, it describes copyright, patents, trademarks, trade 
secrets and certain types of ideas which comes in some 
)urispendence Author concludes that certam works such a 
software, may qualify for more than one fonn of protection 
20 BING (Jon) Availability and Copyright IFLA Journal 23, 4, 
1997,266-269 
Article describes that in the perspective of the user, the 
decisive quality of libraries is the availability of their collection 
The theory of availability has been developed to enable us to 
understand better infonnation systems The computer revolution 
has not brought simpler access but requires other skills than 
those in the paper society to access infonnation Author points 
out that copyright has always been a problem for libraries which 
may enjoy privileges in different legal regimes Howevei, 
computenzation brings the threat of undeimining economic 
benefit to owners by uses The market in physical objects such 
as books and joumals has been transfomied into a market for 
signs (0, 1) and this market in signs needs a different approach 
(58) 
and led to the rise of the Electronic Copyright Management 
System (ECMS) but these are not the real solutions which lies 
with new policies towards IP and its use. 
21. GASAWAY (LN). Is coursepack copying fair use?-Information 
Outlook. 1,7; 1997; 36-39. 
Looks at the issues involved in 2 American court cases 
relating to copyright law and commercial document 
reproduction for the provisions of course packs. The findings in 
these, cases were that such copying was not 'fair use'. The 
reasoning behind the decision together with the opinions of 
three dissenting judges in the Michigan doc. Service (MDS) 
case are fully investigated. Although the results are only 
applicable in New York city, Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky and 
Tennessee. It is considered that the decision makes it necessary 
for any commercial copying service involved in coursepack 
production to apply for copyright pennission. However the 
situation with regard to the production of course pack in house 
by educational institutions themselves is still not entirely clear. 
22. OICERSON (Ann). The Current National Copyright Debate; Its 
Relationship to the work of collections Managers. Journal of 
Library Administration. 22, 4; 1995; 71-84. 
Article discuss that what does our law actually say about 
copyright. The copyright law states that information can be 
owned. By law, the creators or authors are the initial owners of 
their work. It discuss about the Green paper, containing a 
legislative package intended to update the current copyright Act 
(59) 
and the cunent goveminent role m copyright is discussed The 
lesponses regarding the recommendations made in Green paper 
aie discussed What is fair use and hov/ will it work m the 
elect!onic environment is discussed Status report of Texaco 
case, a case argued on the fair use section of the copyright act is 
mentioned and impact of Texaco on libraries and academics are 
discussed It also gives a brief overview of the future of 
copyright 
23 NASRI (Z) Copyright A lasting question for managers Journal 
ofLibiarvAdmmistration 7, 4, 1986, 83-98 
Argues that knowledge about the copyright law is 
essential because of its impact on several aspects of an 
information professional's activities The international aspect of 
the law is equally important as well as today's technology and 
discusses its present and potential implications Gives an 
overview of the law of copyright and discusses current issues of 
concern to libranans and information professional Also 
provides practical recommendations to avoid the conflict of 
copyiight between copyright law and librarians 
24 —--, —--, ACT, AUDIO HOME RECORDING ACT, 
DIGITAL MILLENIUM COPYRIGHT ACT 
GAFFNEY (BJ) Copyright statutes that regulate technology A 
compaiative analysis of the Audio home recording Act and the 
Digital Millenium Copyright Act Washington Law Review 75, 
2,2000,611-641 
(60) 
Examines copyright regulations of techn6i«3gy by 
analyzing the relative merits of these two statutes i e , Audio 
home recording Act and the Digital Millenium Copyright Act 
Also discusses the broader goals of copyright law Concludes 
that copyright statutes can best regulate technology if they 
designate a specific copyiight protection system, require 
teclinology manufacture to incorporate the protection system 
into their products and identify a rule making body to maintain 
the statute's effectiveness 
25 —--, , , CANADA 
MERRY (SA) Canada's Copyiight Act cimended Process to 
passage and the power of Politics Infonnation Outlook 1,7, 
1997, 11-13 
Looks at the Canada's copyright amendment Bill and 
how the power and pressure of rights holdei tipped the balance 
of its contents in their favour Argues that libraries and their 
useis in the public sector have won vei^ little, while those in the 
the foi piofit sectoi have lost a gieat deal The Bill has been m 
pi ogress since 1988 The consultation process is criticized 
especially from the viewpoint of special libraries, many of 
whom 1 elected the final version which is now due for review m 
3 instead of 5 years 
(61) 
26 -—, —-, —-, PUBLIC DISPLAY RIGHTS 
REESE (RA) The Public display right The copyrights act's 
neglected solution to the controversy over RAM copies 
University of Illinois Law Review 27,4,2001,83-150 
Examines the statutory text of the display right as granted 
by the 1976 copyright Act, providing specific examples that 
illustrate the type of control the display right gives copyright 
owners over transmission of their text and images Consider the 
relationship between the display right and traditional 
repioduction right prior to the digitally networked era 
Recognise and discuss the reason why the public display right 
has larely been implicated in television tiansmission Presents 
various strategic uses of the PDR for copyright owners 
Concludes that the DR is supeiior alternative for copyright 
owners, and courts to control transmission of copyrighted woik 
over computer networks 
27 -—, —-, AMENDMENTS, US 
GASAWAY (L) Close of century sees new copyright 
amendments Infonnation Outlook 4, 3, 2000, 42-43 
Discusses 1999 amendments to the US copyright Act of 
1976 argues that none of these amendments should be a majoi 
concern for libraries, although some of them have the potential 
to affect sewices Specific effects of the new amendments are 
discussed like to raise the level of statutory damages under the 
Act, lequire the United states sentencing commission to develop 
guidelines undei the no electronic Theft Act, to add sound 
(62) 
recordings to the definition of works for hire and to increase the 
fees for registering a copy righted work 
28 , -—, BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORDS, MACHINE 
READABLE FORM, IFLA STUDY 
MCDONALD (Dennis D) and others Findings of the IFLA 
hitemational study on the copyright of Bibhographic records m 
Machine - Readable form IFLA Journal 9, 3, 1983, 205-220 
In this article, author examined copyright law and its 
implications for controlling the international exchange of 
bibliographic data in machine readable fonn among national 
bibliographic agencies. It recommends that exchange partners 
not focus exclusively on copyright concerns but also on the 
economic en d policy implications of their provision of machine 
leadable data to other organizations Seveial of the 
lecommendations made as a result of this study are discussed 
Authors conclude that the most feasible mechanism which exist 
at the piesent time foi governing the international exchange of 
machine readable bibliographic data among national 
bibliographic agencies are bilateral exchange agreements which 
• describe in detail the types of uses which the parties to 
exchange are allowed to make of the exchanged data 
29 —-, —--, BILLS, US 
CROSBY (J) Copyright Bills Crowd US Congressional 
Agenda Infonnation Outlook 1, 10. 14-15 
Considers the implications of two nev/ treaties appioved 
by the world intellectual property organization (WIPO) in 1996 
(63) 
Argues that the treaties would institute a ban on all devices used 
to circumvent copyright protection systems and would hold 
individuals liable for removing copyright management 
infomiation that is designed to protect copyrighted works 
Concludes that amongst numerous problems foreseen arising 
fiom these provisions would be the frustration of efforts to 
piovide parents with the capability to monitor and control their 
children's activity, and also to prevent the "fair use" rights to 
infonnation consumers 
30 —--, , BOOK PUBLISHERS 
KOUTCHOUMOW (J A) The role of book publisher m the 
international copyright system Piracy of literacy woiks Journal 
of LibiaiT & Information Science 11,2,1986,158-167 
Paper presented at the WIPO workshop held at New 
Delhi, 1986 Stresses the need for an educational efforts in order 
to make the public understand the role and purpose of 
copynght Suggests that the agencies of the UN specializing m 
copynght and government engage themselves actively in the 
stmggle against piracy through national copyright legislation 
and international convention emphasizes the role of publishing 
and publishers m national and international copyright 
legislation 
(64) 
31 -—, , —--, BRITISH LIBRARY, PUBLISHERS 
RUSSON (D) The British Libraiy, Copyright and Publisher 
Relations Interlending & Document Supply 29, 2, 2001, 82-
85 
This paper reviews the development of UK copyright 
law, since the time the British library was established, with 
particular reference to the fair dealing and library exceptions 
The relationship between interlending and document supply and 
loumal subscriptions is an important key issue m this article 
Studies, which have attempted to understand this relationship, 
are reviewed Finally, a note is made on the hbraiy's approach 
to licensing electronic versions of Journals and the legal deposit 
of non-print publications 
32 —-, —-, CANADA 
MERRY(SA)Canada's rocky road to copyright reforni^  
Infonuation Outlook 1,3,1997,19,46 
Sets out the main featuies of a bill to update Canada's 
Copyiight Act, developed over an 8 yeais period Argues that 
although the bills aims to balance creatois and provide it has 
aioused heated and continuous debate among representatives of 
both sides and last minute changes were approved by the 
Canadian Heritage Committee before its introduction to 
Parliament in 1996 Points out that the bill is a distaer from the 
peispective of private sector special librarians, who are offered 
none of the exemptions available to the publicly funded sector 
(65) 
33 TASAI(Shaopan) The Canadian white paper on copyright As a 
hbiarian sees it Special Libraries 76,4,1985,261-269 
In this article a number of selected proposal relating to 
copyright exemption, fair use, Copyright societies, public 
renting right, the right to authorize etc are reviewed by the 
authoi with suggested modification m the interest of the 
hbiaiies According to the author if the levised legislation could 
include this suggested modification, it would make the new 
Canadian Copyright system even more than the one outlined in 
the wlute papers Such modification would establish an 
equitable balance between public interest and the proprietor's 
monopoly with clear recognition of the importance and the 
practical needs of Canadian Libraries Author concludes that 
theie is a need to make educational exemptions less restrictive 
so as to include social educational activities 
34 —-,-—,CH1NA 
ZHEN (Huang)* Status of Woik on Copyiight in China. 
Copvright Bulletm 20,4,1986,33-38 
A brief outline of the history of copyright m China, in 
which several laws promulgated in 20* century, is given In 
addition, a number of laws which are currently in force, one of 
which IS concern the remuneration of author is analaysed hi 
order to organize the Copyright system in China, considerable 
effort have been made in respect of documentation and training 
These efforts are discussed in detail The drafting of a basic 
Copyright law presents a number of judicial difficulties The 
(66) 
problems arising are being carefully examined and solutions are 
found Finally the role and functions of the newly established 
National Copyright Office are described. 
35 —-, ,COLLECTIVE MANAGEMENT 
CROSBY(John) Collective Management of Copyright and 
related rights hifoni^ ation Outlook 5.8,2001.41-47 
Article begins with a brief discussion on Copyright ,what 
it comprises and gives a brief overview on the Berne 
convention Discuss protection of related right concern with the 
other categories of owner of right like performers and producers 
of Phonograms and so on further it examines the concept of 
Collective Management of copyright and related rights, why 
these are necessary who can be the member of collective 
management organizations, what are the most common type of 
rights under collective management, hov/ does collective 
management works, where do colleciive management 
Organization operates, socio-economic and cultural dimensions 
of CMO and collective management and the digital 
environment 
36 -—, —-,COMPUTER GENERATED WORiCS 
HART (RJ)'Copyright and computer generated works ASLIB 
Proceeding 40,6; 1988 J 73-181 
Under the current copyright Act, as amended by the 1985 
Copyright (computer software) Amendment Act, there is some 
doubt as to whether Copyright subsists m a work which is 
generated by a computer Although the 1985 amendment 
(67) 
introduced that "Material forni" was to include 'references to 
tlie storage of that work in a computer', the 1956 Act requires 
there to be an author befoie Copyright m a literary, artistic or 
musical work subsists The BCS Copyright committee believe 
that once a copy of the program has been licensed the 
prograininer has effectively exhausted his rights in that copy 
Both Wh'.tford and the 1981 Green Paper investigated the 
possibility of a general answer to the question of who should be 
legarded as the author of a woik created with the aid of a 
computer Articles gives a detailed account of report of BCS 
Copynght committee with regard to Copyright and Computer 
geneiated works 
V —--, -—-, COMMUNITY PROPERTY 
ROBERTS (Carla M) Worthy of Reiection Copynght as 
Community property The Yale law Journal 100,4, 1991, 1053-
1072 
In this article, authoi has divided the work m 3 parts Part 
1 explains the worth holding and its impact, and Outlines the 
general principles of Copyright protection and community 
property Part II argues that ownership of a Copyright should 
not be tieated as community property because such treatment 
provides a disincentive for authoi s to create works and thereby 
conflicts with the purposes of federal Copyright law Part III 
argues that treating ownership of a Copyright as a community 
property asset is unconstitutional under the commerce clause 
because such treatment creates as impeimissible burden on 
(68) 
interstate transfer of ownership right in Copyrights to non-
author spouses by operation of state community property law 
places an unacceptably large burden on interstate commerce and 
thus fails under commerce clause analysis 
3 8 , -—, CONFERENCE, CONFU 
DAVIS (JY) Fair aftei CONFU College & Research Libraries 
59,3, 1998,209-211 
Considers the progress, made on the issue of fair use of 
Copyright materials m digital fomi, since the establishment of 
the Conference on Fair use{CONFU) in 1994 By 1997, 
working groups focusing on six specific topics which are 
discusses in this Article Discuss the important recoimnendation 
made by CONFU for using Copyright Material Concludes with 
the suggestion that the programmes like CONFU should be 
organized from time to time to keep pace with the new 
technology, in which piracy can be done through various 
technological means 
39 —-, -—-. COPYING SERVICES 
HELLER (James S) Copyright and Fee-Based copying 
services College and Research libraries 47.1, 1986,28-37 
Technological developments that penmt rapid and 
expensive document reproduction have allowed many libraries 
to meet the infonnational needs of their patrons through in-
house phototopying services Financial considerations, 
however, are requiring more and more of them to recover the 
costs of operating such services This article discusses the 
(69) 
section 108 which is related to copying and copyright The 
copyright Act of 1976 governs the scope of permissible 
leproduction and distribution of copyrighted works The rights 
of a copyright owner, which include the right to reproduce and 
distiibute copyiighted works, are subject to other provisions of 
the act that peimit copying by libraries This article discusses 
the effect of that law upon fee-based libiary copying services 
Finally, it suggest that the section 107 and 108 of the Copyright 
act requires an examination of the entire operation 
40 —--, --—, CULTURE 
BROWN (Michael F) Can cultuie be copyiighted 
Anthropology and the indigenous Current Anthropology 39,2, 
1998, 1-35 
This article offers a skeptical assessment of legal schemes 
to control cultural appropriation m particular, proposals that 
indigenous peoples should be pennitted to copyright ideas 
lather than their tangible expression and that such protection 
should exist in perpetuity Author said that the digital revolution 
has dramatically increased the ability of individuals and 
corporations to appropriate and profit from the cultural 
knowledge of indigenous peoples, which is largely unprotected 
by existing intellectual property law In response legal scholars, 
anthropologist and native activists now propose new legal 
regimes designed to defend indigenous culture by radically 
expanding the notion of Copyright Also examined is the 
pronounced tendency of intellectual property debate to preempt 
(701 
urgently needed reflection on the political viability of special 
rights regimes in pluralist democracies and on the 
appropiiateness of using copyiight law to enforce respect for 
othei cultures 
41 -—-, , DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
FEATHER (John) Copyright in developing Countries: 
Necessity or Luxury*^  • International information & Library 
leview 25,1, 1993, 15-25 
This paper has tried to explain why it can be argued that 
Copyright is needed a necessity rather than a luxury m a 
developing countr}' This paper begins by considering the idcii 
of Copyright itself and how the concept is embodied m the law, 
and then turns to that law and how it applies in, and to, 
developing countries Author is of the opinion that Copyright is 
of inteiest to librarians because it touches on a number of 
aspects of professional theory and practice, and on mfomiation 
technology developments and publishing issues with which they 
are concerned It is from these perspectives that the subject is 
approached in this paper Although it necessarily considers 
some legal issues, the intention here is to look at the practice 
and implications of Copyright rather than its legal niceties 
Finally, there is some exploration of the arguments implied by 
the sub-title of the paper, "necessity or lu^cury", and some 
reasons are suggested for arguing that an effective copyright 
law IS beneficial to a country's economic, intellectual and social 
development 
(71) 
42 —-, -—, DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT 
NORMAN (Sandy) Copyright and Fair Use in the electronic 
infonnation Age IFLA Journal 23,4, 1997, 295-298 
This paper is about Copyright and fair use To broaden 
the topic. It outlines some of the perceived threats regarding fair 
use It discuss about the IFLA's position paper on Copyright m 
the electronic environment It discusses about WIPO, National 
legislations to cover digital technology, WIPO committee of 
experts. Position paper on Copyright in the digital environment. 
Electronic Copyright user platfonn (ECUP) It take m to 
consideiation all the ECUP project like ECUPl, ECUP+ etc 
Objective of these projects are explained Author suggests that 
the successful protection of Copyright Materials is actively 
assisted by the full cooperation of libraries 
43 ANANDA (TB) and REDDY (Ravindra B^ i Copyright in the 
mfomnation age Librarian's viewpoint DESIDOC Bulletin of 
infonnation technology 10,6, 1996, 17-19 
Author emphasizes that with the developments m the 
field of infonnation teclmology and communication knowledge 
IS being shared without any restnction There is a need to 
protect intellectual capital from piracy and imitation The 
intellectual work must be produces and it must be accessible 
The Copynght act attempted to balance the nghts of authors to 
benefit fi-om their wnting and stimulate creativity and needs of 
the readers to have ready access to infonnation This article 
explains international Copynght law and Indian law of 
(72) 
Copyright briefly It also describes Copyrightable items and 
iniringement of copyright 'Besides these, article also discuss the 
concept of copyright in relation to libraries Author describe the 
need for an attempt to create awareness about intellectual 
pioperty rights Finally, author concludes that with changing 
technology concept of Copyright is moving to be a myth 
44 FREITAS (D) Impact of new technologies on copyright-
Journal of Library & Infonnation Science 11,2,1986,135-
157 
Paper presented at the WIPO sub-regional workshop on 
copyright held at New Delhi, 1986 Discusses the impact of the 
evolution of the copyright system and consequences of that 
impact on the national legislation to be adopted to ensure that 
the copyright owner's right of control is redefined to take 
account of new teclinologies as they appear Describe the 
provision made by different countries with regard to 
leprography, audio and video recording, broadcasting via 
satellite and cable distribution 
45 NETANEL(Neil Weinstock)Copynght and a democratic Civil 
Society The Yale Law Journal 106.2 J 996,283-387 
Digital technology threatens to upset copyright law 
delicate balance between author incentive and public access by 
making possible both widespread copying of author's 
expression and unprecedented provider control over user access 
The development has sparked a bitter debate over what should 
be copyrights purpose and scope as we enter the digital age. 
(73) 
Author first critique the position of leading participants he" 
neoclassicist" position views copyright as a mechanism for the 
fonnation and operation of efficient markets in existing 
expressive works Author presents a conceptual fi-amework that 
stands in opposition to both the expansionism of neoclassicist 
economic and the minimalism of some copyright expansion 
critic HIS framework emphasis that Copyright is a state 
measuie that uses market institution to enhance the democratic 
character of civil society He concludes by comparing likely 
doctrinal outcomes of the neoclassicist, minimalist and 
democratic approaches m four areas in which die expansion of 
Copyright owner prerogatives have particularly troublesome 
hnplications for the digital network enviromnent 
46 , , —-, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, PHOTOCOPIES 
BREYER (Stephen) The uneasy case for Copyright A Study of 
Copyright in Books, photocopies, and computer programs 
Harvard Law Review 84,2, 1970, 281-351 
Author examines the moral and economic rationale for 
Copyright in Books He goes on to consider proposals that 
would lengthen the terni of protection and increase its scope in 
relation of photocopies and computer programs Next, he 
discusses the two Basic arguments for protection One is based 
upon the author's moral rights and other is the Economic 
aigument to publication that Copyright provides Author also 
discuss the advantages which can be gained by abolishing 
Copyiight in Books Congress is currently considering the first 
(74) 
ma]or revision of the Copyright Act of 1009 On the basis of 
existing evidence he is unable to conclude that Copyright 
should be abolished, but he argues that its extension is 
unnecessary and would be harmful It suggest that law should 
allow individuals to store Copyright Material in computer and 
use it without taking pennission from owner 
47 -—, , —--, VIDEOTAPES, LIBRARIES 
STANEK (Debra J) Videotapes, computer programs, and the 
library Infonnation technology and Libraries 5,1. 1986,42-54 
Article begins with a detail discussion on the Copyright 
Act of USA In it, it describes the right which are enumerated in 
Section 106 of the Copyright Act Some Copyright owner's 
exclusive rights also enumerated Next, it discusses about 
videotapes which includes videocassettes and videodisks The 
positions in this paper with regard to videotapes are limited to 
those casp'; m which the library oi school has purchased the 
videotapes Under the heading videoiapes, only those 
videotapes are discusses which are used in library and 
classroom Next, part III deals with "computer software" 
Finally, author concludes that while the Copyright Act grants 
broad protection to Copyrighted videotapes and Computer 
programs, it also contains sufficient leeway to permit a variety 
of classioom and library uses 
(75) 
48 —-, , DATABASES 
GUPTA (VK) Copyright issues relating to database use 
DESIDOC Bulletin of infonnation Teclmologv 17,4, 1997, 11-
16 
This paper focuses on issues related to Copyright 
protection of databases which are being created for 
dissemination of infonnation in various sectors such as industry, 
tourism and hotel, culture development, planning, agriculture, 
heahh, environment, science and technology, geography, 
population etc Paper also discusses about various international 
conventions related to protection of Copyright The paper has 
examined different approaches to the protection of databases 
The issues raised by protection of databases under Copyright 
laws are discussed in detail It considers attempts to evolve "sui 
geneiic" system of protection for those databases which are not 
amenable foi any legal treaty or instrument for piotection of 
databases The protection undei copyright. Article demand foi 
laws for databases protection would require a sufficient degree 
of certainty in their application to be effective in supporting the 
commercial activity 
49 , --—, -—, E-MAIL 
FIELD (TG) Copyright in E-mail Journal of Electronic 
Pubiisjling. 5,1, 1999, 25-30 
Papei discusses the implications of Copyright law for the 
foi-wardmg of electronic mail messages Argues that the cost of 
litigation IS probably likely to act as a stabilising agent 
(76) 
S 
Suggests that the mo^'toiTipeUmg:i^estions are whether a 
proposed to offend the owner and whether any expected 
benefits are worth the bother and possible cost of a resolving a 
dispute Concludes that Copyright may forbid using other's text 
on the Internet without explicit or implied peniussion 
50 —--, , —-, INTERNET 
OPPENHEIM (Charles) and TURNER (Margaret) Copyright 
and Internet Fanzines ASLIB Proceedings 51,9, 1999, 290-
301 
An investigation of what happens when Fans take 
Material related to popular TV science fiction/ Fantasy 
piogrammes without pennission, give the Copyright holder full 
credit, and use it to promote the show from which they have 
taken the Material The Websites relating to two TV series were 
chosen for study Forever Knight and the X-Files A large 
number of owners of relevant fan sites were surveyed by 
questionnaire The investigation showed that the approaches 
taken by the Copyright holders m the two cases studies differed 
quite markedly For X-Files takes a harder line than forever 
knight appear to have done The issue of rights ownership is 
becoming increasingly important especially with the advent of 
the Internet Though considered by many to be something of a 
trivial aiea. Fan activities have in fact been at the forefront of 
the Copyright conflict taking place on the Web 
(77) 
51 DAVIES (Jolm) Copyright and Computer software the 
pubhsher's view ASLIB Proceedings 35, 11/12, 1983, 444-
448 
The main purpose of this paper is to report on publisher's 
pievalent attitudes to the production of the software program for 
individual computer and networks The protection of Copyright, 
in computer software is vital to its commercial development 
The law on Copyright, at present rests solely on the 1956 
Copyiight, Act Author discuss the various section of the Act 
whicli defined the acts restricted by Copyiight, m a literary, 
diamatic nr musical work It also gives a detailed account of 
Whitford Committee report of 1971 m which one chapter is 
dealing with computers Recommendations of committee are 
given m buef Finally author provides various practical options 
available to publishers so that to some extent problem of piracy 
can be avoided It also suggest that there can be some consumer 
education as to what is and is not permissible 
52 DAVID (Hayes) and FENWICK (Wesp) Advanced Copyright, 
issues on the Internet Computer Law & secuiitv leport 17,1, 
2001, VIO 
This article, in five parts, examines the application of 
Copyiight law m the online context In particular, the various 
Copyright that may be implicated by transmission and use of 
works on the Internet are considered, as well as certain 
limitations on liability for onhne services providers afforded 
under fedeial statutes The application of those rights to various 
(78) 
57 -—. —-, -—, PROBLEMS 
EISENSCHITZ (T) and TURNER (P) Rights and 
responsibilities in the digital age Problems with stronger 
copyright in an infomiation society Journal of Infomiation 
Science 23, 3. 1997,209-223 
Examines the basic principles of copyiight m the context 
of the European commission proposals Reviews the historical 
background to the growth of copyright and the arguments that 
continue to be employed by right holders to push for more 
protection Illustrate that, to safeguard infomiation access in the 
digital realm any further, extentions in copyright must be 
balanced with reciprocal exceptions Concludes with 
suggestions for possible future exception in the digital domain 
and suggest that a major concern is that copying may well be 
forbidden m digital environments without a proper 
consideration of the relationship between copying, infonnation 
use and knowledge generation 
58 - - - , , - - - , US 
WEBSTER(Duane E).Copyright, Libraries and the electronic 
mfonnation Environment Discussion and developments in the 
US IFLA Journals 23,4,1997,280-283 
In this articles the intention of author is to comment on 
discussions and developments in the US relating to copyright, 
libraries and the electronic mfonnation environment Right now 
in the US, Copyright is one of the hottest topic in the library 
community Active discussions are carried out in several areas 
(82) 
like -judicial developments, legislative, research and education 
Autlior expresses a librarian's perspective on the contemporary 
pressures that are influencing the future of scholarly 
communication There is currently a task force on legal refonn 
which has included the conference on Fair use(CONFU) Author 
suggested that infonnation must be viewed as a precious public 
asset to be leveraged for the benefit of society &not as an 
exploitable economic commodity for the monetary gam of a 
few 
59 —--, —--, , PROTECTION 
CORNISH(Graham P)* Electronic Copyright Management 
System Dream, Nightmare or reality IFLA 
Journal 23,4,1997,284-287-
Author examines the problem of access and protection of 
Intellectual property in this era of electronic technology The 
intellectual property industry is big business and cannot afford 
to allow its pioduct to be copied, repackaged, pirated or 
distributed without ensuring adequate economic compensation 
The major creators and players of Intellectual property right 
like-author, publishers, distributors are discussed It is explained 
that in the present world how libraries are becoming much more 
commercial The need of the both creators and the users of IP 
are discussed and some possible solution are provided In this 
context a consortium called CITED (Copyright m Transmitted 
Electionic Document) is discussed 
(83) 
60 —-, -—, —-, SOFTWARE 
LEVINE(Arthur J) Propriety right in databases and software 
Journal of Library Administration 7,4 J 986,99-110 
Argues that the protection of computers software under 
the Copyright law has now readied the stage where all fonns of 
computer programs are protected The courts are now 
considering what element of a programs are the subject matter 
of Copyright, Ownership of the Copyright, ed work has 
challenged the courts and they have responded by carving out 
exceptions to the independent contractor rule Although the 
requirement of Copyright, notice was to have been substantially 
hbeiised under the 1976 Copyright, act. Copyright, owners 
continue to have difficulty in complying wilh this fomiahty 
61 KHONA (Zarana) Computer Software Protection and 
Copyiight, Express Computer, 12, 25, 2001, 13 
Author discusses the provision of the Copyright, Act 
1957 with special reference to computer program Computer 
Softv^ /are is valuable, but easy to copy, pirate and crack Hence, 
there is a need to look at what kind of protection the law 
provides against unauthorized copying and piracy ft defines 
Copyright m respect of computer program and who can be the 
owner of Copyright, and how to protect the Copyright, what a 
Copyright, consist of how to register a programme with the 
registrar of Copyright ft also takes into consideration the 
assignment of Copyright and the mode of assignment Finally, it 
gives a brief account of remedies for Copyright infringement It 
(84) 
piovides that courts aie empoweied to giant the rehef tempoiary 
as well as pennanent to the Copyright owners As per the Berne 
convention for the piotection of hterapcty and artistic works, use 
of Copyright notice is optional 
62 - - , , , , - - , UK 
LAI(Stanley)-The Copyright, protection of computer software in 
the UK Computer law & Security Report.16. 6„20Q0.250-255 
This work is based upon the author's PhD thesis at 
Cambridge University Its focus is upon the analysis of 
computer software in UK The work progresses beyond the 
development of software Copyright over the past 20 years into 
the new areas and challenges that are posed by the arrival of the 
Internet The work is useftilly divided into four parts Part one 
deal with the basic law governing subsistence and infringement 
Methodology This is followed in part two in an examination of 
the common law position on the protection of the user 
interfaces, that is screen display and key configuration (as 
reflected on the screen)the medium through which the computer 
and the user communicate In this section the author examines 
analyses from Australia and the US, as well as UK law Part 
three consider the practice of reserve engineering i e the 
subsequent analyses of a computer program by teclmique of 
disassembly in order to understand how it is composed Part 
four look into the challenges for the future and in particular, in 
relation to the Internet Analysis also involves consideration of 
(85) 
database protection and the interface between Copyright, and 
contract law with regards to softwaie hcense 
—-, —-, , SCHOLARLY PUBLICATIONS 
GASAWAY (Laura N) Scholarly publication and Copyright, m 
netwoiked Electronic publishing Library trends • 43, 4, 
1994,679-700 
The publication of scholarly work in a Electronic 
environment present many opportunities for solving some of the 
problems that currently exist in the print world. At the same 
time. Copyright, law, a fonn of legal protection developed 
primarily for printed work, has been used to create stumblmg 
block both for faculty author and their mstitutions This has 
occurred because publishers have required a transfer of 
Copyright, to the publishers as a quid pro quo for getting the 
work published New models of Copyright, ownership and 
managements can be developed for electronic publishing of 
scholarly work and research results that will provide greater 
control to the faculty author, ease the distribution and 
penmssion process for the use of Copyright, ed work in 
teaching and research, and ultimately will reduce cost to 
universities which currently must repurchased faculty produced 
works from commercial publishers 
(86) 
64 —-, , —-, SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION 
HUGENHOLTZ (P B). Copyright vs Freedom of scientific 
communication Learned Publishing 13,2,2000,77-81 
This paper argues that recent developments in Copyright 
law and practice, all inspired or triggered by the new digital 
networked environment, have the potential of negatively 
affecting the freedom of scientific communication In this paper 
a number of these developments are briefly examined The 
author concludes that it is critically important for the global 
scientific community to become actively involved m the 
international European and national legislative process to 
protect scientific freedom against further erosion 
65 , , —-, SOFTWARE 
GOPAKUMAR(KM)The scope of the reserve Engineering of 
Computer software under the Copyright, (amendment) 
Act, 1999;A Critique Journal of IPR 6,2,2001,94-108 
This article attempts to examine the scope of reverse 
engineering of computer software under the recent amendment 
to the Copyright Act The analysis is made in the background of 
a similar developments in USA, Ekirope and India's obligation 
under TRIPS Agreement It contest the perception that the Act 
pennits ample scope for reverse engineering and shows that the 
changes brought by the amendment give only a minimum space 
for reverse engineering Though the amendment limits the space 
of reverse engineering, but it accommodates the market-
oriented jurispmdence of Copyright, Protection The scope of 
(87) 
reverse engineering under the Copyright Act even after the 
amendment is weakest in India Limiting the scope of 
decompilation only for achieving interoperability exceeds 
India's international obligation to protect the computer 
software 
66 —-, , , WEBSITE MODIFICATION 
RUBIN (A)Are you experienced'^  ".The Copyright, implications 
of website modification technology California Law Review-89. 
3,2001,817-850 
Author examines the several new Internet technologies 
that modify or allow user to modify, and the implications of the 
Copyright on these new technologies In many cases, these 
technologies give end users or third parties a greater degree of 
control over websites than the owners of the sites intended 
Author also examines five types of Websites modification 
technology and argues that their use does not mfi-mge website 
ownei's exclusive rights under existing Copyright, law Finally, 
he aigues that imposing liability for the use of Website 
modification teclinologies are m consistent with the underlying 
goal of Copyright, law to promote learning and knowledge 
67 , , DIGITAL WORKS, LIBRARIES, EUROPE 
CROSBY (J) European Copyright directive lacks adequate 
protection for libraries Information Outlook 2,4, 1998; 34-44 
Provides an overview of the European Union's directive 
on Copyright for digital works, focusing on the implications for 
libianes Attempts to take proactive steps to spell out the rights 
(88) 
of infonnation users in Europe, it fails to protect important 
lights that already exist in many countries Also proposes to ban 
any technologies that might be used for Copyright infringement 
Argues that the directive is a bad piece of legislation and a very 
poor starting point for EU member nations to amend their 
Copyright, laws in respect of digital works 
68 -—, —-, DOCUMENT DELIVERY SERVICES 
BULL (Gillian E) Document delivery services and Copyright. 
ASLIB Proceedings 35,4, 1983, 183-194 
Aiticle provides a detail drsciissron on Copyright, and its 
characteristics It clearly explains the conditions and situations 
of the Copyright, Act of 1956 of US and gives certain aspect of 
Copyright, law and define certain tenns relating to Copyright It 
also discusses about the role of computer in protection of 
Copyright, works and what law has provided for computer 
generated works For International protection of works, certain 
lecommendations given by Berne and UCC conventions are 
discussed It includes certain legal rules which are convenient to 
administer and suggested that there should be licensing and 
royalty systems at the private contract level Author needs that 
the issue of Copyright, should be re-written from time to time as 
a reminder to writers, publishers, and users 
69 , , DOCUMENT SUPPLY 
CORNISH (Graham P) The conflict between Copyright and 
document supply Real or imagined Joumal of library and 
infonnation science 16,2, 1991, 102-113 
(89) 
Document supply system make documents more widely 
accessible than would otherwise be possible Although this is 
sometimes achieved by lending, mostly copies are provided 
This appears to conflict with the interest of the Copyright 
owners but document supply is an extension of use rather than a 
substitute of purchase Economic harm is not done to the 
publisher/author unless extia reward for extra use is seen as part 
of the publishing cycle New technology may allow closer 
monitoring of Copyright material but can also bring the danger 
of economic censorship Librarians and Copyright, owners need 
to be clear about why document supply is so important in the 
research chain an not try to disrupt the flow of infonnation on 
which both depend for their very existence The conflict 
between document supply and Copyright exist only if the 
owners are detemuned to press the public lending rights (PLR) 
concept of additional reward for additional use Either way 
there is no threat Finally author say, that the conflict is more 
imagined than real 
70 , , ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE 
HUMMEL (Marlies) The economic importance of Copyright 
Copyright Bulletin 26,2, 1990, 14-21 
The goal of this paper is to explain the importance of 
Copyright, industries with respect to the generation of income 
and jobs To know the importance of Copyright, Author has 
cairied out studies in different countries and try to answer the 
questions like what is the contribution of Copyright Industries 
(90) 
to 00?*^ and what portion of employment do Copyright 
industries account for'^  To show some methods and results of 
the studies, Author presented the main findings of the report 
prepared for the Parliament of the Federal Republic of 
Gennany To show the comparisons in different countries, 
figuies and tables are made In conclusion, Author emphasized 
that a decisive precondition for the future development of 
Copyright, industries is appropriate Copyright legislation 
71 ,--—, EDUCATION 
KOUMANTOS(Georges) Copyright education and the 
intellectual environment Copyright Bulletin 223, 1998, 9-14 
In this article Author argues that Copyright is not only 
acquires gravity m the context of Intellectual property, or in the 
company of its rich and respectable relation le Industrial 
property But now it has been teaching as an important subject 
Author stressed the need that Copyright should be included m 
University Curriculum What is the importance of this subject is 
discussed Author concludes that in this way. Copyright would 
be more effectively protected, opening would be created for 
those who would have studied Copyright, the number of 
lawsuits would increase and this would serve to boost the 
importance of this subject in the University context 
(91) 
72, -—-, --—, ELECTRONIC RESERVES 
GRAVES (KJ). Electronic Reserves: Copyright, and 
pennission. Bulletin of the Medical Library Association. 88,1; 
2000; 18-25, 
This paper reviews the cuiTent state of electronic reserves 
material in the publishing and libraiy communities and present 
the results of a survey of pubhsher to detennine pemiission 
policies for electronic materials. Author argues that electronic 
reserves present a new service option for libraries to provide 
needed materials during hours that the library is not open. 
Author discusses some possible changes needed for current 
Copyright law and publisher's pennission policies for the 
development of electronic reserves in many libraries. Issues of 
concern to both libraries and publishers are also discussed,, 
73 .—^.—^ ETHICS, DEVELOPNIG COUNTRIES 
SYED SALIM AGHA, Ethics and Copyright; A Developing 
Counti7 perspective, IFLA Journal, 23,4; 1997; 251-257, 
This article explores the premises on which Copyright is 
based. The ethical issues which are related to Copyright are 
discussed. The role of the Reproduction Rights Organisation 
(RRO) as a mechanism to administer collectively author's right 
and an overview of how they operates are given. The plight of 
developing countries in having to adhere strictly to the demands 
of Copyright law is highlighted. Suggestion are made on the 
approaches that should be taken looking at the issue in a 
balanced perspective. Author suggested that there is a need to 
(92) 
search for a fairer basis for the review and fonnulation of 
Copyright laws so that mutual benefit of all parties concerned is 
safeguarded 
74 —--, , FOREIGN WORKS, CANADA 
VAVER (David) Copyright in foreign works Canada's 
international obligations Canadian Bar Review 66,1, 1987, 76-
128 
This article examines the extent to which any new 
legislation must grant national treatment to foreign works, 
particularly teclinologies that have developed and rights that 
have been proposed since the 1924 Act The focus is on 
Canada's obligations under the Berne convention for the 
piotection of literary and artistic works under the Universal 
Copyright convention m the light of their history and purposes 
and m the light of the various conflicting interpretations of the 
treaties that have been offered The study concludes that current 
proposals not extend national treatment m respect of certain 
new categories of works and rights are for the most part 
consistent with Canada's international obligations It is 
anticipated that proposals for a complete over a haul of the 
Copynght laws will be presented to the Canadian parliament in 
the very near future and the new legislation will likely extend 
protection to works and giant rights beyond those existing undei 
the Copyright Act of 1924 
(93) 
75 —-, , FUNCTIONAL EXPRESSIONS 
WEINREB (Lloyd L) Copyright for functional expression 
Harvaid Law Review 3,5.1998. 1150-1254 
Copyright doctrine provides that Copyright is available 
for expressive work Is also provides that Copyright is not 
available foi functional works There is a significant category of 
works composed of functional expression, the availability of 
Copyright, for which is problematic In this article. Author 
argues that the current uncertainty about Copyright for 
computer programs and the user interface of programs brings 
the issue of Copyright, for functional expression in to sharp 
focus and raises fundamental questions about Copyright 
generally In this article author provides a detailed discussion on 
Copyright Act 1976 Traced to their sources the doctrine m 
question rest on nothing more thcin a conventional 
understanding that works of certain types are Copyright-able 
The justifications of Copyright, as an author's "natural right" 
and as a means of furthering the production and dissemination 
of authorial works are similarly dependent on the convention, 
which they purpose to explain 
76 —-, , GATT URUGUAY ROUND 
MORNER (Anna) The GATT Uruguay Round and Copyright. 
Copyright. Bulletm 25J. 1991,7-14 
The main objective of this article is to provide a solution 
to prevent distortions in international trade to promote effective 
piotection foi intellectual piopeity lights and to ensure that 
(94) 
tiade policy measures designed to deal with pirate activities do 
not interface with legitimate trade It suggests that an agreement 
under GATT will lead to introduce the most favoured nation 
principle in Copyright Some contracting parties will probably 
have to introduce new provisions in their legislation Author 
concludes that Copyright will have gained domicile in a 'non-
orgamzation' where trade-related aspects of Copyrights 
affecting the economic outcome of dealing with copies of works 
will probably be the deriving force of development 
77 - - , - - , INDIA 
AGARWAL (VK) Subject Matter of Copyright m India Some 
reflections Company Law Journal 1,4,2002,1-12 
Article begins with a detail introduction of the tenn 
Copyright It describes that Copyright is the exclusive right of 
the holder to copy or reproduce the work in which the 
Copyright, subsists To claim Copyright,, there should be work 
and not meie ideas It also discuss about Indian Copyright, Act 
1914 Next, it discusses about the work in which Copyright, 
subsists in thee broad categories According to author, a 
Copyiight, can be acquiied m the following classes of works-
Original literary, dramatic musical and artistic works, 
cinematograph films, and sound recording Each broad of works 
m which Copyright, subsists Finally author concludes that in 
India, the Copyright, law has been under comprehensive review 
taking into account the difficulties expressed by different 
groups of Copyright's owners and others Author also discuss 
(95) 
about Internet with regard to Copyright, Internet is a serious 
threat to Copyiight, law To resolve this issue author has 
suggested some guidelines to be followed 
78 , —--, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, TRADE MARKS 
MAHANTI (Subodh) Intellectual property rights Trade Marks, 
Industrial design and Copyright. Employment News 26,20, 
2001, 1-2 
Author examined that the concept of intellectual property 
has different aspects This article discusses the aspects of 
ttademark, industrial design and Copyright It discusses about 
the meaning of trademarks and various important functions of 
tiademarks are discussed in detail Next, it takes into 
considerations the another aspects of intellectual property that is 
industrial design Author clearly states different conditions and 
necessities to protect industrial design from unauthorized 
copying 01 imitations Finally, it discuss about Copyright 
protections Essential requirements and conditions for 
protecting Copyright are discuss in detail It also clearly states 
that Copyright law of almost all countries provides for the 
protection of printed as well as non print material Lastly, it 
biiefly discuss that different rights of owners conferred by 
Copyright law 
(96) 
79 -—, , INFORMATION SOCIETY 
WEISE -MONTAGE (B) Copyright in the information society 
International Information Communications and Educations 
16,1, 1997,97-99 
Author argues that the successful and equitable 
development of the infomiation society, both in Europe and 
globally, requires a rethink of Copyriglit and other related 
lights This will help unlock the development of new products 
and services, which will intern stimulate investment m 
infrastmcture In this article, author also discusses some issues 
relating to Copyright, which were presenled in conference on 
Green paper on Copyright Finally, author provides a brief a 
overview on the protection of intellectual properties rights and 
suggest tliat for effective protections of IPR, countries should 
negotiate under the auspices of WIPO and UN agency 
80 -—-, —--, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
NOMANI (Zafar Mahfooz) Juridical concerns and conflicts of 
Copynglits and information technology Need for integrated 
appioach National seminar on Copyright, and IT Problems and 
Prospects (Ahgarh) (2001), 1-23 
Argues that the challenges of cybernetic revolutions such 
as Internet, WWW etc have raised serious juridical concern of 
techno-legal dimension more specifically in the arena of 
intellectual properties right regime Discusses Copyright 
concern and teclinological imperatives of cybernetic to arrive at 
a suigenens Indian law m the conspeclus of global and 
(97) 
comparative jiirispmdence In this context it discusses 
mtemation endeavous for the protection of computer software, 
Copyiight, law, habihty syndrome, cyber legislations, etc 
Argues that there is no direct provision under the Indian 
Copyiight, Act,1957 for the issue of Internet Service Provider 
(ISP) liability Concludes that Copyright, Act, 1957, IT bill 
1998 and IT Act 2000 raises conflicts and creates tension in the 
existing legal regime and suggest that these should be modified 
--—, —--, IIPL , US 
DINWOODIE (Graeme B) International Intellectual Property 
Litigation; A vehicle for Resurgent Comparetivist Thought'^ -
The American Journal of Comprative Law 49,2, 2001, 429-
434 
This article is in three parts begins by convassing some 
leasons foi the lack of engagement between IP and conflicts 
scholars in the US In part two author discusses development 
that suggested and evolving detente if one largely grounded in 
practical necessity In particular it analysis to aspects of recent 
international IP litigation le Responses, actual and proposed, to 
the difficulties of litigating cases of international Copyright, 
infringement and second is the development of autonomous 
substantive trademark through the use of dispute resolutions 
panels In part three Author concludes by discussing briefly 
how the changing nature of International IP litigation implicates 
the comparative method, and suggest that these changes may 
(98) 
heiald a greater role for comparative though then IP htigations 
would heretofore have provided 
82 , , INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW 
VILLALVA (Carlos A) Penal sections in the International 
Context International Criminal Law and Copyright. Copyright 
Bulletm 243, 1992, 19-25 
Author argues that when the individual rights of holder of 
intellectual rights are violated, it is not only the interest of each 
individuals or the professional groups to which they belong 
Because Copyrights violation effects economic rights as well as 
moral and personal rights In this context author explain 
criminal law and the meaning of Copyright's It discusses that 
what aie the provisions available for penal sanction treaties and 
m it, it discusses the role of Berne convention and what are 
academic initiatives taken to protect Copyright The last part of 
article is concerned with "enforcement of [PR" and deals with 
the obligations of states to establish procedure linked to IPR so 
as to permit effective action against any act of infringement 
83 -—-, , JUDGEMENTS 
VOLOKH (Eugene) and MCDONNELL (Brett) Freedom of 
speech and independent judginent review in Copyright cases 
The Yale Law Journal 107,8, 1998, 2431-2471 
In this article, author argue that there is nothing special 
about Copyright cases that would justify departing from the 
independent judginent rule In the light of this, given Copyright 
law a free right not given other speech restrictions is wrong and 
(99) 
conosive of pupils respect for fiee speech generally Finally 
authoi suggest that lawyer and scholar should consider whether 
othei "First Amendment due piocess" rules-rules that require 
pi oof by clear and convincing evidence or limit the availability 
of punitive damages-likewise apply to Copyright cases this 
issue deserves more attentions than it has so far received The 
same first amendment due process rules that apply to other 
substantively valid restiictions must, absent a very good reason, 
apply equally to Copyiight 
84 -—, —-, LABOUR LAW 
BECOURT (Daniel) Copyright and Labour Law A general 
Analysis Copyright Bulletin 22.4, 1988,8-16 
Authoi piovides agejienal overview on the relationship of 
Copyright and labour law author discusses the to type of 
dominant lelationship between creations and enterprise and 
then influence on each other it examine the contradictions 
appeal within each type of lelationship One governed by labour 
law and othei by intellectual piopeity law Than, it provides a 
geneial observation on the employee-employei relationships 
Fiom this overall discussion, author concludes that in two 
conflicting fields, there is a need of emergence of the principles 
of equitable remunerations that takes into account both the 
authoi intellectual investment and the lesult of the exploitations 
of the cieated works Piesent and future, freedom and secunty, 
guaiantee and risk 
(100) 
8 ) -—, —-, LAW 
BAKHSHI (PM) International Copyrighl Law Company Law 
Journal 3. 1993,85-87 
Paper discusses that this topics is a vast one Its 
dimension and coverage can be large oi small, depending on 
what one wishes to covei While discussing international 
Copyright law, one has to make a distinction between the 
tiansnational aspect and national aspects The incurring of 
international obligations by the India is by agreement and can 
be mcuiTed in the international sphere by treaties, conventions 
etc next, it discuss the Indian law ielating to Copyright What 
Indian Copyright act provides in respect works published in 
India and outside India It also discuss the international 
Copyright oidei of India and its application to all the provision 
of the Copyright act except the light of bioadcasting authorities 
It also takes into consideration inteiTiational oiganization, 
international convention dealing with Copyright, it also biiefly 
discuss about first multinational tieaty in the Ameiican 
continent le Montevideo convention II discuss briefly the 
Buenos Aires convention which was inost successful inter-
Amencan Copynght convention 
86 , -—, , CANADA, AMERICA 
HARRIS (Lesley Ellen) Canadian and American Copyright 
law A comparison Infonnation Outlook 5,2,2001,30-34-
This article gives a compaiative study on the Canadian 
and Ameiican copyiight law Begins with the discussion on the 
(10!) 
Relevancy of American Copyright law to Canadians Discuss 
the works protected in the US, Rights granted in the US, fair use 
and exceptions, Length of Protection, Registration and 
Copyright notice requirements, employment situations and 
assignment of Copyright, Moral rights and about new American 
digital legislation Concludes that although there are many 
similarities with respect to the Copyright law m the two 
countries there are difference with respect to the registration 
system, maintaining and enforcing Copyright protection and 
exception from the law 
87 —-. -—, -—, DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT 
FREITAS (Dyinterpretation of Copyright law looking especially 
at the situation created by Ihe new technology- ASLIB 
Proceedings 35,11/12,1983,431-439 
Author emphasis that the purpose of Copyright, system is 
to stimulate those who have something to communicate The 
foui mam categories of protected works as mentioned in the Act 
aie also given Next, it briefly discuss the position of Copyright, 
Act today Due to the technological giowth, not only the 
leproduction of literary works by photocopying, but musical 
also the reproduction of works and sound recording also 
possible Computer technology also affects the Copyright^  and 
creates problems for Copyright owners Author provides a 
detailed account of that how copying can be controlled as 
piovided in the various section of Act In this direction two 
attempt have been made by the society of Authors and 
(102) 
publishers association It provides that to some extent it is 
feasible to copy Finally, author needs a strong Copyright Act 
which may protect the reproduction of works by tape recorders 
and other new technologies 
88 , —-, -—,-—, CD-ROM 
CLAUS(P)and KARETKA(G) IPLEX Intellectual property 
laws and treaties on CD-ROM World Patent 
Information 183,96,119-124 
Provides that IPLEX is a flill hypertext CD-ROM 
database of intellectual property legislation produced by WIPO 
It IS computer -readable version of carefully selected part of 
two WIPO printed publications, namely Industrial Property 
Laws and Tieaties and Copyright and Neighboring Right Laws 
and treaties plus several extra texts such as texts, glossaries and 
mfonnation on the ratification of international treaties in the 
field of intellectual property Describes how the database is 
oiganized, featuie of softwaie seaich features the availability of 
IPLEX and future prospects foi the product 
89 -—, ,-— INDIA 
RAMAIAH(S) The development of Copyright law and practice 
in India Journal of Library & Information Science-11. 2, 1986, 
202-213 
Considers the origins and philosophy of Copyright law m 
geneial with the help of Article 27 of the E)eclaration of Human 
Right, the Whitford Committee(UK) Report on Copyright and 
(103) 
Design Law 1977,and the obsewation of Justice, Chinnappa 
Reddy of the Supreme Court m India in the Gramophone 
Company's case Traces the development of the Copyright, Act 
1957 with subsequent amendments to be found in the Copyright 
laws of other countries Examines the case law as laid down by 
the Supreme Court in various leading Copyright cases 
90 —--, , ,LIBRARIES,FR1ST SALE DOCTRINE 
KLINEFELTER(Anne) Will the first sale Doctrine Disappear'^ • 
Information Outlook 5,5, 2001, 45-55 
First sale doctrine is one of the mosl important Copyright 
law principles for libraries Its allows a lawful ownei of a copy 
of copyrighted material to lend, sell, or give away that material 
Article discuss the situation of this Copyright law principle 
when the copyright law was updated with the 1976 Copyright 
Act and what happened when software entered the picture and 
was recognized as a propei subject for copyright Author points 
out that now fiist sale doctrine is disappeaiing and suggests that 
special libraries must continue to support efforts to protect the 
first sale doctrine because author find it still essential for the 
digital environment It also highlights some disadvantages when 
the first sale doctrine is not available 
(104) 
91 —-, —-, LEGISLATION, SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE 
BRONMO (Ole) Copyright Legislation. Fair Use and the 
Efficient dissemination of Scientific Knowledge IFLA Journal 
23.4 1997.290-294 
This papei is concerned with question of fairness and 
rational and efficient solutions rather than legal matters, politics 
and not jurisprudence This article will focus on question such 
as What are the characteristics of the system of scholarly 
publication, who contributes to the creation of knowledge and 
Its dissemination, what kind of use should an institutional buyer 
be allowed to make of legally acquired copyright material, why 
should publishers reap the benefits of the libraries effort of 
stoiing and making available for posterity published material 
and to what extent does copying actually reduce the sale of 
scientific periodicals and scholarly books Lastly it discusses 
about some special issues related to the use of infonnation in 
Electionic form 
92 —--, —--, LIBRARIES 
CLAIR (Gloriana St) Intellectual Property College and 
Research Libraries 53.3, 1992, 193-195 
Many libraries wish that copyright and the transfer or use 
of intellectual property were far beyond Iheir proper area of 
concern The purpose of copyright law is to encourage 
pioductivity by rewarding cieators for their labor and publishers 
toi then commitment of capital Paper emphasizes that theie is a 
need to discus more on copyright law to modified it Next, it 
( l O S ) 
discuss tliat increasing library automation and networking have 
added to the copying, even though pohcy guidehnes on use 
have been developed It indicate that publishers have been 
active in improving their legal status in the global village and 
other are less interested It suggest that librarians should engage 
faculty and adininistiators in fiequent discussions of the larger 
issues of copyright and transfei of intellectual property It also 
suggest that society should demand for different laws to meet 
each ciicumstances falling within the area of intellectual 
property 
--—. —--, , ELECTRONIC RESERVES 
MELAMUT (ST) Pursuing fan use, law hbraiies and electronic 
lesenes Law lihran- Journal 92,2, 2000, 157-192 
Aigues that libraries have begun to intioduce electronic 
leserve services Whether the materials are in a fonnal 
electronic reserve collection or mounted on faculty home pages, 
the same legal concerns exist Examines the advantages and 
disadvantages of electronic reserves and discuss their Copyright 
implications Examine prior cases about course packs and 
considers their likely influence on possible reserve room 
litigation Also discusses leserve loom policies as well as where 
the law in this area is likely to move and what responses is 
necessary by law libraries 
106) 
94 -—, —-, , HIGHER EDUCATION 
GADD (Elizabeth) Managing Copyright Clearance service in 
highei Education Libraries Journal of Infonitation Science 
27,5,2001,291-302 
This paper comprises an investigation of centralized 
Copyright cleaiance services in higher education institutions 
based on the findings of a research project into copyright 
cleaiance services in UK hbranes Based on a questionnaiie 
survey and five case study inten/iews, it examines the reasons 
v^ hy seivices weie established, how they were funded and 
staffed, and their overall remit The relationship between the 
seivice and the higher education institutions is looked at, as well 
as some of the problems cleaiance faced by services Practice 
guidelines are provided in the establishment and management of 
service 
95 —-, —-, —-, VISUALLY HANDICAPPED READER 
(IICKFR (DICK) Copyiight;, Libiai'> piovision and the 
visually handicapped reader IFLA Journal 23, 4, 1997, 275-
279 
Author argues that those without sight defects tend to put 
the ''blind" or "visually handicapped" in to one categoiy but the 
needs of these different group are depend on nature of then 
impairment and are not met by a single solution In this context, 
various fomiats like Braille, spoken words, large prints, and 
digitization which are used for teaching to blinds, are discussed 
The lelevance of these formats with Copyright and Libraiies aie 
107) 
discussed The role of library m all these aspects is explained 
The I est of the article is concentrate on the difficulties faced by 
leaders with visual impainnent which is serious enough to 
lequire some sort of transformation of the original printed text 
to make it readable 
96 ^ LIBRARY SERVICES, INDIA 
AGARWAL (Diwakei) Libiaries and library services under the 
Indian Copyright Law DESIDOC Bulletin of Infonnation 
technology 16,6, 1996,21-23 
This article describes the reconciliation between 
copyiight law and library services It briefly discuss the 
piovision foi hbraiies undei Indian Copyright Act and US 
Copyright Act The legal positions under the Act portiays the 
pictuie that only vew specific activities aie peimitted as regards 
libianes and libiaiy seivices In India the legal position undei 
the act is that only vei7 specific activities are pennitted as 
legaids hbiaiies and libiaiy seivices and much needs to be done 
ibi Copyiight awareness Authoi aigues thcit it should be clearly 
piovided that to what extent should libraries allow for 
pholocopying in then premises In US, theie is a cleai sale foi 
the photocopying of a book So theie is much need to be done in 
this infant area then the infonnation and technological 
1 evolution is on the rise as is Copyright awareness 
(108) 
97 , , LICENSING, DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
SALAH (Basalamah) Compulsory licensing for translation 4n 
instruinent of development Journal of Law and Technology 
40,4, 2000, 503-547 
The purpose of this article is not to exhaustively narrate 
histoiy of the international Copyright conventions, but rather to 
provide a brief background of the position developing countries 
have taken against the trend of the continually evolving 
international Copyright laws Author argues that compulsoiy 
license for translation piovisions found in the Appendix to the 
Berne convention is a good starting point for a new 
international character to the Copyright system It suggest that 
the weakness and lack of consistence with the developing 
coiintiie\s needs should be compensated with a new peispective 
towaids development 
98 , , MANAGEMENT, EUROPE 
BAITISI (Michele) The future of Copyright Management 
European perspectives IFLA Journal 27 2, 2001, 82-85 
Article begins with a biief overview about the landscapes 
of Intellectual property rights in Europe Authoi argues that the 
field of intellectual property is inteipreted in different ways in 
Europe due to various historical reasons Then, it discusses 
about the European community legal policy that relates directly 
to the copyright Few of the directives, that have been adopted 
lecentl) and that can be consulted on the Web site of the 
Commission are discussed Author suggested that when 
109) 
directives are adopted at the community level, the national laws 
of tlie various membei states of the European Union must then 
be adopted to confonn to them Finally, m last part it covers the 
mam evolutions that one can expect in the area of Copyright 
Management 
99 —-, —-, MARKETING, DISSEMINATION, SCIENTIFIC 
INFORMATION 
HOGEWEG-DE-HAART (H P) Impact of Copyright on the 
maiketmg and dissemination of scientific infonnation A review 
of some lecent liteiatuie Journal oi Librananship and 
Information Science 8.2. 1983, 157-79 
This paper leviews the reactions to recent or planned 
amendments to national Copyright Laws and their possible 
impact on the price and availability of scientific information 
These amendments tend to tighten fair dealings clauses on 
photocopying, authorization requests and royalty payments, 
which will laise costs and administiative efforts of libraiies 
Gives views of publishers on the piesent situations as well as 
the standpoints of authors of scientific publications librarians 
and end users Considers questions legarding Copyright on 
Machine readable databases and its value to protect these 
databases against abuse Questions future lole of Copyright 
Today's amendments on Copyright laws are more designed for 
the past infonnation environment rather than for the future in 
which new technology may potentially change protection is 
more likely to collapse through the impossibility of effective 
(110) 
control of an ever increasing number of points of reproduction 
and use, than through any planned revolution by the critics of 
Copyright 
100 , , Mexico 
GARACIA (Jesus) Copy Right in Mexico; An Overview 
IFLA Journal 23,4,1997,258-261 
Article prescribes that copyright is a complex phenomenon 
involving laws which regulate the control and use of intellectual 
property Author requires that some limitations must be 
established which aie diiectly ielated to the economic, social 
and political structuie prevailing in each country As Mexico is 
a developing countiy It has specific needs to protect education, 
cultuie and scientific advances After describing current 
Mexican copyright law, the paper examines the impact of 
establishing the North Ameiican tree trade agreement 
(NAFTA) This will require strict enfoi cement of copyright 
piotection although Mexico fins it difficult to keep record of 
piotected woiks foi political and cultural reasons Author points 
out that Mexico has been interested in reviewing and 
maintaining legislation that protects copyiights 
01 —- , -—-, PATENTS, TRADEMARKS 
ALEXANDER (Daniel) and MELLOR (James) Intellectual 
property International comparative law quarterly 44, 3, 1995, 
712-716 
Article begins with a brief introduction of the intellectual 
pioperty Next, it discusses about patents and know-how 
(111) 
Aiithoi prescribed tliat one of the most important legislative 
developments in the field of patents has been the piomulgation 
of a new draft block exemption concerning patent and know-
how licensing agreements Next it discusses another nnportant 
aspects of intellectual property that is trade marks, copyright 
and related rights, competition and intellectual property etc 
Furthei it gives a brief account on the proposals for directives 
on the legal protection of database and legislation on the legal 
protection of industiial designs Finally, author discusses about 
piocedure for conflicts of jurisdiction Author concludes that the 
time will shortly come when the Euiopeaii court of justice will 
have to decide how conflicts should properly be resolved undei 
the Biussels convention 
02 —--, , PHILOSOPHY, LIBRARY SCIENCE,INDIA 
AHU.IA (Ashish A) Chaining the unchained books Copyright 
as an infimgement on the philosophy of the hbrary science 
DESIDOC Bulletin of the information technologv 16, 6, 1996, 
5-10 
This paper gives a brief overview of the philosophy and 
laws of library science as propounded by Dr S R Ranganathan 
Then it gives a brief introduction to the laws of copyright in 
India under the copyright Act 1957 and the later amendments m 
view of ongoing infonnation revolution Author also discusses 
the copyright protection in relation to library services and gives 
a detail account of kinds of infringement which may crop up in 
libiai"y seivices Article also takes into consideration briefly the 
(112) 
various clause of section 52 of the copyright act related to 
copyright iniringement. It also explains what constitutes 
copyright protection and copyright infringement. 
103, , , PROBLEMS, BOOK PUBLISHING,DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES 
MALHOTRA (DN), The economics of educational book 
publishing: Copyright problems of book publishing in 
developing countries. Journal of library & Infonnation Science. 
11,2; 1986; 168-178. 
Paper presented at the WIPO work shop held at New 
Delhi, 1986. Highlights copyright problems of book publishing 
faced by the developing countries. These include paucity of 
book supply, lack of writing talent and lack of understanding 
about author's rights. Suggests (hat these problems might be 
counteracted by educating people about copyright and by the 
enactment of national copyright laws and international 
conventions. Discusses the importance of and ways of 
achieving, economy in educational book publishing. 
104. --—, ,—-, INDIA. 
ARVIND KUMAR. Problem of copyright enforcement in India. 
Information today and tomorrow. 16,2; 1997; 19-21. 
Paper discusses that with the amendment of the copyright 
Act in 1994, the various situation with regard to copyright 
enforcement in India has improved. It briefly discusses various 
problems of publishers which were facing by them in the 
absence of a copyright Act in India. Publisher have stressed 
(113) 
again and agam that piracy is a problem must be confronted on 
all fronts Besides, the problem of piracy, another majoi 
problem of publisher is the problem of photocopying It can be 
solved by the effective administration of copyright through a 
copyright society of authors and publishers While discussing 
problems of copyright, it also gives various suggestions to 
handle those problems Finally, it suggest that general lack of 
awareness about the importance of copyright is a serious 
pioblem so awaieness about the problem is biought about by 
wide publicity, only than enforcement will be more successfril 
05 , , --,LIBRARY SERVICES 
MENON (N R Madhava) Copyright Problems in library 
services DESIDOC Bulletin of mfonnation technology 16, 6, 
1996,3-4 
This article casts several question regarding the problems 
of copyright in library service It describes that infonnation is 
the key to development both foi individuals and nation The 
world IS indeed on the threshold of infonnation revolution 
which can transfonu the lives of peoples in the North and the 
south bridging the information gap for the good of everyone in 
the global village of the friture But this situation casts several 
questions and the answer to all these question lies in the choice 
of right policies today by those in charge of information 
sciences and communication technology Author also points out 
towards many issues which come up for consideration regarding 
copyright in relation to library services In this article, author 
(114) 
became convinced of the urgent need for teaching intellectual 
property law as compulsory components of the legal 
curriculum Finally, he suggests that a series of refresher 
courses need to be organized to prepare the teaching materials 
for a worthwhile initiative in comparative scholarship on this 
critical area of economic and social development 
106 -— , —-, PROJECT,ECUP 
GIAVARRA (Emanuella) European copyright user platfomi 
IFLA Journal 23. 4, 1997, 288-289 
This article aims to give some infonnation about a very 
exciting project m the field of copyright The European Bureau 
of libraries, documentation and infomiation association 
(EBLIDA), has set up this project called ECUP The main 
objective of this project are discussed The ECUP concentrated 
action is organized along five work packages These work 
packages are explained in detail Further, the other new project 
of EBLIDA are discussed and main features of the projects are 
highlighted This paper attempts to provide an overview of 
different projects set up by EBLIDA in the field of copyright 
07 —- , -—, PROTECTION 
GORMAN (Robert A) Copyright protection for the collection 
and representation of facts Harvand Law Review 76, 8 1963 
1569-1605 
Author examined that in any countiy copyright protection 
geneially has been made available not only to artistic and 
liteiacy works, but also to "Fact works" embodying the 
(115) 
collection and lepresentation of data in the public domain 
Author argues that the courts often have failed to fomiulate a 
flexible standard of the requisites for copyright, tailored to the 
peculiar characteristics of publications of the latter type, and 
that they have neglected to distinguish between criteria for 
admitting a work to copyright and standards for adjudicating the 
issue of " fact works-Maps News and historical accounts, 
directories, advertising, art, photographs and legal and business 
fomis He suggest the consideration which should guide the 
courts m deciding the degree of inventiveness requisite to the 
copyright of each and the scope of protection which copyright 
should afford 
08 —-, -—, —-, CHINA 
HUANG (Thomas W S) The Protecnon of American 
Copyiights under nationalist Chinese Law Harvard 
International Law Journal 12, 1, 1971, 71-90 
The protection of copyrights abioad has long concerned 
not only authors and publishers, but also the governments 
whose nationals are the authors or proprietors of piiated works 
In particulai this article examines that Ameiican Govemment 
and publishers have been plagued by the problem of protecting 
American copyrights in China evei since the beginning of the 
20^ ^ century and reached its Zenith in 1960's when books and 
lecoids were reproduced not only for domestic uses but also for 
export United states attempted to solve the problem by 
including a copyiight protection provision by including a 
(116) 
copyright protection provision in the treaty of 1903 with China. 
But this provision was not successful and Finally, the 
Nationalist government issued a decree prohibiting the export of 
any reprinted books and calling for violators to be prosecuted 
under the regulations against smuggling. But the problem has 
not been entirely solved, 
09. , —--, --—, LITERARY, ARTISTIC WORKS 
GUPTA (A K). The International Copyright system: Berne 
convention for the protection of literary and artistic works: 
Basic rules and special mles for developing countries. Journal 
of Librarv and Infonnation Science . 11, 2; 1986; 91-106. 
Paper presented at the WIPO work shop held at New 
Delhi., 1986. Traces the giowth and development of the national 
& international copyright statute and describing the various 
provisions, limitations and subsequent revisions in Paris in 1971 
of the oldest international treaty in the field of copyright. 
Assesses its progress and influence of several countries towards 
these goals. Outlines the declaration of the assembly of the 
mternational Union (Berne) for the protection of literary and 
artistic works made at the centenary of the Berne convention. 
10. , ,—--,NIGERIA 
AGUOLU (CC). Publishmg and copyright protection in 
Nigeria: The awareness factor. Education Libraries Journal. 43, 
1; 2000; 25-30. 
Investigates the issue of copyright protection and 
violation with reference to literacy works in Nigeria. Reports 
(117) 
the icsults of a questionnaire and interview suivey of book 
sellers, printers, publishers. Librarians Students and lecturers in 
four Nigerian towns which revealed that many were ignorant of 
the provisions of the Nigerian copyright Act-1988 and that there 
IS laige scale copyriglit reprinting of texts It recommends 
measures to address the question of copyright infringement 
111 —--, , , SOFTWARE 
MILLE (Antonio) The development cf legal thinking on 
copyiight protection of software Copyright Bulletin 22, 4, 
1988, 17-23 
Author argues that as the importance and usefiilness of 
software has grown with the rapidly expanding role of 
computers in society, legal studies aimed at establishing a 
pioper system to regulate questions of ownership and commeice 
in this domain have developed at an equally rapid pace Author 
examines the evolving nature of computer technology in fourth 
different generations of legal thinking - like first generation of 
legal thinking and so on Author has also compared the 
development of legal thinking about software with the evolution 
of technology itself, identifies vaiious "generations" of legal 
thinking in this regard, highlighting the striking symmetry 
between the two processes Finally he summarize the present 
state of statute law and case law m vaiious countries 
(118) 
-, —--, YUGOSLAVIA 
PAVELIC (Radovan) The protection of private rights in a 
sociahst state Recent development in Yugoslav copyright law 
Harvand International Law Journal 14, 1, 1973, 111-130 
While Yugoslavia has been formally a socialist state 
since 1945, the development of its copyright law during the last 
quarter century has reflected its politics of national 
independence and has given rise to level of protection of the 
private rights of authors unusual m a socialist society This 
article analyzes the major changes that have resulted from the 
1968 copyright law revision These changes are discussed 
against an introductory historical backdrop of Yugoslav 
copyiight law and a brief description of the constitutional bases 
of copyright m that country After surveying the 1968 revisions, 
the major procedures for enforcing copyright guarantee is 
explained The final section consider the impact of copyright 
leform on other areas of the Yugoslav legal system It casts new 
light on the receptivity of Yugoslavia as a situs for commercial 
involvement in Eastern Europe 
-—-,--—, PUBLIC DOMAIN 
GASAWAY (L) Importance of the public domain Information 
Outlook 5,7,2001,32-34 
Discusses the public domain and its importance in 
copyright law Gives a short definition of a public domain work 
as the opposite of a copyright work Works that are copyrighted 
have a bundle of lights associated with them If the work is 
{]]9) 
within the pubhc domain, theie are no ownership rights 
associated with it Describes foui large categories of works that 
are found within the pubhc domain Works that do not meet 
statutory requirements for copyright, all works published in the 
US on which the copyright has expired, works in which the 
author never claimed copyright or which are dedicated to the 
public and works by the US federal Government 
, —--, PUBLIC LENDING RIGHT 
PARKER (James) PER in a copyright context IFLA Journal 
23,4, 1997,299-304 
This article looks briefly at the various approaches to 
PLR to be found internationally It gives a detailed Historical 
Background of the pubhc lending right (PLR) The first country 
to recognize a lending right for authors was Denmark, in 1946 
Next, It provides the current situation of the PER, the European 
commission (EC) directives on rental and lending right, what 
aie the implementation strategies of PER in UK and 
Netheilands Next, it assess the implications of emerging 
European copyright-based PER system for librarians and other 
useis 
, —-,REMEDIES, INDIA 
SAEEEM AKHTAR Remedies and mfrmgement of copyright 
m India A judicial approach National Seminar on copyright 
and IT Pioblems and Prospects (Aligarh) (2001), 16-40 
Aigues that the advanced means of communication like 
bioadcasting have made pragmatic inroads in the Indian 
120) 
economy and it is essential to fulfill international obligations 
and commitments in the field of copyright stresses the need foi 
a comprehensive legislation in the parliament Provides an 
historical overview of the copyright Act 1957 and its new 
amendments Discusses the meaning of copyright and its basic 
principles Lists the works which are protected under the law 
Also discusses the copyright m relation to confidential 
infonnation and the internet hicliides some cases of fair use vs 
theft to give a bioad understanding of copyright law Discusses 
copyiight in computer software and database law & Moral 
lights, Remedies in IP and civil remedies agamst infringement 
Concludes with a suggestion to make IT Act 2000 more 
effective to secure IP 
—--, , REPORT, DISTANCE EDUCATION, US 
CREWS (K D) The US copyright distance education report 
Information Outlook 3,10,1999, 44, 48 
Discusses the US copyright distance education reports, a 
new report fi'om the US copyright office Address such issues as 
the fair use of the works in distance education and proposes 
revisions to the law to achieve a more meaningftil and workable 
balance between the light of copyright owners and users, while 
promoting the continued growth of distance education using 
digital tecluiologies Recommendations given m US copyright 
distance education report are discussed in details 
( 1 2 1 ) 
11 7 —-, —-, REPROGRAPHY, INTER-LIBRARY LOAN 
WOOD (D N) Reprography and copyright with particular 
reference to inter-library lending activities - a view from the 
BLLD ASLIB Proceedings 35. 11/12. 1983.457-467 
This article argues that the BLLD comes up against 
copyiight issues in a numbei of aieas of activity - collection 
development, conservation, translation and bibliographic This 
article looked specifically at the activities of the lending 
division but the arguments used could easily have been made m 
defence of mter-hbrary lending (ILL) activities m general It 
discusses about the BLLD, its resources, laws relating to 
photocopying & copyright and the green paper on copyright 
Finally author suggest that the services of libraries and 
publishers must be seen by booth parties as complimentary and 
not in competition They must learn to live peacefully together 
appreciating each other's problems and cooperating in their 
solutions 
118 , , ROYALTIES, PAYMENTS 
ENGLISH (Jane) and (Kirti) Royalties and payments why pay 
For copyright*^ What are words worth'^ -IFLA Journal 23, 4, 
1997,270-274 
This article emphasizes that there is more power and 
more responsibility in the hbranan's role today Article bnefly 
discusses about the copynght Agency limited (CAL) CAL 
licenses various activities and organizations in Australia both 
libiaiies and copynght have long histoiical tiaditions Libraries 
(122) 
do pose an economic threat to owneis both because they pay no 
loyalties to owners and also because this is a loss of potential 
levenue through licensing Further, it discuss the evolution of 
libiaries, why copyright is needed, copyright and library 
copying, CAL and payments for copying, digital copying and 
copyright and intemational copyright Author concludes that 
libraries have the option to remain tradilional repositories of 
information or take a more active lole as infomiation providers 
-—-, —--, SCHOLARY PUBLISHING, RESOURCE 
SHARING 
POTTER (William Gray) Scholarly Publishing, copyright and 
the future of lesource sharing Journal of library Administration 
21, 1/2. 1995,49-66 
Article begins with a brief discussion on the purpose of 
copyright The primary objective of copyright is not to reward 
the labour of authors but to promote the progress of science and 
useful arts Next, it discuss the importance of scholarly. 
Journals, especially in the sciences Author points out that it is 
appropriate to concentrate upon scholarly journals when 
considering copyright and the future of resource sharing among 
academic libraries Further, it discusses about the growth of 
scholarly journal publishing, shortcomings m existing system of 
scholarly publishing, impact of expensive journals, what are the 
changes needed to solve the problem and the future of resource 
shaiing 
(123) 
20. -—,—-, TEACHING ACTIVITIES 
KARNELL (GUNNAR). Use of Copyright protected works for 
teaching or instructional activities. Copyright Bulletin. 20, 4; 
1986:8-20. 
This article begins with a detailed discussion on the 
copyright as exclusive right of the owner. The restrictions to the 
exclusive right and the use of copyright protected works in T & 
I activities. Further it discusses about some international 
convention like-Beme and universal copyright convention and 
then" role in restricting the exclusive rights is explained. The 
Tunis model law on copyright. Which was drawn up by WIPO 
and UNESCO jointly is discussed. The few examples are given 
and with these examples author wants to show that how we all 
may be closely affected by frame set by copyright around such 
use, Finally, it discusses the role of UNESCO and WIPO in 
establishing a joint international service for access of 
developing countries to copyright protected works. 
i21. —--, , UK 
DAVENPORT (Elisabeth). Perception of copyright in a group 
of UK infonnation scientists. Aslib proceedings. 46, 12; 1994 
267-74. 
This paper is based on an empirical study of the working 
habits and perception of a specific group of academic 
information scientist in the United Kingdom. It summarizes 
their comments on copyright. It also includes the comments and 
opinion of other & interested parties like publisher, librarians. 
(124) 
lights gioups and lawyers on copyright It discusses the 
imphcations of what was observed m the context of the law and 
the literature on the law at the time of the field study The focus 
of the empirical study was the impact of new media on journal 
publishing with information science in the UK as case, m point 
The authoi presented publishing as an industrial system which 
could be modeled in tenns of five stake holder groups 
(Producers, consumes, publishers, regulatois, flinders) The 
approach was purely qualitative 
22 —-, , USSR 
GUERASSIMOV (Evgueni) The fundamentals of socialist 
copyright Copyright Bulletin 20, 4, 1986, 22-32 
In this article author has taken USSR as an example to 
explain the copyright and m this context it explains the 
historical background of copyright in USSR, cuiTent copyright 
legislation in the USSR, what are the protected works 
mentioned in the USSR copyright law, who may be the 
protected person according to USSR copyright law, the rights of 
authors and the limitations imposed by the law, and what is the 
tenn of protection in USSR and what are the means of rediess 
the lights Author concludes that foi the protection of copyright, 
a wide comprehensive legal system in general and an all-union 
copyright system in particular has been created in the country 
(125; 
123 ,CYBER CRIMES 
IQBAL AHMAD Cyber Crime, Regulatory Mechanism A 
challenge National Seminar on copyright and IT Problem and 
Piospects(Ahgaih)(20QlV 1-7 
In this article, author prescribes that major changes are 
taking place on account of the foices generated by the 
globalization of economy and the introduction of cyber 
technology in the day to day life of human being The internet 
technology is not only a boon but has also brought certain evils 
which leads certain persons to commit new type of crimes 
Thus, to deal with such type of crimes, central government of 
India introduced the mfonnation technology bill m parliament 
Author has given a detail of this Bill in this article It also 
discusses the significant parts of the infonnation teclinology Act 
which came into force m the year 2000 Author points out that 
the crime of invasion through internet is a very serious matter so 
It is needed that the scientists who are dealing with electronic 
system, should join hands with the persons engaged m the legal 
field to protect concludes that the IT Act would be able to cnib 
the dimes committed through electronic technology but the 
need is to constantly innovate to keep pace v/ith the technology 
: 24 , DATABASES, TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE 
GUPTA (VK) Traditional knowledge database IPR and 
opportunities for R&D Journal of IPR 6,6,2001,449-458 
Intellectual property rights issues have assumed 
significance in the context of the piotection of traditional 
(126) 
knowledge The papers examines the cuirent initiatives in the 
documentation and setting up of digital databases of traditional 
knowledge, the issue of conceptual classification of such 
databases, and suggest integration of the biologists 
classification, application of plant based inventions, and the 
classification system practiced by the patent offices Such a 
classification is expected to ser\/e the requirements of both the 
R&D scientists and the patent offices The patenting activity of 
46 plants pertaining to the medicinal plants, spices, fi"uits, 
vegetables, woods, dyes and fibers have been analysed R&D 
directions emerging from the analysis of the patenting are 
indicated 
25 , DESIGN 
BLACKMAN (MJR) Design as a searchable Intellectual 
property Right World Patent Information 18,4, 1996, 193-204 
This article reviews the nature and value of design 
piotection, some current developments, how design protection 
relates to and complements other fornis of intellectual property 
and hovv searches can be made It gives a broad view of the 
major aspects of the internallonal protection, regional 
piotection, national protection and searching for infonnation on 
design registrations Author concludes that these remains much 
scope to achieve a better level of consistent protection 
worldwide Design procedure is accompanied by illustrations 
and diagiams for easy understanding It is suggested that better 
and more consistent piotection, better search system and 
(127) 
extensive awareness programjnes are needed to encourage such 
use 
26 --—, DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
MASHELKAR (RA) Intellectual Property rights and the third 
world Current Science 81.8. 2001. 955-965 
Author argues that issues of generation, protection and 
exploitation of Intellectual property are assuming increasing 
importance The new IP regimes will have wide ranging socio-
economic, technological & political impact The major concerns 
of the thud World about hannonization and the new challenge,it 
faces m diverse areas of Intellectual property protection, are 
discusses and some suggestions about the way ahead are made 
This article includes the need foi a fair play in technology 
tiansfer, creation of 'favourable economics' of essential 
medicines from the point of view of the Thud World, protection 
of tiaditional knowledge etc The possible models for material 
tiansfer and benefit showing when products are created based 
on community knowledge aie also discussed Other discussion 
includes the challenge of bridging the divide between the Third 
World and the other developed nations, wilh special emphasis 
on Intellectual property infomiation showing, capacity building 
with creation of appropriate physical and intellectual 
infrastructure and awareness building 
(128) 
127 , DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT 
MERGES (RP) One hundred years of solicitude IP Law 
California Law Review 88,6, 2000, 2187-2220 
Aigues that the elaboration of intellectual property law is 
closely intei"wined with new technologies Discuss the History 
of IPR and illustrate the three typical stages by which the legal 
system accommodates new technologies le Disequilibrium, 
adaption and adjustment and legislative consolidation Final 
section of the article introduces a cautionary contemporary note 
Aigues that as a byproduct of the increasing value of IP, there 
has recently been a rapid increase in legislative activity 
Concludes that as a counterbalance to overzealous legislation, 
courts may be forced to look to the constitutional foundations of 
IP as a source of limiting principles 
128 , --—, E-COMMERCE, CYBER LAWS 
CHAWLA (KL) E-Commerce and Cyber laws A Challenge 
Ahead Indian Bar Review 28J/3, 200L 23-36 
This article points out that India has occupy a senioi 
position in IT companies of developed countries for this 
puipose an equally strong and vibiant domestic market is 
lequired so the present legislation recognized the usefulness of 
E-Commerce and making necessary amendments In this 
context, author has given the Historical perspective of E-
Commeice Author examined some issues given in IT Bill 2000^ 
this IT levolution has given rise to the problem of cyber crime 
which have a gieat effect and impact on the global internet 
(129) 
economy Cyber cnme issues are quite ielated to the IPR which 
cover trademarks, Copyright etc IPR is discussed m relation to 
E-Commerce and the solution given by WIPO and WTO to 
lesolve the IPR related issues emerging from E-Commerce are 
given 
29 —-, —-, INTERNET 
SAHA (R) Intellectual Property rights and Internet DESIDOC 
Bulletin of Infonnation Technology 20,1/2, 2000, 13-19 
Describes the relationship between intellectual property 
lights (IPR) and Internet operations including electronic 
commerce It also descnbes some of the new arising issues such 
as domain names, trademarks and patents opened up by the 
advent of digital technologies for storing and transmitting 
information 
30 —-, —-, MUSIC INDUSTRY 
MITTAL (Raman) Music Industry in the age of Internet 
National Seminar on Copyright and IT Problems and Prospects 
(Aligaih)(2001), 1-10 
This paper analysis the promises and challenges posed by 
the Internet for distnbution of musical works, the importance of 
intellectual works, how musical works are distnbuted over the 
Internet, subject matter of Copyright in musical works, what 
licenses are required to distribute music on the Internet It 
discusses the online piracy of musical woiks, what does piracy 
affect, what actions are being taken by industry and govemment 
and what possible solutions aie theie to the problem of piracy 
(130) 
Moreovei it also deals with the possible ways of tackling piracy 
through teclinology, education, law etc It also provides that 
what limitations or exceptions to copyright protection should be 
appropriate in the online environment and what are the legal 
initiatives in the United States of America Author also 
deteimme that theie is a need to adopt strong legal protections 
and more impoitantly, vigorously enforced worldwide, if 
sufficient intellectual property incentives are to be preserved 
The result will be benefit to consumer rightholders, service 
pioviders and national economies 
31 .....^....-, LIBRARIES, PUBLISHERS 
SATO (Seiji) Libraries and Publishers in the digital 
environment IFLA Journal 23,4, 1997,263-265 
The International publisher's association (IPA) in 
Barcelona m 1995 addressed the relationship between libraries 
and publishers The resolutions and concerns of the conference 
aie discussed, especially those relating to legal deposit and 
libiary privileges for copying The publisher's reaction to the 
IFLA statements on copyright is considered in the context of 
othei developments such as the European copyright user 
platform (ECUP) The situation in Japan between publishers 
and libiaiies aie discussed It also described that the situation is 
being improved by the development of piojects in electronic 
libiaiies and ways to cooperate Authoi concludes that the end 
of 2 r ' century, WIPO and othei organizations will be more 
concemed with education and ethic in a society 
(131) 
13 2 -—, -—, MORAL RIGHTS 
FERNANDEZ-MOLINA (JC) and PEIS (E) The moral rights of 
authors in the age of digital infonnation Joumal of the 
Ameiican society for Information Science 52,3, 2001, 109-117 
Argues that in addition to stipulate economic rights, the 
copyiight laws of most nation giant authors a series of "moral 
lights'' In this context, author briefly discuss about Copyright 
and Copyright laws of some important countries This article 
briefly explains the content and characterstics of moral rights, 
and assesses the most important aspects of legislation in this 
area The basic problems of the digital environment with respect 
to moral rights are discussed, and some suggestions are made 
for the international hamionization of mles controlling these 
rights 
133 .„. . , . . ._. , PROTECTION, DATABASES 
GUPTA (VK) Database protection Current trends and issues 
Information today and tomorrow 15,3, 1996, 8-16 
This paper considers the concepts of intellectual property 
and the current issues and trends in the protection of the 
intellectual property involved in databases. In this regards, 
author defines the intellectual property, discuss the rights which 
intellectual property includes, Legislation for protection of IP 
Some key international treaties on copyright are mentioned 
Next. It discusses the meaning and protection of database 
Under copyright laws, what are the provisions under WTO 
agieenient and undei the Indian Copynght Act 1957 It includes 
(132) 
certain key issues in Copyright piotection of databases Next, it 
gives certain solution for the protection of database It also 
discuss some new teclinologies, tlieir issues and trends, like 
cybei space. Multimedia, issue of downloading, tele-
communication links, computer generated works etc Fmally 
author describe that theie is a need to have international 
coopeiation in reaching common and practical solutions to 
problems of database protection 
34 , , -—, , —-, SOFTWARES 
SESHAGIRI (N) Legal Protection of Computer software and 
databases Joumal of scientific and industrial research 52,4, 
1993,323-326 
Papei discusses that the new teclmological innovations, in 
information technology are posing new problems for protecting 
intellectual property rights (IPR) ovei computer software and 
databases, and the industries generated by them The increasing 
nuinbei of new innovations coming up in the wake of growing 
multi-billion dollar database industry are creating special 
problems for copyright protection of databases Protection by 
patents m the past has been found to be broadly infeasible as a 
computei piograinme does not always constitute an invention 
Author emphasizes the need of an Act foi the protection of IPR 
It also examined the implication of the coiriputei softwaie and 
databases to the existing Copyright law Possible safeguards 
against the threats to Intellectual property rights aie proposed 
(133) 
'^  C 35 —-, —-, —-, SOFTWARE 
MARRON (DB) and (DG) Which countries protect intellectual 
Pioperly'^.'The Case of Software Piracy Economic Inquiry 
38,2,2000, 159-174 
Examine how protection of intellectual property varies 
acioss countiies by using data on software piracy Discuss that 
intellectual pioperty receive greater protection m developed 
economies, high income countries have lower piracy rates. 
Argues that protection depends on culture factors Countries 
with an individualist culture have lower piracy rates than 
countiies with a collectivist culture Piracy are also lower m 
countnes that have strong institutions that enforce contacts and 
protect property fi"om expropriation Suggest that national 
policies towards IP reflect not only economic concerns but also 
national culture and institutions 
6 GUPTA (VK) Managing Software Protection Journal of IPR 
6,4,2001,277-285 
This paper discusses some of the issues with regard to 
soru\are patenting, Copyright, and tiade secrets Elaborates an 
appioach to establish softuaie piiacy It considers the ways and 
means to manage software piotection and highlights critical 
aspects that need to be addressed including the need to develop 
understanding of the legal means of protection of software, 
leading and writing of patents, deposit requirements m 
Copyiight and avoiding divulgence of confidential information, 
le Maintaining internal secrecy among the employee 
34) 
V —-, —-, lASKFORCE 
NATHAN (P) Intellectual property Task Force Journal of 
I ibiai-y administiation 29,3/4, 2000, 23-27 
Aiticle IS devoted to the Reseaich libraries project found 
in the USA in 1992, its historical development and the progress 
it has made Discusses the recommendations of the taskforce on 
intellectual pioperty Rights in an electronic enviionment, whose 
chaige was to develop proposals for university policies 
governing IP ownership and lights, particularly in the 
movement into an electronic network environment It examnies, 
fiom a university perspective, the emerging possibilities for 
cieation and dissemination of electronically based infonnation, 
and to develop pioposals by which university can piovide their 
faculties and students with new options for collecting and 
disseminating reseaich and scholarship 
18 —-, DIGITAL LIBRARIES, MANAGEMENT 
lUNPING (Q) and JINLIAN (Y) The management of the 
intellectual pioperty on digital libiai^ infcniiation resources 
louinal of Infoimation, communication and library science 6,3, 
2000,41-46 
Describes the characterstics of the digital library in biief 
and discuss its effect on the intellectual pioperty system Puts 
foivvaid the concept of the digital hbiaiy's own intellectual 
piopertv Discusses the management of the intellectual pioperty 
in legaid to the digital library's information resources, and also 
(135) 
highlights CLinent intellectual pioperty issues to which more 
attention should be paid 
39 , DUNICEL PROPOSAL 
NITYA NAND Intellectual Property Rights, Dunkel Proposals 
Some ciitical issues Joumal of scientific & Industrial Research 
52,4, 199^209-211 
Aiticle cairies out a detailed examination of the Dunkel 
pioposal on Intellectual propeity rights Describes that it is an 
effective tool foi stiengthening the condition of IPR and 
suggests that countnes should follows the guidelines prescribed 
m it Besides this, it also points out some critical issues relating 
to Dunkel pioposal Also suggest that these issues should be 
avoided to make the proposal more effective so that the 
situations of IPR can also be effective in any country 
Concludes with a need of providing mote powerful proposal for 
IPR 
40 -— ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE, DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES 
MASKUS (KE) Intellectual propeity challenges foi developing 
countnes ^^ n economic perspective Univeisity of Illinois law 
ieyiew27, 1,2001,457-473 
The global intellectual pioperty sj'stem currently is 
undei going substantial expansion and modernization, largely 
thiough implementation of the Agreement on tiade-related 
aspect of IPR(TRIPS) The issues involved m analyzing the role 
of IPR m ptomoting economic development and growth are 
(136) 
cxtiemely complex Developing countiie5 face an important 
challenge leconcilmg IP protection with the global push foi 
moie open, procompetitive trade This article outlines the many 
issues that complicate this analysis, emphasizing the channels 
through which strengthened IPR can stimulate or limit 
economic growth After reviewing the cuuent research, the 
article concludes that a legime of expanded property right 
piotection holds considerable piomise foi promoting long-term 
economic growth and technology innovation among developing 
nations Finally, the article provides policy and regulatory 
lecommendation to complement intellectual property protection 
and cuib potential system abuses This article emphasizes the 
caie that developing nations must exercise m implementing a 
new IP legime 
:41 —- ELECTROCOPYrNG, PUBLISHERS, ASSOCIATION 
ACADEMIC LIBRARIES 
Muii (Adiienne) and OPPENHEIM (Charles) Electio copying, 
the pubhsheis Association and academic hbraiies Journal of 
Libiaiianship and infonnation science 25,4, 1993, 175-185 
Paper discusses the concept of electro copying Defined 
by the pubhsheis association to cover the copying of pnnted 
MatciiaJs, by scanning oi other means into electionic 
databases, in which the text is stoied in eithei image or 
chaiactei encoded form It briefly mentions technical aspects of 
electrocopymg, including the two document scanning 
technologies, Document image processing (DIP) and optical 
L17) 
chaiacter recognition (OCR), but mainly concentrates on the 
legal and economic aspects It considers the copyright 
implications of electrocopymg, m particular, the jeans of 
widespread copyright infringement expressed by publishers, it 
reviews the situation in the UK and the role played by academic 
libraries m electro copying and networking information It 
concludes with a discussion of the possible future implications 
of electro copying for the pattern of scholarly communication 
and the sui"vival of the periodical 
142 -—, EUROPEAN COMMUNIT Y 
SEVILLE (Catherine) Intellectual property International and 
comparative law quarterly 46, 3, 1997, 712-716 
This article discusses the current development m 
intellectual property with regard to European community law 
In this topic since 1995 there have been some important 
legislative measuies and a good deal of significant case law 
The volume of legislation economic value of intellectual, 
property rights in international trade Next, it discusses about 
the developments in patents and know-how, trade marks and 
copyright related rights Under the heading trade marks it 
aigues that European courts considered how far it was 
legitimate to use trade mark nglit to resist the repacking of 
bianded drugs by parallel importers seeking to exploit price 
differentials within the common market- In other notable 
changes in copyright, it discuss authoi discusses about the film 
copynght Finally, related to intellectual property 
(138) 
43 , FORENSIC SCIENCE 
GUPTA (VK) Intellectual Property Rights in Forensic R&D 
and Police CBI Bulletin 8,12, 2000, 18-20 
The paper focuses upon the basic concepts of intellectual 
pioperty Right and its relevance in forensic science and 
technology along with patents It Argues that Intellectual 
pioperty Rights are of particulai significance for forensic R&D 
and the Police The paper also covers patent Information 
sources in India The important role of Pohce has been stressed 
in enforcement of Intellectual property rights 
! 44 , FUNCTIONAL FOODS 
KRISHNA (G A ) and PRAKASH(v)f unctional Foods: The 
IPR Angle Journal of IPR 6,4, 2001, 286-291 
Describes that as the health and safety aspect of food 
becomes very important, the importance of functional food is 
teaching to highei heights The Functional Foods even though 
appears to be of recent origins, has history and origins of some 
of the active ingridents being piesent in traditional, ethic and 
conventional food m different countries This raise a very 
important question from IPR angles of how one can on the one 
hand protect the tiaditional knowledge and on the other hand 
gives credits to innovators who show the functional attributes of 
a food by isolating a bimolecular It is this aspect that requires 
an analysis in term of the source guideline en health claims and 
the need to con elate the end result of claimed functionality 
through the technological invention especially from a 
(139") 
commercial angle of the functional food in this competitive 
market. The article addresses these issues from various angles. 
145. —-,GATT 
BRADLEY(Clive).The role of GATT in intellectual property. 
Copyright Bulletm.25 J ;1991;4-7. 
Article begins with a brief introduction of the role of 
UNESCO and its associated body WIPO in the protection and 
dissemination of the work of authors and other intellectual 
workers. Further it describes that with the growth of new 
technologies of reproduction. Piracy is increased .In this context 
the role of GATT is discussed. The principle put forward withm 
GATT could help in enhancing the protection of works. The 
author argues that the application of GATT criteria for the 
protection of intellectual property would infringe the 
sovereignty of the developing countries. Several examples are 
also cited to describe the role of GATT in the protection of IPR. 
146. —-, , DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
RJCHERAND(Gabnel Larrea). GATT, Intellectual Property 
right and the developing countries. Copyright Bulletin. 25, 1; 
1991 ;4-10. 
Author argues that Intellectual property was insufficiently 
protected at the international level and this constituted a barrier 
to international trade. The lack of protection in the area of 
intellectual rights could be regarded as a form of protectionism 
because goods protected by intellectual property rights in the 
fonn of patents, trademarks and Copyright entail costs 
(140) 
involving both substantia! investment and many years of 
research In this regard, article discusses ihe role of GATT and 
its provision on the protection of IPR, the situations m the 
developing countries whose governments are not yet ready to 
ratify the Beme convention Finally, author points out that it is a 
fact that GATT'S activities will continue to focus on the 
imposition of sanctions on countries which fail to provide 
protection for intellectual and industrial property 
147 , HERBAL DRUGS 
MITRA (SK) Role of intellectual property rights in the 
development of herbal dmgs Chemical hidustrv News 47,1, 
2002,37-39 
The author discusses about the role of IPR m the 
development of herbal drugs The patent application on the 
development of herbal drugs eithei in crude or pure form is veiy 
less compared to the synthetic drugs and its different dosage 
fonns The contributions fonn global counterpart are also very 
less m thp field of herbal drugs Recently though some 
1 espouses are received from Indian herbal dmgs Industries for 
patenting the processes and the products for the treatment of 
diffeient kinds of dreadfiil diseases but the numbers are not still 
encouraging It may be due to the lack of awareness and Midset 
to protect the development of those products through patent, for 
facing national and global competition 
(141) 
48. -—, INDIA 
GANESAN (AV), Intellectual property rights: Standards and 
pnnciple concerning its availability, scope and use: The Indian 
view. Company Law Journal. 2; 1990; 108-118. 
This article is in six parts, examine different aspects of 
intellectual property rights. Part one deals with patents, its basic 
approach, working of patents, compulsory license, types of 
inventions which are excluded from patentability product versus 
process patents, duration of patents, government use of patents 
in public interest, revocation of patents etc. Part II deals with 
trademarks. Quality assurance function of trademarks, 
exhaustion of rights, protection of well known trademarks, 
temis and maintenance of protection of trademarks. Part III 
deals with "Copyright" in a very brief manner. Part IV is 
devoted to "Integrated circuits". In this part discussion is related 
to a treaty on intellectual property in respect of integrated 
circuits. Part V deals with "Trade sectors" which are not 
considered as intellectual property rights. Part VI deals with 
standards and principles and GATT firamiework. In it author 
suggest that it is not appropriate to establish new rules and 
disciplmes pertaining to standard and principle concerning the 
availability, scope and use of IPR within the framework of 
GATT. 
(142) 
49 PRASAD (KN) Intellectual Property Rights Infonnation 
Studies 4,2, 1998,67-104 
Presents an overview of intellectual property rights, with 
special reference to India Defines intellectual property, 
Copyiight, patent, trademark and related terms Highlights 
prevalent conflicts and confusion relating to intellectual 
pioperty rights m the area of computer piogrammes, databases, 
Internet usage, electronic publishing etc which have 
necessitated changes to existing laws Discuss the effects of the 
various international conventions and the laws and regulations 
related to intellectual property rights in India 
150 -—, INTANGIBLE PROPERTIES 
VELLAKKAT (Rajesh) Servitudes of intangible properties 
JoimiaLoflPR. 6,3, 2001, 181-188 
The outer limit of intangible property rights has been a 
well-debated question since time immemorial How 
encompassing is it against the rights of similar property 
holders'^  What is the real border of each right holder, which 
contracts and share the intangible net of rights'^  There have been 
attempts to answer these questions since the days of common 
law practices to the developed vvTitten legal system AJl the 
statutes relating to intellectual property rights (IPR) tried to 
define the rights conferred However, a definition can not 
demarcate the boundaries of the rights clearly, therefore it is 
always prone to disputes between various property owners This 
paper is mainly confined to conflicting domain names issues. 
(143) 
perhaps the solution suggested may be eipphed for other kinds 
of intangible property conflicts as well It also states that 
intangible rights in the Intemet can not be regulated by applying 
the same principles laid out in management of other intellectual 
property rights (IPR) 
51 —--, KNOWLEDGE, ECONOMICS 
MASHELKAR (RA) Role of IPR in Economics of knowledge 
JoumaloflPR 6,4, 2001, 271-276 
Paper stresses the need for a massive thrust on 
incorporating strong systems in generation of IPR, its capture, 
documentation, valuation, protection and exploitation It focuses 
on India's inadequate intellectual infirastructuie, pooi public IP 
awaieness and delays in implementing government IP policies 
As theie are seveial areas of conflict and debate m existing 
patenting system, need for rethinking on IPR is stressed It also 
discusses in detail the new IPR regime and Indian knowledge 
mdustiy, and economics of tiaditional knowledge 
52 —--, , INDUSTRIES 
GANGULY (Piabudha) Intellectual property rights Imperative 
foi the knowledge Industry World Patent Infonnation 22,3, 
200,167-175 
This paper provides a board-ranging review m a global 
context of many aspects of developing changes m Intellectual 
pioperty rights (IPR) in response to the currently rapidly 
changing technological and mfonnation industries As such it 
covers such as knowledge ownership, the IPR framework, 
(144) 
TRIPS and WTO in relation to developing countries, 
technology transfer and balance m a world-wide context, and 
developments in dealing with counterfeiting and piracy-with 
particular reference to the Asia Pacific region Brief snapshots 
aie also provided of a number of specific and significant IPR 
enforcement decision and then implications Furthei policy and 
practical matters also discusses Finally a list of steps needed to 
be considered to In formulating IPR quality, with special 
lefeience to India and countiies in a similar situation is set out 
53 -—,LAWS,INDUSTRIAL GROWTH,INDIA 
GANGULY(AS) Intellectual pioperty laws in India's industrial 
growth A development perspective Journal of Scientific and 
Industrial Research 59.4,1993,251-253 
The issue of India joining the Pans convention was 
widely debated during most of the second half of 80's The 
advantages accruing to India signing the Pans convention for 
Intellectual property Rrghts(IPR) are poriited out and discussed 
Better Intellectual property protection, especially in respect of 
Patents and trademarks, may not only bring rn increased foreign 
investment but also ensure easy and speedy transfer of advanced 
technologies much needed foi country's Industrial progress 
While it IS true that some progress has already been achieved in 
India by enaction of Patents and trademarks laws, especially m 
lespect of drug formulations and computer software, still much 
more remain to be done Finally, the need for Indra to willingly 
(145) 
sign the convention for IPR is stressed m order to be m the main 
stieain of global technologies development 
54 -—, LEGAL IMPLICATIONS, PIRACY, WTO 
AHUJA (Raini)' IPR legal implications. Liabilities, 
Piracy, WTO Agicement and Role of Infonnation Managei 
National Confeience on information Management and e-
Libiaiies (Khaiagpur) (2001\ 575-584 
In this article authois define intellectual property right 
(IPR) covering patents, Copyright, design, trademarks etc In 
the present global scenario, with extent of utilization of 
mfomiation technology products mfonnation Manager need to 
be aware of legal implications, liabilities and punishment The 
authois stiessed on the study of piracy while using 
computerized data With the wake of GATT agreement, 
safeguarding of Indian heritage, has taken sharper focus 
Authors have tiied to examine and find out solution to this 
pioblem by proposing a model, paiallel to "Indira Gandhi 
National Centre for Arts" to collect undocumented and 
documented data from all parts of India, document it, and patent 
it to protect from piracy of our traditional knowledge on rural 
and home medicines, food preservation and processing, 
agricultuial pioduct seeds and the like This study is aimed at an 
improvement on the active lole of information manager towards 
IPR and to act as a detenent to piiacy in any foim 
55 , LEGAL ISSUES 
OPPENHEIM (Charles) Intellectual Property Legal and Other 
issues Infomiation Studies 3J , 1997. 5-22 
The paper attempts to define "Intellectual Property" fi'om 
different points of view, considers the different types of 
intellectual property with different "Strengths" of such 
protection It discusses Copyright and International Treaties on 
intellectual property, what is protected and for how long, the 
concept of fair use, and the role of organizations concerned with 
Reproduction rights It presents a brief overview of the IP 
questions relating to the electronic Media-Machine readable 
databases, the infonnation resources on the Internet, and 
linages, electrocopying and downloading of texts and images 
fiom networks, the special nature and Copyright problems 
relating to multimedia It discusses moral rights and the needs 
for and feasibility of establishing an electronic Copyright 
Management System (ECMS) 
56 , LICENSE, INNOVATION 
YANG (GF) and MASKUS (KE) Intellectual Property Rights, 
licensing and innovation in an endogenous product-cycle 
model Joumal of International Economics 53,1, 2001, 169-
187 
The authors develop a dynamic general equilibrium 
model of the product cycle to study tlie effects of stronger 
intellectual pioperty lights (IPR) in the south on the incentives 
of finus in the North to innovate and to license advanced 
(147) 
technologies Innovation and licensing are random processes 
requiring resources Authors argue that stronger IPR increase 
the licensor's share of rents and reduce the costs of licensing 
contracts Thus the returns of both while licensing and 
innovation would rise while additional resources would be 
available foi R&D author concludes that in consequence, 
innovation and technology tiansfer would rise However the 
effect of stronger IPR on relative wages between regions is 
ambiguous 
157 —-, MANAGEMANT, BIOTECHNOLOGY FIRMS5 
EUllOPE 
THUMM (N) Management of IPRs in European Bio-
Technology firnis Teclinological Forecasting and Social 
Change 67, 2/3, 2001, 259-272 
The aim of this article is to observe a "real world picture" 
of how European bioteclinology finns manage their invention, 
and in particular, how they make use of patent protection The 
intention is to compare the behaviour and the requirements of 
the biotechnology industry with the existing legal framework m 
Europe, to detennme industrial needs and to identify 
insufficiencies in the institutional settings The analysis focuses 
besides the general competitive perfonnance of Europe m 
comparison to the United States on the use of patents by finns 
in different European countries, the decision to keep inventions 
seciet or to patent, the different procedural ways to apply for 
patent protection, as well as the importance of patenting related 
(148) 
costs and strategic uses of patenting Finally, author concludes 
by providing a brief explanation of the condition of 
management of IP Rs in European biotechnology finns 
158 , , INDIA 
MASHELKAR (RA) IP Management in India Hew challenge 
and opportunities ahead Journal of IPR 6,5, 2001, 369-376 
Paper identifies important areas of IPR which require 
immediate attention The need for IP awareness campaign m the 
country is stressed The challenges before the Indian Industry in 
lespect of IPR are discussed New national level initiatives 
taken in this direction are given, especially the announcement of 
the IP policy of CSIR A vision view of a national patent 
mission IS presented Paper discusses the key IPR issues 
59 —-, MEDICAL PRIVACY 
ZITTRAIN (J) What the Publisher can teach the patient IP and 
privacy m an era of tmsted privation Stanford law Review 
52,5,2000, 1201-1250 
This article begins with a promise that intellectual 
property and privacy have something significant and yet 
undeistand in common both are about balancing a creator's 
desire to control a particular set of data with consumer and 
access and redistribute that data Author described how these 
technologies might allow more thiough mass distribution of 
data while allowing publishers to retain unprecedented control 
over their waves Taking up the case of medical privacy, the 
author then suggested that those who wony about the 
(149) 
confidentiality of inedical records, particularly as they are 
digitized by lecent technologies, might seek to augment 
compaiatively legal protections wiih trusted system 
technologies 
60 —-, MEDICINE, CRUDE DRUGS, INDIA 
R U AHMAD Intellectual property rights and assessment of the 
I aw materials (cmde dnigs) used in Indian systems of Medicine 
Journal of IPR 7,2,2002, 143-150 
In this article author detennines that there are two types 
of Ayurvedic Medicine prepared in the country First is the 
classical drug and second is the patent and proprietary (P P) 
medicine Manufactured by the phannaceutical industry of the 
Indian system of Medicine (ISM) on their own developed 
fonnulations Phannaceutical industry of ISM m the country is 
veiy large and manufacturing its drugs on the basis of license 
issued by the Diug control authorities of the respective states 
Position of drugs of ISM as to how they are procured, obtained 
ftom vaiious lesoutces in the country is not known exactly 
Their trade history, supply and demand, involvement of national 
level institutions and their trade market is also not authentically 
established Looking into all these aspects it is necessary that 
the aspects of IPR and assessment of raw material used in ISM 
is given top pnority The impact of intellectual property related 
issues like TRIPS agreement on the status of crude drugs used 
m ISM has been discussed The forniat proposed by the Fonim 
of Pailiaments on IPR is given in the paper and the proposals 
150) 
aie given by the author undei each item for their adherence to 
solve the patenting problem of the raw material of ISM industry 
111 the country 
—--, NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
PATEL (Surendra J) Intellectual Property Rights and National 
Development Journal of scientific & Industrial Research 52,4 , 
1991,212-218 
Tracing the histronc perspective of the industrial 
development in the west, the author derives home clearly how 
an easy asses to emerging technologies had assisted the rapid 
transformation of the rich countries of the north and how the 
poor nations of the south lagged behind The IPR promulgated 
m the Pans convention m no small measure constrained the 
acquisition and development of technologies m the third world 
countries The article focuses attention to the problems of the 
south through IPR providing protection to intellectual property, 
industrial process, patents etc consequently the third world 
nations have joined hands in revolting in the 1986 Uniguay 
Round of GATT, and in particular to modify the IPR system to 
provide some relief But they were thwarted in their attempt in 
this and in all subsequent meeting of the national fortim by the 
West Another setback to the cause of the third world through 
political developments was the steady dismantling of 
communist block, notably the Soviet Union 
(151) 
162. .PACKAGES 
RUTH (Soetendrop). Innovation and IP advisers: Preparing for 
the dialogue. World Patent InfonTiation.23, 1; 2001; 63-66. 
This paper describes a newly developed approach to the 
problems of heightening awareness of patent and other 
intellectual property amongst graduates leaving university has 
long texted the ingenuity of the author and others. The object is 
to instill a good basic understanding of the subject across a 
broad spectrum of graduates, while fully respecting the 
constrain of the existing extensive curriculum demands made of 
both students and tutor. This is achieved by providing a 
packages of discreet, but co-ordinate short work section(short 
modules) on key issues in IP that will be relevant to many 
practical situations that innovative graduates will meet during 
their working lives, including particularly their interaction with 
IP professionals. The packages consist of a workbook and CD-
ROM with many interactive examples which can be delivered in 
one-two hours slots by students regular tutors, rather than by 
specialist IP experts. The author concludes with an outhne of 
way in which it is hoped to further enhance the scope, 
distribution and fonnat of the material. 
63. —-,PATENTS 
GANGULT (Prabuddha). Patenting Innovations: New demand 
m emerging context. Current Science.75.5:1998:433-439. 
. ^ • Begins with a brief discussion on historical 
prospective of Intellectual property rights in India. Author 
(152) 
suggest that the hitellectual property framework (IPR) in India 
has to be changed as pei the guidehne set by GATT With 
growing demands on research institutions to procure frind for 
themselves thiough targeted industry-institutional alliance and 
maiketmg their innovations, appreciation of the emerging issues 
1 elated to IPR by our scientist and technocrats has become 
lelevant Next, it discusses about the patenting scene m India It 
also discusses about management of IPR To create and 
maintain global competitiveness and gear up for the future, this 
article suggests approaches to the management of IPR in India 
Lastly, it discusses about the role of the Indian Patent offices 
and the national academies and industry associations and their 
involvement Finally, author suggests ihat the Educational 
institutions including our technical institutes and management 
institutes will have to introduce IPR into their curriculum to 
awai e the students 
164 RIVETTE(KG)and KLINE(D)' Discoveimg new value in 
Intellectual property Harvard Business Review 78,1,2000,54-
60 
In this article, author describes how the strategic 
management and use of patents can enhance a company's 
commercial success in three board ways They represent the 
real world example of effective and ineffective patent 
management strategies They describe common but effective 
patent techniques such as clustering and bracketing, both 
designed to block out or hamper competitors in the markets 
(153) 
Autlioi conclude that for both traditional and new economy 
busmesses patent can produce benefits such as reduce cooperate 
risk, the ability to anticipate and react to market shifts and 
ultimately, increased shareholder value and profits 
165 .....^ ...-.^ AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRIES 
PILKINGTON(Alon) and DYERSON(Romano) The electric 
vehicle Patent data as indicators of technological 
developments World Patent Infonnation 24,1,2002,50-12 
This paper reports a study into the use of US patents to 
analyze responses to regulatory change m the automobile 
industry Confinning that patents are a rich indicator of 
technological development It focuses on the development of 
the electric vehicle and m particular, the identification of 
networks of firms developing EVs A key finding of the study is 
the way that can finns have formed link with competitors and 
with finns and inventors outside the automobile industry in 
ordei to develop this technology In addition, the limitations of 
defining patent searches m ternis of products-rather than 
technologies are discussed 
166 , , DIGITAL ENVIRONVIENT, SOFTWARE 
Tnpathi (RC)- - Patenting of Computer software 
Status and approach Journal of IPR 7,2, 2002, 128-142 
This paper is an attempt to analyze the current global 
scenario of software patenting, various reasons advocating 
software patentmg m India and equally strong points 
discouraging software patenting Computer software, as literary 
(154) 
work, IS protected in accordance with the Berne Convention, 
1971 Accordingly, it is protected in India under copyright Act 
1957 (as amended upto 1999) Some developed countries hke 
USA, UK, Japan etc have allowed patenting of certain type of 
computer software related inventions by defining it in their own 
ways e g "technological arts' This lias generated debate 
whethei such patenting of computer software in India would 
have positive economic and technological impact as the country 
is moving ahead to be an important global player m the area of 
computer software and services Implications of perniitting 
software patents in India and infrastmcture requirements for 
software patents are also covered therein In the end, it is 
concluded that while copyright and patent laws have been able 
to encompass new technologies in the past, the software 
industry presents a highly different technology and puts forward 
new challenges with respect to their protection 
67 —-. -—, DRUG PRODUCTS 
LANJOW (JO) and COCKBUFIN (IM) New pills for poor 
people'^ '.Empirical evidence after GATT World development 
29,2,2001,265-289 
Paper describes that protection of pharmaceuticals 
innovations is being dramatically extended as much of the 
developing world introduces patent protection for new drug 
products This change in intellectual property rights may lead to 
more research on drugs to addressed developing country needs 
The author have used new survey data from India, the results of 
(155) 
interview and measures of research and development (R&D) 
constmcted from a variety of statistical sources to detennine 
trends in the allocations of research to products specific to 
developing country market There is some, although limited, 
evidence of increase in the mid-to late 1980s which appears to 
have leveled of in the 1990s the pictures provide a "baseline" 
against which future pattern in research activities can be 
compaied Author concludes that more reseaich on dmgs are 
carried out by developing countries as much as patent protection 
for new drug products are introduced to flilfill the needs of 
developing countries 
168 -—, —-, PHARMA fNOUSTRIES 
KEAYLA (BK) Patent system Implications for health care and 
pharma industry Journal of IPR 6.3,2001, 189-199 
This papei discusses the merits and demerits of the 
TRIPS agieement and it implications for health care and pharnia 
industry Implication of this agreement would have an adverse 
effect on the accessibility and affordabihty of medicine The 
existing pricing profile of developed countries if applied to 
developing country would become a serious problem for the 
poor people The UN commission on human rights has thus 
stated that TRIPS agreement constitute contravention of 
International human rights law At the end, the author list some 
critical issue which needs special attention while amending our 
patent act 1970 finally, author suggest that government in large 
developing countries like India, much strengthen the basic R&D 
(156) 
actiMties in then countiies through diiect finding or through 
stiengthing of then tax concessions so that the industnes able to 
geai itself to meet the global challenges of unifonn patent 
system of the TRIPS agieement 
69 —--, , PROTECTION 
SHARMA(KRISHNA) Will the new patent law really provide 
foi effective patent protection"^ Company Law Joumal. 2,2002. 
26-29 
This article describes that India has yet not met its current 
international obligations under the WTO-TRIPS to provide for 
meaningful and effective patent protection which is so crucial 
foi leseaich based industries like phannaceuticals, agro-
chemicals and bio-technology Paper is fiilly devoted to 
condition of Indian patents It discusses the obligation, to 
administer a product patent regime for pharmaceutical and agro-
chemicals, which has opted under articles65 4 of TRIPS It also 
discusses about Patent amendment Bill, 2001 which is 
introduced in Parliament recendy It takes in to consideration 
the advantages of this new bill It also includes the outstanding 
deficiencies Lastly, author conclude that patent protection is 
essential for research based industries because economic 
incentives are crucial to the process to the companies strive to 
lecover the high and gTOwing cost of research and development 
(157) 
170 BECKERMAN-RODAU (Andrew) The choice between Patent 
Protection and Trade Secret Protection A Legal on Business 
decision Journal of American Society for Patent & Trade 
Marks 24,2,2002.371-407 
In this article author argues that the Business rely heavily 
on Intellectual property which represents a substantial portion 
of the assets of many enteipiises today Trade secret law has 
expanded to allow protection for virtually any business 
infonnation, technology and know how likewise, the scope of 
patentable subject matter has greatly expanded in recent years 
Often innovations and technical know-how are potentially 
piotectible eithei via trade secret law or via patent law Author 
find it difficult to make a generalization about which type of 
protection is superior ACC to author choice can be affected by 
legal and business considerations Author gives a brief over 
view both the protection le Patent protection and trade secret 
piotection and discuss the importance and relevance of these to 
business 
71 , —-, SOUTH-EAST ASIA 
BLACKMAN (Michael JR) Patent - hifomiation A new 
dynamic for south-east Asia?- Journal of IPR 7,2, 2002, 105-
118 
hi this article a broad ranging review of patent 
infomiation, its value, uses and methods of accessing it, m the 
context of business m South-east Asia is presented It traces 
how patent infonnation arises in the first place, and how it can 
(158> 
be used in patentability, competitor analysis and infringment 
clearance searches The problems of isolating just the 
potentiality relevant patent publications from the many tens of 
millions alieady in the public domain are explored 
Comparision is made between the ways that this search task has 
been traditionally perfonned using paper based technology, and 
the expanding electronic systems now available Summaries of 
the main internet patent and othei industrial property databases 
aie piovided, and the easiei access to patent copies, as one of 
the key dissemination vectors, explained The article concludes 
with information IPR scene legal, political and practical as well 
as some thought on the increasing opportunities created by these 
various developments for an ever widening patent infomiation 
user population 
72 -—-, PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES, INDIA 
NAIR (MD) Intellectual Property Rights and the Indian 
Pharmaceutical Industry Journal of Scientific qntj. industrial 
leseaich 52,4. 1993,278-283 
The recent raging controversies on the proposed Dunkel 
pioposal for amendments to the prevailing intellectual property 
laws of several developing countries to make them acceptable 
and reasonably consistent with those of the developed world 
continue to attract the attention of the concerned public, media, 
industry and policy makers in India The genesis of the Indian 
patent Act 1970 is outlined The expectations of the Indian 
Pharmaceutical industry from the Act are describe Need for 
(159) 
assessing the impact of the Act is stressed The Act having the 
shortest validity period of any patent m any country m the 
world, has probably caused a decline m the patent filing for 
phannaceuticals The type of patent system needed for the 
country is analysed Recent developments related to patent laws 
in different countries are described The Indian dilemma, 
whethei to continue with a diluted patent act oi move towaids 
sttengthening of IP laws in line with many other countries of the 
world, is presented 
17"^  , PIRACY 
SAMUELSON (P) Privacy as intellectual Property Stanford 
Law Review 52,5,2000, 1125-1173 
Drawing upon certain concepts from the unfair 
competition based law of trade secrecy, this article suggests that 
information privacy law needs to impose minimum standards of 
commeicial morality of firms engaged in the processing of 
peisonal data and proposes that certain default licensing rules of 
trade secrecy law may be adapted to protect personal 
information in cyberspace Author argues that some economies 
and privacy advocates have proposed giving individuals 
property rights in their personal data to promote infomiation 
piivacy cyberspace However granting individuals property 
lights in personal infomiation is unlikely to achieve mfomiation 
piivacy goal in part because a key mechanism of property law 
would more likely defeat than achieve information privacy 
goals 
(160) 
74 —-, —-, MEASURES 
FREITAS (D) Piracy of intellectual Property and the measures 
needed to counter it Copyrmht Bulletin 24,3, 1992, 7-18 
Authot argues that there is a tendency in the mind of the 
public to regard the subject of Copyright as a special branch of 
law and concerned exclusive]> with a small sector namely 
authors, artists etc This is a complete misconception Author 
clears the concept of copyright by explaining it Discussed 
about the Nature of piracy in the context of intellectual 
pioperty, what are the actions and measuies needed to combat 
puacy and preserve the copyright system The measures needed 
aie described m great detail Author concludes that the 
copyright system as it now exists in virtually every civilized 
counti7 is a vital part modern society's infrastructure, serving 
the entire community 
175 , PLANT, TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER, UNIVERSITIES 
PRICE (Steven C) and RANK (Bryan Z) Plant intellectual 
property transfer mechanism at Universities Journal of IPR 
6,3,2001,200-210 
Discussed two complementary technology transfer 
systems for plant intellectual property and presents simple but 
workable decision trees to be considered along the path from 
discovery to revenue shanng The release of plant matenals as 
new plant vaneties from US Universities has traditionally 
involved agricultural experiment stations associated with 
colleges of agricultiiie This pattern has continues even though 
06]) 
many universities have technology transfer offices that handle 
all other inventions It is still common to find, therefore, 
especially at land giant institutions, two '"system" of technology 
tiansfei one for plant varieties and other for "'everything else" 
Finally author claim that m the future, all releases of plant 
vaiieties will be lequired to move thiough the same type of 
decision tiees as piesented in the papei Specific may change 
fiom country to country, but these basic elements will need to 
be considered 
76 , POLICIES, STRATEGIES 
MARAN (Murasoli) Intellectual property Policy and strategy 
for 2r'Century Journal of IPR 63,2001,211-14 
Paper focuses on the concern of the developing world on 
IPR and the problems of existing IPR system Problem of 
biopiiacy and its remedial measuies are discussed in detail The 
steps taken towards creation of traditional knowledge digital 
hbiaiies are mentioned It suggests that WHO should be 
ledesigned and expanded to fill up the gaps and remove the 
inequities created by the IPR, and to take care of the public 
health and other needs of the pooi Today's world is divided not 
by ideology but by technology If technology becomes precious, 
IP, which may not be within the reach of the poor, would create 
chaotic conditions This article emphasizes the need to develop 
the present IPR system and it should take care of the general 
public health and other needs 
(162) 
177 , POVERTY, HUMAN RIGHTS 
NOMANI (Zafar Mahfooz) Poverty, human rights and IP 
Regime An appraisal of fanner's rights and right to food 
security proceedings International Conference on Poverty, 
human lights an IP fBhopal) (2001). 1-30 
This paper takes a legal stance on the impact of 
intellectual pioperty right regime on poverty and consequent 
denial of human right to food livelihood and dignified life It 
discusses Doctrinal flaws of poverty, Imperatives of human 
rights, human right based approach, intellectual property rights 
legime, Fanneis and Breeder's light, Nonnative agenda and 
vision, right to food security etc Concludes that India should 
piovide for the establishment of property right for all actors 
involved in agricultural management and seed improvement and 
it should also aim at protecting not only the interests of 
coipoiate bio-technology finns and seed companies but also the 
mteiests of fanners and seed producers m India 
78 , PROPOSALS, DEVELOPrNG COUIMTRIES 
BASOMBRION (Ignacio) The Uruguay Round and Intellectual 
Pioperty Copvnght Bulletm 25J. 1991, 15-18 
This article deals with the proposals submitted by a group 
of developing countnes m 1990 It is concerning with the 
relationship between intellectual property nghts and trade, 
including the tiade in counterfeit goods Main objectives of the 
proposals are also discussed Authoi points out that the 
developing countnes do not attach equal importance to 
(163) 
questions relating to intellectual property, services or 
investment legulations etc But it does'nt mean that developing 
countries lack initiative as far as Umguay Round is concerned 
Next, It also discuss about the sixth Consultative Meeting of the 
Latin American economic system (SELA), 1990 mam aspect of 
the meetings are highlighted In it, it is stressed that the 
stiengthenmg of IPR should be countei balanced by enhanced 
protection of interests of society 
79 —--, PROTECTION 
GORDON (Wendy J) A property right m Self Expression 
Equality and Individualism m the Natural law of Intellectual 
property The Yale Law Journal 102, 5-6, 1993, 1533-1609 
Argues that a properly conceived natural rights theory of 
intellectual property would piovide significant protection foi 
fiee speech interests This is more than just an academic 
exeicise Judges have failed to use the first amendment to 
provide extensive protection for fi-ee expression in Intellectual 
pioperty cases in part because they mistakenly find a warrant 
for stiong "author rights" in a philosophy of natural law 
Natural rights theory is necessarily concerned with the rights of 
the public as well as with the rights of those whose labour 
create intellectual products When the limitations in natural 
law's premises are taken seriously, natural rights not only 
ceases to be a weapon against free expression, they also become 
a souice of affirmative protection for free speech interests 
Finally the article explores the implications of a natural-rights 
(164j 
analyses for fiee speech doctrine It suggest that the general 
population IS entitled to demand that the IP law make them 
whole when it makes inclusions into those of the public's 
"compensable" interests that are protected by natural rights 
180 RAVINDRAN (S) Protecting Intellectual Property 
International mfoimation communication and education 17,1, 
1998,73-75 
This article examines a range of issues arising from the 
impact of new technologies and the infonnation society on 
Copyright and ielated rights It prescribes that these rights are 
frindamental to protecting Europe's cultural heritage A balance 
must be found between protecting cultural heritage and its 
economically viable exploitation if the information society and 
European culture are to develop in hannony and reinforce each 
other It points out that the existing legal environment will have 
to be modified to reflect the vv'ay that the information society 
changes the relationships betv/een certain groups of people 
Author observes that the new technologies will not 
revolutionise certain basic concepts such as what constitutes a 
''work" and who is an "author" Author also pointed out towards 
some future actions 
81 STAINES (Anne) Protection of Intellectual Property Rights 
Anton Piller Orders Modem Law Review 46,1, 1983, 274-
288 
This article deals with the Anton Piller procedure, which 
has been resorted to full effect by the enactment of the supreme 
(165) 
coLiils act 1981 The section withdraws the privilege against self 
inciimination fiom defendments in civil proceedings for 
infringement of rights pertaining to intellectual property The 
Older was originally designed to provide an effective weapon 
against Copyright infringement Film and record companies 
weie the first to apply for such orders The order was taken 
towards its logical conclusions as a means of breaking the 
blackmarket m audio and videoatapes by the "legitimate 
extension" of the original order for inspection of the infringing 
material to include an order for discovery' of names and address 
of the dependents supplier and customers The Anton Filler 
order in respect of protection of intellectual property right 
developed fiom time to time and also extended whenever 
needed 
82 VERMA (HL) Protection of IPR Supportive legal Framework 
needed University News 38,1, 2000, 5-7 
Argues that the economic growth of any country depends 
primarily upon the availability of technology In the areas of 
International trade, the most prominent consideration these days 
IS the protection of intangible assets, more specifically the 
intellectual property rights Defines IPR and the role of TRIPs 
in the protection of intellectual property during trading 
tiansactions Gives and overview on the India's present position 
with regard to compliance with the piovisions of TRIPs 
Patents, Copyright, trademarks. Designs and othei devices of 
IPR are discussed in this context Concludes that India is 
(166) 
canymg on with the inadequate framework for protection of 
IPR and suggests that the existing legal framework should be 
updated 
183 —-, , AGRICULTURE BIOTECHNOLOGY 
KESAN (JP) Intellectual property Proiection and agricultural 
biotechnology A multidisciplinary perspective American 
Behavioral Scientist 44,3, 2000, 464-503 
Discusses the stmcture of the Agi'i-biotechnology 
industry, the role of intellectual property (IP) in achieving 
coordination and sharing of both the benefits and risks of 
innovation, Intellectual property regimes in the United States 
and abroad, and the economic and philosophical makes it 
possible to exclude others fiom appropriating the fruits of 
research and development At Ihe intersection of bioteclinology 
and IP, several public policy issues concerning innovation, 
technology and society emerges which miust be considered from 
a multidisciphnaiy perspective Some key principles and 
doctrines are then applied to specific IP controversies m 
biotechnology 
84 —--, , BIOTECHNOLOGICAL INVENTIONS, INDIA 
S ANAND KUMAR The need foi protection of IPR for Indian 
inventions in biotechnology Journal of scientific and industrial 
leseai-ch 52,4, 1993,304-307 
Paper stresses the need for a change in the Indian patent 
Act to protect Indian ingenuity which will benefit the country 
by the participation of Indian Industiy investing in R&D The 
(167) 
situation in biotechnology and its rapid growth in India portends 
the possibihty that India can play a significant role in inventing 
new & novel pioducts of therapeutic value Author also clearly 
states the criteria for a patent application on an invention The 
invention made by India in training scientific personnel and the 
mfrastructuie built will not be lost in value if product and 
process patent protection is introduced in India This optimism 
is justified taking into consideration the experience of change m 
othei countries Finally, author says tliat by strengthening 
India's patent law, employment opportunities for Indian 
scientist will increase 
85 , -—-, CSIR, INDIA 
SUBBARAM (NR) Intellectual Property protection m the 
CSIR, India World Patent Infomiation 16 3, 1994, 101-103 
This article explore a overview of the condition of IP 
protection in the council of scientific and Industrial research 
(CSIR) How CSIR protecting IPR is discussed under various 
headings like IPR activities in CSIR, establishment of Patent 
units, enhancing awareness of IPR, modernization of the patents 
unit, and establishment of centres in the laboiatones This 
article describes the efforts by CSIR patent unit to spread 
knowledge of the importance of intellectual property protection 
throughout the network Small centres have been established m 
all the laboratories as an interface between the scientist and the 
patent units to assist in the processing of patent applications and 
the dissemination of infonnation CSIR also developed a 
(168) 
database INPAT (Indian Patent Database) containing published 
Indian Patent undei the patent Act 1970 In future, unit is 
planning to stiengthen the service - oriented activities with 
paiticulai attention to enhance the av/aieness of IP system 
amongst the wider spectrum of scientist in India 
86 , , HUMAN RIGHTS, VIOLATION 
GOPALKRISHNAN (NS) Intellectual property protection and 
Human rights violation Cochin University Law Review 24,1/2, 
2000,93-97 
Emphasize that the process of globalization has infact 
increased the gap between the rich and the poor through out the 
woild Protection of IP through the WTO TRIPs regime for 
achieving the objective of globalization remained the most 
controversial Among the many areas of IP, the provision 
concerning patent have maximum impact on the protection of 
the human rights of the larger section of the population It has 
stiongly felt that the national government will not be in a 
position to stnicture their patent law to facilitate access to basic 
needs of poor sections at affordable cost It is unfortunate that 
theie IS no seiious attempt at national and International level to 
piotect the violation of the human rights of poor section 
Though some intemational nonns ate laid down regarding the 
patenting of products based on genetic materials author 
emphasize the need for some nonns tc safeguard the human 
lights of the custodians and beneficiaries 
(169) 
87 —-, -—, WTO RULES 
SHRYBMAN (S) Infonnation, Commodification and the 
WTO IFLA Journal 26,5/6, 2000, 354-361 
Focused on alleged damages already done by WTO mles 
to the protection to intellectual property and covers in depth two 
disputes because they provide the most persuasive evidence of 
the enonnous influence which WTO v^ 'ill have in shaping 
national and international policies and laws as there relates to 
intellectual property protection States that the mles of the 
TRIPs agreement and other WTO agreements are the product of 
highly secretive negotiation processes mfonned almost 
exclusively by the views of large corporations with a significant 
stake in global markets Stress that the librarian can play a role 
to provide effective public access to the complex and often 
secretive reports, submissions, studies and negotiating texts 
which comprise the record of contemporairy trade negotiations 
and dispute resolutions 
188 —--, REM'EDIES 
JENA (KRISHNA CHANDRA) Remedies for Infringement of 
Intellectual Property Rights Indian Bar Review 28, 2/3, 2001, 
143-160 
Author argues that IP is integi-al to the progi"ess of human 
kind and an indispensable element in economic development in 
a global environment so it is essential that is utilization also 
assures protection of basic human values The remedies for 
piotecfion of Intellectual property rights are discussed Certain 
(170) 
examples of original cases are cited Under the heading civil 
Remedies, the concept Copyright, patents. Design and 
trademaiks aie defined Author concludes that it is necessary 
that the legal regime has to grow in pace with the advanced 
Technology 
89 , REWARD SYSTEMS 
SHAVELL (S) and VAN YPERSELE (T) Rewards versus 
Intellectual property rights Journal of law and Economics 44,2, 
2001,525-547 
This paper compares reward systems to mtellectual 
property rights (Patents and Copyrights) Under a reward 
system, innovators are paid for innovations directly by the 
government (Possibly on the basis of sales), and innovations 
pass immediately into the public domain Thus reward systems 
engender incentives to innovate without creating the monopoly 
power of intellectual property rights But a principal difficulty 
with rewards is the information required for their detenmnation 
Authors conclude in their model that intellectual property rights 
do not possess a fundamental social advantage over reward 
systems, under which innovators choose between rewards and 
intellectual property rights (IPR) Author conclude that between 
leward and intellectual property, rights is superior to intellectual 
piopeity lights 
(171) 
90 —-, SECURITY 
VINCE (Judith) Infomiation security-pi otectmg your assets 
ASLIB Proceedings 48.4, 1996, 109-115 
Paper highlights the legal aspect of infonnation security 
and Copyright law It discusses the principle IT related laws 
such as Data piotection Act 1984, the computer misuse Act 
1990 and the copyright, design and patents Act 1988 next, it 
briefly discuss about federation against software theft [FAST], 
DTI codes of practice Under the heading security infrastructure 
It discusses about IT security committee, IT security group, 
technical support group, system administratois and Internet 
audit It highlights various other points like global networking, 
remote access, single sign on and internet security m an 
international enviromnent Finally, author says that there is a 
need to adopt a standardized approach to network security to 
1 educe the need for expensive risk assessments & lengthy 
negotiations with business partners 
191 —-, SEED INDUSTRIES 
GHOSH (Syamal Krisliua)' " IPR and seed Industry 
loumaloflPR 6,2,2001,109-120 
Intellectual property right (IPR) and Plant Breeder's right 
(PBR) aie the most discussed and debated issues m the context 
of piesent day agriculture and seed industry PBR is the right of 
bieedei to enjoy the benefits for a lestncted period out of his 
distinct and novel cultivar The WTO also provides that plant 
vaiieties must be protected by patents The total cultivated areas 
(172) 
iindei most crops are declining and die yield perfonnance of die 
seeds now used are below the potential This led to the 
introduction of hybrid varieties by the government, private 
sector seed industries and fanners With the intensification of 
IPR and PBR issues, the seed industry is moving through 
merger and acquisition phase to sustain futuie growth and to 
adopt new technology by investing more in R&D UPOV 
convention of 1978 dealt with rights of farmers, researchers and 
breeders, and 1991 convention directed towards breeders The 
Indian plant variety act (PVA) has considered both the Acts 
The PBR legislation must be simple and its implementation 
cost-effective and less time consuming, as the seed companies 
in developing countries are typically small 
92 -—-, SMALL, MEDIUM ENTERPRISES 
SHAHID ALI KHAN IP management for enhancing 
competitiveness particularly in small and medium enterprise 
Journal of IPR 6,2, 2001, 85-93 
Papei emphasizes the need foi enhancing 
competitiveness, particularly in the small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) through effective use of the IP Management 
system Management of IP system by SMEs should aim not 
only at the geneiation of their own technology but also at 
pioviding infonnation to prospective inventois Introducing the 
latest and newest technology m the pioductive sector of SMEs 
plays a critical lole in economic growth and promotes 
competitiveness thiough the use of IP system in lesponding to 
(173) 
consumer demands for higher and better quality of production. 
Finally, the author recommends some salient points for 
strengthing and promoting the IP system by government and the 
private sector particularly SMEs and their national associations. 
193. , STRATEGIES, COMPAKIES, JAPAN, UK 
PITKETHLY (R.H). IP strategy m Japanese and UK 
companies; Patent licensing decisions and learning 
opportunities. Research Policy. 30,3; 2001; 425-442. 
IP Management of explicit knowledge encapsulated in an 
management by IPR is discussed using the first comparative 
study of UK and Japanese IP Management. IP's role in both 
licensing or Patent , information Management (PLM) is 
illustrated. Japanese Co. actively search for technology to 
license in to a greater extent than in the UK where attitudes to 
IP more static even though active marketing of technology to 
license out is similar. It is shown that LP strategy occurs in a 
space defined by time, techno legal scope and technological 
advantage and that licensing decisions need consideration from 
license and licensor viewpoints and a dynamic not static 
viewpoint, 
194. , TAX LAWS 
RAFIQUEE (F A) • Intellectual Endeavor and tax liability: Some 
reflections on the author's liability. Kashmir University Law 
Review. 4.4: 1997; 147-162. 
In this article author argues that intellectual property law 
and tax laws tread two divergent paths to achieve social and 
(iW 
economic good for the society and the development of culture 
Author has tried to analyse the impact of income tax and wealth 
tax laws on authors rights as available under Copyright laws 
Authoi clearly discuss the term authorship and economic 
development It provides an overview of Copyright and 
taxability Next, it discusses authorization and depreciation and 
gives the position of it under the Act It also provides a table 
which indicates that the lowest rate of deductions is available to 
an author and that too a professional author Concludes that 
intellectual endeavor of an author is scarcely rewarded undei 
the piesent tax laws as applicable m India In order to achieve 
the laudable object author has provided certain suggestions also 
95 , TRADE 
VISHWARAO SHARMILA Tiade-ielated intellectual property 
rights and product versus process innovations Atlantic 
Economic Journal 27,4, 1999, 444-446 
In this article the incentives of southern governments to 
piotect piocess and product patents are examined in a game 
with endogenous research and development and licensing 
Patent piotection lesults in the licensing of cost reducing 
piocess innovations to southern finns By increasing 
competition, licensing provides an incentives for southern 
governments to protect process patents However, optimal 
patent policy may involve restrictions in the fonn of licensing 
contracts In the case of product innovations, licensing does not 
occur regardless of whether oi nor patents are protected Thus, 
(175) 
patent protection serves to reinforce monopoly power without 
increasing technology diffusion Southern governments thus 
have a lower incentive to protect product patents 
196 -—, TRADEMARKS, LAW, INDIA 
ASHWANI KUMAR Trade Related IPRs Importance of Trade 
Mark and Indian Law Indian Journal of Contemporary Law 
24,2,2001,85-99 
In this paper the provisions relating to trademarks as 
incorporated m the TRIPS are scanned The relative importance 
of trademarks and patents are discussed Author argues 
trademarks are territorial and can be registered and protected in 
as many countries as their owners desire Next, it discusses the 
enforcement of agreements on TRIPs given in different articles 
of the Law Further, it gives a brief o\erview on Reviews of 
Agieements on TRIPs, Hybridization and compulsory licensing, 
enfoicement of the intellectual property lights (IPR) acquisition 
of IPR dispute settlement procedure This article makes it clear 
that as far as trademarks are concerned, the TRIPs do not 
envision any flirther hard steps to be taken by India 
197 , TRIPS, AMENDMENTS 
CONNOR (J) Taking TRIPs to the eleventh amendment The 
aftermath of the college savings Hasting Law Journal 51,5, 
2000, 1003-1007 
Examines the conflict between eleventh amendment 
based state sovereign immunity and fourteen amendment based 
congiessional power to abiogate that immunity Discusses 
(176) 
takings, declaratory relief, and procedural due process claims as 
possible avenues of action that will protect intellectual property 
from infringement by states and state entitles within the 
confines of the Supreme Court's new mle for sovereign 
immunity Legislatives alternative such as proceedings under 
section five, the spending power ireaty power as well as judicial 
approaches are discussed The author than considers an 
alternative perspective on legislative remedies that congiess 
could implement 
19 8 --—, , DEVELOPING COUlsiTRIES 
BASS (NAOMI A) implications of the TRIPS agreement for 
developing countries Phannaceutical Patents Laws m Brazil 
and south Africa in 21'^  Century' Geo Washington International 
Law Review 34,2, 2002, 191-199 
Article is fully devoted to the Role, functions and 
Implications of the TRIPs agreement, which became effective 
as part of the Uruguay Round of GATT in 1995, foi developing 
countries Brazil and South Africa have taken as an example of 
complex issues confronting WTO member countries attempting 
to bung domestic patent laws in to compliance with TRIPS 
Authoi suggested that both countries, govt must confront the 
challenge of creating an effective, enforceable, domestic IP 
infiastructuie without neglecting the medicinal needs of the 
increasingly vast population dying from AIDS Lastly it discuss 
about the History of International patent law and the Modem 
appioach to the agreement on TRIPS 
(177) 
199 , , PATENTS, ACT, INDIA 
SAHAI (Siiman) Indian Patents Act and TRIPS ECONOMIC 
& PQ£lTICM. WeSKiY 28,29/30, 1993 1495-1497 
Article carries out an examination the differences 
between TRIPS and the present Indian patent system in India 
Bungs out clearly that why adoption of the fanner will be 
detrimental to research and development and self-reliant 
giowth It discusses the history of both le, Indian Patents Act 
and TRIPS Various suggestions are given to make the Indian 
patent system more effective and concludes that the Indian 
patents Act must be modified to keep pace with new 
technologies emerging in every field 
200 —-, - , BIOTECH 
MAE-WAN HO Why Biotech patents are Patently Absurd 
scientific briefing on TRIPS and related issues Journal of IPR 
7,2,2002, 151-165 
The author discusses TRIPS agreement and gives reasons 
for 1 evoking and banning patenting of life fonns and living 
piocesses He further discusses about the ways of classifying 
patents and proprietary databases on life forms and living 
processes Also covered are patents based on Plagiarism and 
bio-piracy, discoveries, transgenic processes and organisms, 
nuclear-transplant cloning and other in vitro reproductive 
techniques, stem cell isolation and techniques, GM constructs 
and vectors He further analyses TRIPS and EU system and 
discusses about positive aspects of EU directive, which 
(178) 
strongly excludes plants and animal varieties from patenting 
category lastly, author gives a brief account of the grounds on 
which all biotech patents should be rejected 
201 , —-, WTO 
SUBRAMANIAM (A) AND WATAL (J) Can TRIPS serve as 
an enfoicement device foi developing coimtnes in the WTO 
Journal of International Economic Law 3,3, 2000, 402-416 
This paper proposes a design for the use of TRIPS as a 
letaliatory weapon in WTO trade disputes that would overcome 
some of these difficulties It argues that developing countries 
assert lender conventional trade retaliatory actions by them 
ineffectrvC The complaint is that they have no effective 
mechanism for forcing developed countries into compliance 
with WTO obligations that have market access consequences 
foi developing countries Advantages of the proposal are 
highlighted Concludes that the veiy presence of threat of such 
action in domestic IP legislation could lead to improved 
compliance by developed countries 
202 —--. US 
OKEDIJI (R) Towards an international fair use doctrine 
^-_ Journal of Translation Law 39,1. 2000. 75-175 
In this article author examines the validity of US 
aiguments that fair use doctrine m consistent with international 
obligations and concludes that US tiading partners are correct to 
suggest that the fair use doctrine does not survive TRIPS 
Aigues that certain principles of public international law may 
(179") 
imply that TRIPS supports a generous public interest principle 
such as the fair use doctrine, but that explicit provision for the 
doctrine is needed nonetheless Author suggests that such a 
provision would help to preserve the inte^^ity of US Copyright 
policy accommodate the distinct welfare goals of international 
Copyright law and the free trade system and serve as a tool to 
prevent ftirther erosion of the public interest in a global market, 
which is governed largely by international protectionist regimes 
and by domestic regimes that are increasmgly shifting to favour 
others Is describes that the heightened levels protection 
afforded by TRIPS obstensibly mirror the strength of US 
intellectual property laws and reflect a national commitment to 
secuie global benefits of IP enforcement foi US domestic 
inventois and creators 
203 , UNIVERSITIES, EMPLOYEES 
HANNABUS (S) IPR and University employees Library 
Review 50.3/4,2001, 117-121 
Discusses IPR and university lectureis refening to codes 
of practice and policy statements Argues that IPR in the Patents 
aiea is very much a matter of commercial exploitabihty and 
getting an equitable benefits agreements, but that in the area of 
Copyright issues it is much more cloudy and controversial 
Interpieting "in the course of employment" and other key 
factois has become incieasingly important for employees in 
higher education, as stakeholders seek to capitalize on 
intellectual assets but not always collaboratively 
(180) 
204 -—, --—, THAILAND 
NAOWARAT (Cheepthan) and PANUWAI^ (Chantawamiakul) 
Intellectual property management and awareness at the 
univeisity level m the biotechnology era A Thai perspective 
World Patent Infomiation 23,4, 2001, 373-378 
In the particular context of a developing country, the 
problem arising from a lack or awareness of intellectual 
property in universities in Thailand is described These 
pioblems include a poor negotiating position in fonnulating 
licensing and like agreements, especially in relation to such 
agreements with developed countries The situation in the 
biotechnology and phamiaceutical areas is highlighted, for 
example the fomiulation of Pharmaceutical products with active 
mgiedients related to those present in traditional medicines 
Improvements at the universities proposed to address these 
issues embrace setting up intellectual property departments 
within each university and substantially increasing the level of 
intellectual property awareness in undergraduate courses as well 
as postgraduate couises 
205 -—-, WORKSHOP, CII-WIPO-ITC 
BENIWAL (RS) CII-WIPO-ITC National Workshop on the 
business and contractual dimensions of acquisition and transfer 
of Intellectual property Journal of Scientific and Industrial 
Research 60,4, 2001, 953-956 
This conference reports deals with various aspect of 
intellectual property rights Different views of different 
( i sn 
participants are discusses in brief It covers the discussion on 
topics like "Introduction to IPR in relation to WIPO Initiatives", 
"Role of IPR", "Value on Intellectual property infonnation or 
access to appropriate technology". Access to IP inforaiation for 
appropriate teclmology" and "Fundamentals of license 
agieements and many other topics Each participant describes 
the IPR in detail accordwg to thew titles In different talk, 
authoi has provided various fonnulas to understand the tenn 
intellectual property rights (Trademarks, Petents etc ) in a very 
easy mannei Main aspect of each articles ate highlighted to 
give a brief ovewiew of the papers/articles It also discusses 
about some golden guidelines for negotiations prepare, discuss, 
piopose and bargain Lastly, it provides about the activities 
done under the workshop by participants 
(182^ 
^ 
PART - III 
FINDINGS 
OF THE STUDY 
V, 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS: RECENT TRENDS 
Fiom the Analysis of Bibliographies, we can say that the last 
decades of 20 ^ century had witnessed IT emerge as the most 
pi eminent technology which have a i evolutionary effect on the lives 
of the people across the world During ihe last five decades modern 
and advanced means of communications like broadcasting, 
photography, television and Internet etc have made pragmatic inroads 
m the Indian economy 
According to IQBAL AHMAD "Majoi changes are taking 
place on account of the forces generated by the globalization of 
economy and the introduction of cyber technology in day to day life of 
human beings and the whole world is now a days covered by the 
woild WWW The web has covered the entire world by the invention 
of internet This new internet technology is not only a boon foi the 
lapid development of human civilization in the world but has also 
biought certain evils, which leads certain persons to commit new type 
of Climes"' 
The older technologies of photocopying and taping allow 
mechanical copying by individual consumers, but this required 
considerable time, produce copies limited in numbers and also quality 
is not so good as original But, new technologies makes it possible to 
make unlimited number of copies, without loosing the original quality 
This is the biggest problem of today Creators and owners who wants 
to share their original work with general public after getting a 
copynght legistration, now feeling handicapped to protect their work 
from the Internet The arrival of digital technologies for handling text. 
(183) 
sound and visual images has made the possibihties ahnost hmitless 
The IP industry is big business and cannot afford to allow its products 
to be copied repackaged, pirated or distributed without ensuring 
adequate economic compensation The very fact that the content can 
be copied so easily is itself a ma)or problem At the same time the 
qudhty combhii^ , then this is a recipe tor unauthorized copying, 
piiating and use which must be controlled Persons copying the 
material fiom the internet are susceptible to cyber crime 
According to K.L CHAWLA: 
"Cyber crime will have a great effect and impact on this global 
internet economy, because this is a crime which is not bound by any 
baiiieis 01 boiders and it can invade from the macio to the micro level 
In India, Cybei law is at its infancy stage and that makes it easy to be 
on the wrong side of it Let us take the \ery common practice of the 
cybei - squatting It is the practice of illegal legistering and holding 
on to a domain name, which is otherwise legally belonging to other" 
On the one hand, as peoples are much aware about the IPR and 
specially copyright, various person are in a practice of committing 
new crimes by the use of new technology on the other hand Thus the 
creators oi ownei are now forced to think about there exclusive right 
to make, use and sell 
"Charles Oppenheium" raises a question that whether 
copyiight have any future in an electronic enviromnent or not 
Because electionic environment made it easy lo copy the material 
without the wastage of time and loosing the quality of original 
Howevei, in the definition of copyright, copyright Act 1957 includes 
(184") 
computer piograms and tables and compilations including databases 
However the Act can not deal with it moie effectively particularly 
with copyright issues on the Web Thus there is an urgent need of 
stiong IPR law to protect the right of creators and owners from piracy 
thi ough the Internet" 
According to B. Weise Montag: 
'Successful and equitable development of the infotmation 
society lequiies a rethink of copyright and other related rights This 
will help unlock the development of new products and services which 
will intum stimulate investment in infrastructure 
According to N. SESHAGIRI: 
"As the increasing number of new innovations coming up in the 
wake of giowing multi-bilhon dollar database industiy are creating 
special problems for copyright protection of databases Protection by 
patents in the past has been found to be broadly infeasible as a 
coinputei programme does not always constitute an invention Thus, 
there is a need of an Act for the protection of such lights "^  
Fiom the above discussion, it is clear that the major changes 
that are taking place is the translation and reproduction of copyrighted 
mateiial from an internet Thus, question arise that how the exclusive 
lights of author can be protected in this Infonnation technology age 
Though, in 1984 Amendment of copyright Act of 1957, strong note of 
piiacy was taken into consideration, yet there is a greater need to 
stiengthen the law to protect the work available on Internet from 
piracy Puacy explored due to electronic media like video films and 
satellite technology etc Due to Internet and othei facihties, the online 
(185^ 
veision of the book aie available and downloading of the full text is 
easily possible So considering these problems, development were 
noted m this regard One can say that IT is the key feature in 
Amendment of lac copyright Acts It is virtually impossible to control 
the on-line veisions of the copyrighted literacy woik 
BN keeping in mind the thieats from Cybei ciimes, recently 
government of India has set up a task force to check the cyber crimes 
The trend and the forth coming amendments or additions to law is 
predicted on the basis of the exploration of IT and other electronic 
media The central government of India also introduced the IT bill in 
pailiament m May 2000 which came into foice with effect from 17^ ^ 
Octobei of 2000 One of the most important feature of the Act is that 
"'the Right of piivacy has also been recognized and violation of the 
piivac> by any person is punishable with impiisonment foi a term 
extending upto the extent of 2 years or with fine or rupees of one 
lakh " It IS hoped that the IT Act 2000 should be enforced effectively 
is the only way to make the Internet secure against the Cyber crime 
According to Prof. Saleem Akhtar: 
"The experience of last around forty years shows that there is an 
urgent need of adequate infonnation and awaieness regarding the 
copynght law and ramifications of its infringement There are certain 
pioblems in India with regard to copyright awareness such as 
ignoiance of rights, problems of access to courts, absence of an 
oiiganized copyright base and administrative red-tapism There must 
be addiessed in a piagmatic oider'" 
(186^ 
In a conference held at IIT ICharagpur A model, parallel to 
Indira Gandhi Centre for the Art was proposed Its main function will 
be to collect undocumented & India, documeni it and patent it to 
piotect from piracy of our traditional knowledge on rural and home 
medicines, food preservation and processing, agriculture products, 
seeds and the like This will be a great achievement for Indian creators 
for protecting their heritage Besides the laws or legislations, there is a 
great need of cooperation between creators and users of copyrighted 
material Both should join hands to solve the problem of protection of 
Intellectual Property Right 
(187) 
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